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Chapter 1
GENERAL DATA ON CONTEMPORARY FACILITIES FOR TIM RESCUE OF
AN AIRCRAFT CREW UNDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
§1.

FACTORS LEADING TO THE DESIGN OF AN EJECTION SEAT
An improvement in the tactical flight characteristics of flying

craft is

frequently limited by the physiological potentials of man.

The contradiction between the required tactical flight characteristics
and the capabilities of a human being became particularly pronounced
in the recent decade,
War (1941-1945).

starting at about the end of the Second World

As this contradiction was being resolved,

there arose

a new branch of physiology - aviation medicine* - and there were also
new branches in aviation engineering,

i.e.,

high-altitude equipment

intended to ensure the safety and functional capacity of a crew during
flight (oxygen masks,

pressure suits), and rescue equipment intended

to enable a crew to abandon an aircraft safety under emergency conditions; the first

such piece of equipment was the so-called ejection

seat.
It

was only comparatively recently that the only available means

for a member of a crew to depart an aircraft under emergency conditions
was the parachute strapped to his back.

In the case of an emergency

the pilot (or any other member of the crew) abandoned his aircraft
through the simple expedient of climbing out of the cabin. Having spent
a few moments in free flight, he opened his parachute and descended
safely to earth.
With the increasing velocities of flight, however,

FTD-TT-63-420/1+2

this method of

safeguarding a crew in the case of an aircraft accident proved to be
impossible for two reasons,
400 km/hr it

is,

first

at indicated velocities in excess of

i.e.,

of all, extremely difficult to overcome the

very high airstream pressure encountered on leaving the aircraft and,
secondly, at these velocities the stream would propel the individual
abandoning the aircraft (if

first

he were able to leave the aircraft in the

place) with such force that a collision against the wing,

horizontal stab~lizers,

the

or the fLn of the aircraft wolld be total]y

unavoidable.

These conditions led to the development of an ejection seat, i.e.,
a seat equipped with a special firing mechanism which (generally by

means of an explosive cartridge) imparts a vertical velocity to the
seat, sufficient to paso up and over the rudder.

Since this velocity

must be imparted to the seat over a comparatively short path, the
ejocted seat and the human being are subject to considerable vertical
acceleration.
As soon as the seat enters the airstream the man is subjected to
0 forces from back to front (the so-called deceleration force) and he
is also subject to the pressure of the approaching free stream which
causes the seat to turn,

thus changing the direction of the accelera-

tion.
Thus upon separating from an aircraft in his escape equipment a
man is

successively subjected to G forces in the directions "head-

pelvis," "back-chest," "pelvis-head," and he is also subjected to the
pressure of the approaching free stream,

the effect of the angular

velocity of seat rotation, and the dynamic shocks produced by parachute opening. He subsequently experiences a lengthy (if

the escape

from the aircraft occurred at great altitude) and rapid descent during
which atmospheric pressure increases rapidly, and he subsequently exe-
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cutes a slow descent by means of the main parachute,

finally landing

on the ground (or in water).
The human organism is

not built to withstand all of these pres-

sures; therefore the individuals engaged in the design of escape and
high-altitude equipment seek to attenuate the effect of these pressures to limits of human tolerance.
itself complex and made even more difficult by the

The problem is

fact that in addition to enabling an individual to escape from an aircraft under' emergency conaitions,
satisfacto

r

performance in

the equipment must also provide for

its primary function,

i.e.,

the seat and

equipment used by a pilot must provide the required ease and convenience
of aircraft control.

The requirements imposed on the equipment with

respect to convenience of aircraft control and safety under the emergency conditions in which a pilot might be called upon to escape from
his aircraft are contradictory.

If

in addition we consider the diffi-

culties of testing this type of equipment under actual conditions
(tests with dummies do not yield exhaustive data,
human being are not always possible),

and tests with a

the over-all complexity of the

solution t8 this problem becomes clear.

The escape of an aircraft crew

in the case of an emergency assumes the solution of nroolems pertaining to entire complex of equipment (the cockpit parachute

system -

high-altitude equipment -

[ejection] seat -

portable emergency sup-

plies).
Ejection as a means of forced escape from an aircraft can save
the life of a pilot in unanticipated and completely unforeseen situations.
We know,

for example,

of a case in which a pilot was ejected under

water; the events were the following.* Upon takeoff from an aircraft
carrier the aircraft suffered engine failure; after ditchIng in
FTD.-TT-63-420/I+2
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the

sea,
pilot

sank. Since the hydrostatic pressure prevented the

the aircraft

from forcing the canopy,

the pilot

elected to eject himself.

cause his lifejacket was automatically inflated,

Be-

he floated to the

surface and was rescued.
the need for the development of ejec-

As was pointed out earlier,

tion seats was brought about primarily by the rise in
cated speeds above 400 km/hr.

aircraft

indi-

the foreign press the opinion has

In

frequently been stated that with the continued rise in

indicated air-

craft velocities the ejection seat will be replaced by more perfect
escape facilities

such as,

for example,

ejection capsules or cockpits

entirely separable from the aircraft.
S2. BRIEF REVIEW OF STATISTICAL DATA ON IMPLEMENTATION OF EJECTION SEATS
In

of USAF experience with ejection seats were

1957 the statistics

published. *
These data on the results of ejection involving human beings are
presented in Table 1 and in Fig. 1.
TABLE 1
iY

TTm

HaSJ,

1

4•

I
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KatamyAb-

in

21

2Kozuqcmo

1
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Cuopmwai

%

173

23

6

1) Traumas; 2) number of ejections;
minor; 5.) serious; 6) fatal.
As we can see from Fig.

/aanyab-

1, the percentage

tions rises sharply for low and great heights,

3)

none; 4)

of unsuccessful ejecsince the ejection seats

employed by the USAF at that time were poorly adapted for heights below
300 m or for operations above altitudes of 10,000 m.
The average percentage of unsuccessful ejections in

the inter-

mediate range of altitudes (about 20%) also indicates the absence of
-4
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shows that up to a certain limit, the
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the altitude,

Igreater
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failures.

the fewer ejection

This conclusion, as explained

by foreign specialists,

0 I0OO.~J1••W

2 8,cm-a I ,elwax

indicates that

at low altitudes too much time is re-

Fig. 1. Number of fatal
or near-fatal landings as
a function of ejection
height. 1) Fatalities and
serious injuries, in %;
2) altitude, in meters.

quired to actuate the parachute systems
and that the reliability of the automatic
systems is

fact,

The curve

inadequate (as a nmtter of

the time required for the normal operation of the automatic

equipment is

too long for the time available); with regard to high al-

titudes, this conclusion indicates defects in the parachute system and
in the oxygen-supply system.
On the basis of the data presented in that same source,

the num-

ber of ejection failures in the case of an aircraft operating in a nonsteady regime (climbing,

in a spin,

turning,

spiral, roll, or dive)

amounts approximately to 40%. The increase in the number of ejection
failures in nonsteady regimes is explained by the difficulty which the
pilot encounters in assuming the proper initial position.
Even this brief review of the statistical data pertaining to
flights at low indicated velocities (89% of the ejections were carried
out at velocities below 750 kn/hr),

shows the over-all complexity of

the problem involved in ensuring safety in emergency ejection from a
ccntemporary aircraft.
§3.

DIFFICULTIES IN ENSURING EMERGENCY-EJECTION SAFETY IN THE CASE OF
A MODERN AIRCRAFT
The difficulties in ensuring safety in emergency escape from an

aircraft are governed by the following set of circumstances.

-5-

1. The potentials of the human organism which restrict the tolerable 0 forces, angular velocity, ram pressure,
Special devices make it

etc.

possible to expand the range of tolerable

limits, but the design of such devices proves to be extremely complex.
2. The necessity of implementing safety devices overa wide range
3f altitudes, velocities,

and aircraft attitude.

In terms of velocity the range of ejection-seat implementation
iay, for example,

extend from 300 to 1200 km/hr.* The aerodynamic

7orces operating on the seat change by a factor of more than 16 over
;his range.

This complicates the possibility of stabilizing the seat

it the indicated velocities,

and it

also complicates the possibility

)f eliminating the harmful effect of the deceleration forces and angu.ar velocities which are functions of the ram pressure.
Taking into consideration the great range of ejection-seat
ientation with respect to altitude (from 0 to 25,000 m),

imple-

we find it

iecessary to coordinate a number of the contradictory requirements im'osed on the parachute system. For example,
ecessary to have the main parachute,

at low altitudes it

which is

is

the one which saves the

ndividual, open as quickly as possible; at high altitudes,

on the

ther hand, we must achieve a stabilized rapid descent from the high

ltitudes, having the main parachute open up only at 3-4 thousand
eters.
3.

The necessity of more complete automation of the escape opera-

ion, taking into consideration the likelihood of loss of conscious3ss (although only for a brief period of time),

as well as the im-

-oper actions of the individual. In practical terms, this means that
-ter the pilot has actuated the ejection lever, all remaining opera-ons must proceed independently of the pilot in the required sequence,
th regard to the intervals that depend on the altitude and velocity

-6-

of flight.

4.

The necessity of providing manual back-up controls for opera-

tions executed by the main seat mechanisms,

bearing in mind that in

the case of an emergency the automatic system may fail.
5.

The ejection seat must provide for crew safety not only In the

case of aircraft emergency, but in the case of a forced landing which
may be accompanied by considerable longitudinal acceleration.

If

in

this case the individual is not adequately strapped to his seat,

he

may suffer injury as a result of being thrown forward against the
steering column or the instrument panel.
6.

The rescue facilities should not complicate aircraft control.

The evaluation of gn ejection seat from the standpoint of its
ability to satisfy the above-enumerated requirements should be approached with consideration of the probability (occurrence)
type of emergency situation. For example,

of a given

comparing a seat ensuring

100% safety in the case of straight flight and only 50% in the case of
maneuvering flight with a seat which provides 75% safety under all
conditions, we should give our preference to the first

seat since ap-

proximately 70% of all ejection occurs under conditions of straight
flight.

In other words, with mass application the first

seat will pro-

vide emergency-ejection safety in 85% of all cases, whereas only 75%
safety can be achieved with the second seat.
range of implementation is
ment of safety conditions it

Generally, whenever a

increased by an even insignificant impairbecomes extremely important to weigh care-

fully whether such an "improvement" will not lead to a rise in ejection
failures.
These considerations are fully applicable to the problems of backup controls.

If

the back-up system impairs the basic system in any man-

ner, no matter how slight,

in the majority of cases it
-7-

is

inexpedient

to employ such a duplicate system.
54. DIRECTION OP ACCELERATION EFFECT WITH RESPECT TO THE HUMAN BODY
Without going into the physiological aspects of the tolerance
limits for a human organism with respect to acceleration and angular
velocities, we will present the maximum tolerances considered acceptable at the present time.
For our purposes it

is sufficient to establish four directions in

which the G forces operate with respect to a human body, and these are
known as (Fig. 2): 1) "pelvis-head"; 2)

"head-pelvis"; 3) "chest-back";

4) "back-chest."
In the case of downward ejection the G forces act in the "pelvishead" direction; when catapulted [ejected] upward the individual experiences G forces in the "head-pelvis" direction, etc.,

i.e., always

in the direction opposite to acceleration.
It

should be borne in mind that the tolerable G forces are strong

functions of the duration of their effect. The greater the duration,
4

the lower the maximum G-force tolerance.
"Figure 3 shows a graph of the maximum G-

force tolerances for various directions as a
function of the duration of their effect.*

i

Inaddition to the limit values of the G
forces, it

is also necessary to know the maximum

value of the angular velocities which a human
being can withstand. At the present time it
---.
Fig. 2. Basic Gforce directions.
1 "Pelvis-head";
"2head-pelvis";

"chest-back";
"back-chest."

is

the practice to hold that a human being is capable of withstanding an angular velocity of up
to 2 revolutions per second,

i.e., up to 12.3

radians per second. When we speak of limit values

of G forces in a given direction we mean the maximum value of the G

-8-
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Fig. 3. Tolerable G forces as a function of time. 1) The solid lines
indicate the consciousness boundary for the given position; 2) experimental data; 3)
pelvis-head"; 4) "head-pelvis"; 5) "chest-back" and
"back-chest"; 6) sec.

force,
In

if

only at a single point on the body.

other words,

with the simultaneous effect

of linear acceleration,
"and
46

angular velocity the maximum local value
of the linear acceleration,

1

the head,

Fig. 4. Simultaneous
effect of linear G

forces, angular velocity, and angular

acceleration.

angular acceleration,

is

beginning from

taken as the theoretical

[maxi-

mum] magnitude.
The maximum G force is
following formulas (Fig.

1)

n, .. =-

Center of gravity.

"-9-

-

determined by the

4)
do, I

In the general case,
all

the formulas become somewhat more complicated.

In

doubtful cases the engineer should not make use of the solution

without consulting with a medical specialist.
When we refer to a doubtful case we have in mind the combined effect of linear acceleration and rotation, resulting in an irregular
change in the 0 forces.
For the preliminary evaluation of the tolerance of a given regime,
it

is also necessary to take into consideration the rate of change in

the 0 forces. The maximun permissible rates of change .in G forces are
generally assunmed to be e

1lto 250-300 per second in the direction

"head-pelvis" and 500-600 per second in the direction "back-chest" and
"chest-back."

S5. EJECTION SEAT EQUIPMENT
The following units (Fig. 5) should be distinguished on the basis
of ejection-seat designation.
0

1. The actual seat, consisting of the bucket, backrest, headrest,
and the mechanism for regulating the relative positions of these in
terms of the pilot's height.
2.

Power source for seat operation (firing mechanism and reaction-

thrast booster),

imparting an initial linear velocity to the seat that

is adequate to eliminate the possibility of colliding against the
frame of the aircraft.
3. Ram-pressure protection devices: a face guard visor (a curtain
seat); arm and leg restraining devices to prevent the arms and legs
from "flailing," and from the injury and pain that might be caused by
the comprese

ice

s to the seat by the ram pressure.

we should

Among these devices we should also include the protective (high-altitude) clothing (first of all, the helmet and boots).

4. Seat stabilization units, which provide for the proper posi-

10

-

7
N9

Fig. 5. Basic devices employed in contemporary ejection seat. 1)
Bucket seat; 2) backrest; 3) headrest; 4) firing mechanism; 5) visor;
63 device to restrain arms; 7) stabilization panels; 8) harness straps;
9 parachute-system container; 10) seat control levers; 11) separation
mechanism.
tion of the seat upon its entry into the airstream and limit the angular velocity of its rotation. These include the stabilization parachute (with or without a retractable rod) and stabilization panels
(either fixed,

or extendable).

Contemporary ejection seats are noted for their relatively high
centers of gravity, and thus without stabilization devices they tend
to turn end over end. This is an intolerable situation since it
in this case,

would,

be impossible to actuate the parachute system and the

G forces act in a useless direction,
These circumstances made it

i.e.,

"pelvis-head."

necessary to introduce special stabil-

izing devices into [ejection]-seat design.
5.

Harness and suspension systems with fast-action releases,

to

strap the man to the seat and the parachute system.
6. The forced-posture system provides for the proper position
that must be assumed on ejection and eliminates the dangerous weakness
-

11

-

of the harness system.

7. The parachute system, generally consisting of three parachutes:
a) a stabilizing parachute which provides for the stabilization of the
seat at the initial instant of time; b) a brake chute (opening when
the speed of the seat has dropped off to a magnitude permitting the
actuation of this parachute) which ensures a stable descent from great
altitudes to heights at which the main parachute can be opened; c) the
main rescue parachute which is actuated at a comparatively low altitude (where it

is possible to exist without oxygen equipment).

Among the devices employed in the parachute system we should also
include the following: the guns which release the first and occasionally the second chutes, and the spring locks which connect the parachutes to the aircraft, etc.
8. The control system. This is an automatic system which provides
for the normal operational sequence of all units and the properly
timed actuation of all stages of the parachute system after pressure
has been applied against a single lever; the backup control system
makes possible manual actuation of the most important links of the
crew-rescue system (the release of the pilot or main parachute,

sepa-

ration of the individual from the seat, etc.).
The block and release functions which eliminate possible errors
in seat control are also included in the control system; under unusual
circumstances these functions might permit an unusual sequence of operations to occur (for example, ejection through the canopy).
In order to reduce the force required to actuate the control
levers of the ejection seat, in many cases it Lacomes necessary to incorporate amplification devices,

i.e., mechanical or pyrotechnical.

These must also be included as part of the control system.
9. The oxygen supply system has a separation device which ini-12-

tially releases the seat from the aircraft, then releases the man from
the seat, and switches the supply of oxygen from the on-board system
to the emergency system carried by the man.
The portable emergency kit which should provide for the well-being
and safety of an individual after landing (or ditching in the sea)
should also be included in this equipment grouping.
10. Auxiliary units which provide,

for example,

for the raising

or lowering of the seat (to facilitate entry into or exit from the
aircraft) or the shifting of the seat in the forward-backward direction (to facilitate access to control and commnunications equipment) or
changing the angles of.seat position (to place the seat in a position
that is convenient from the standpoint of resting). Depending on the
engineering flight data for the aircraft, certain seat units may be
lacking or, conversely, the seat may have been equipped with additional
special units.
§6.

PROCEDURE FOR ABANDONMENT OF CONTEMPORARY AIRCRAFT UNDER EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS
Figure 6 shows the procedures involved ir

of a nontemporary aircraft.

the emergency evacuation

The pilot, having decided to abandon the

aircraft, must assume a particular position, depending on the type of
ejection seat employed.

Figure 7 shows the three most coimmonly em-

ployed positions,

"hands on curtain";

i.e.,

"hands on center hold."

"hands on handrails"; and

In all cases the pilot's hands are positioned

on a specific lever. After the actuation of this particular lever, the
following operations must be carried out in sequence:
1) the accuation of the compulsory-position harness,
the pilot's posture, if

incorrect, and taking up the slack in the har-

ness;
2)

correcting

Jettisoning of canopy;
- 13 -

aI
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Fig. 6. Basic stages in emergency ejection procedure. a) Instant of
out at the instant that the seat
ejection (stabilizing parachute fills
leaves the guide rails); b) opening of brake [pilot] parachute (freeing of stabilizing parachute by automatic release); c)stabilized descent; d) pilot chute pulls main canopy out; e) filling out of mainparachute canopy.

#

ae)

b o)n

c)

Fig. 7. Positions prior to ejection. a) Hands on
curtain; b) hands on handrails; c) hands on center hold.

3) actuation of firing mechanism;
4) actuation of arm and leg restraining devices,

these preventing

the extremities from "flailing" in the airstream;
5) as the seat moves along the guide rails, prior to the instant
at which the seat leaves the cockpit,

the first

stabilizing parachute

must be ejected or the stabilizing panels must be extended (the stabilizing parachute is generally ejected by means of a special pyrotechnic
-

14-

device,

i.e.,

instant after ejec-

"a gun"); stabilization in the first

tion of the seat into the airstream is an absolute necessity in order
to ensure the required seat position until the start of the following
operation (the ejection of the following parachute),

in order to pre-

vent intolerable angular velocities and in order to keep the seat from
turning end over end. The required degree of stabilization can be
achieved without stabilizing devices,

by keeping the center of gravity

for the seat and the pilot sufficiently low, but structurally this is
not always possible and for this reason it
the seat with panels,

a parachute,

is necessary to stabilize

or a combination of the two;

6) the combined action of the panels and the stabilizing parachute should provide for the stabilization of the seat and limit the
maximum speed of rotation over a period of time adequate to reduce the
:elocity of the seat to 500-600 km/hr;
7) at this speed the brake [pilot] parachute should be actuated,
this chute providing for a stabilized descent to heights of 3-4 thousand meters (stabilized descent from high altitudes is necessary,
since the extended turning in an uncontrolled free fall may result in
serious consequences for the parachutist);
8) upon attainment of the required altitude,

the main parachute

Is pulled out and the harness releases binding the pilot to the seat
are opened; the pilot leaves the seat and descends to the ground by
means of his parachute.
A portable emergency kit* is

frequently made part of the suspen-

sion system; this kit contains all of the materials required to provide
for first

aid and sustenance for several days (it

plies, medical supplies,

includes food sup-

communications facilities, a boat,

Ing and fishing equipment,

etc.).

skis, hunt-

This NAZ [portable emergency kit]

must be capable of maintaining an individual under the most varied of
-
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conditions,
In

i.e.,

in forests,

deserts, at sea,

etc.

each specific case the above-cited procedure of ejection may

be altered slightly, but in the general case all of the above-indicated
elements of the ejection system must be incorporated in the design of
a contemporary ejection seat.
In an ideal case all ejection procedures must be executed automatically, in the proper sequence.
Generally, the most important links of this system are provided
with manual back-up controls. In the majority of cases the device to
release the pilot from the seat is duplicated (manual release) and
duplicate controls are also provided for the ejection of the brake
[pilot] or main chutes. The backup-system makes it

possible for a mem-

ber of the aircraft crew to eject the pilot chute in the event that
the stabilizing chute or its.releases fail to function properly, or he
can cause the billowing out of the canopy of the main parachute in the
event that any or all of the elements of the safety system which should
come into play prior to the opening of the main parachute fails to
function.
The most reliable procedure is providing a back-up control for
the ejection of the main parachute,

i.e., duplicating the concluding

link of the rescue system.
ST. CLASSI3ICATION OF EJECTION SEATS
The classification of contemporary (ejection] seats has not yet
been fully established and for this reason it

is only tentative in

nature in the present work.
Contemporary ejection seats may be classified in accordance with
a variety of indicators.
[Ejection] seats are frequently classified according to aircraft
type for which they are intended,
-

i.e.,
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distinctions are made between

seats for fighter and bomber aircraft,

and these

in

turn are divided

into seats for pilots, navigators, etc.
Ejection seats for fighter aircraft are the simplest, since they
are intended for use over only a comparatively short period of time.
The design for bomber seats

in

which crew members must spend many hours

must provide for a rest position,

i.e.,

provision must be made for

changing the angle of the seat, and in
crew members

(the navigator,

the case of certain specific

the guiiner, and the radio operator),

vision must be made moreover for shifting the seats in

the longitudinal

direction or for rotating them about the vertical axis.
cases the seat must simultaneously serve as a lift,

i.e.

pro-

certain
c
it

must pro-

vide for vertical shifting.
Seats are distinguished on the basis of ejection direction,
up and down.

i.e.,

Downward ejection raises the minimum height of safe ejec-

tion and makes it
off emergency.

impossible to achieve rescue in

However,

the event of a take-

we have encountered cases (with long fuselage
e

lengths and great flight velocities)

in

which downward ejection is

the

simplest method.
As has already been pointed out,

seats are distinguished on the

basis of the position assumed by a crew member prior to ejection.
Until very recently the positions involved "hands on handrails"
or "hands on curtain," but now there is

also the position of "hands on

the center lever."
The curtain is

inconvenient in

use of special helmets;

flight at great altitudes,

that the pilot wear an airtight
not employed at great altitudes.
makes it

the case of flight involving the

he'lmet.

Therefore,

however,

demands

the curtain seat is

The position "hands on center lever"

possible to reduce the dimensions of the seat somewhat and

also facilitates

the extent to which the effect of the ram pressure
- 17 -

-an be withstood.
Seats can also be classified on the basis of the parachute systems
3mployed,

i.e., multistage,

3arachutes),

two-stage (without stabilizing or pilot

or even single stage.

The most common forms of operational parachute storage are the
'ollowing:
a) in the bucket of the seat;
b) "soft" storage, directly in the backrest of the seat;
c) parachute storage in rigid container behind the backrest of
;he seat;
d) the pilot's back [seat] pack parachute.
Combined versions of the foregoing are encountered, for example,
:here a portion of the system is carried in a rigid container, while
he remainder is placed in the bucket portion of the seat, etc.
On the basis of control systems.

[Ejection] seat control may be

.anual in which case all operations are carried out through the appliation of human muscular force; mechanical control involves the appliation of muscular force against spring boosters (tensioned in advance)
hich carry out the required operations; and finally, there are pyroechnical devices in which the human being has only to explode a carridge, with all of the work being carried out by the system of pyroechanisms.
-

We frequently encounter a combined system in which manual drive

3 combined with pyrotechnical mechanisms.

According to the stabilization system. There are cases in which
3Jection] seats are stabilized by fixed or extendable panels (the
ixed panels increase the dimensions,

cannot always be accommodated in

io cockIit, and they impair the view in back) and stabilization by
-ana of a special parachute installed either directly in the back of
- 18 -

the seat or on a retractable rod (to increase the moment).
According to the harness systems.
composite and separate.

i.e.,

systems,

There are two types of harness
With a composite harness system

the same straps are used to strap the man to the seat (the harness system)

and to the parachute

(the suspension system).

Despite the advan-

tages of the composite system, separate harness systems continue to be
used.
According to the devices to protect extremities against flailing
as a result of ram pressure.

These devices are classified as "hard"
is

when involving solid restraining means and "soft" when restraint

achieved by means of a soft capron stretchable net at the sides of the
seat during the ejection (Fig.

8).

Fig. 8. Soft protection (a) and hard arm reof arms as a
(b), to prevent flailing
straint
result of ram pressure.
According to the method of protecting the head (face)
airstream,

from the

we can distinguish the method of a soft curtain (in

this

case the pulling down of the curtain releases a signal to actuate
firing mechanism)
helmet (Fig.
is

9).

and the method involving protection by means of a
Finally,

hypothetically we can imagine that the canopy

not jettisoned on ejection and the seat,

tion,

is

the

turned to the proper posi-

separated together with the canopy (Fig.
-
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10).

a~)

.b)

Fig. 9. Various methods of protecting the face against ram
pressure. a) Curtain; b) heluwt.

FiU. .10. Turning of seat prior to entry
into airstream.

. 20

In order to protect the face we can also employ complete or partial

encapsulation.
It

is the opinion of foreign specialists that the systems of

"hard" protection exhibit two significant drawbacks,
it

i.e.,

they make

difficult to separate the man from the seat and they increase the

complexity of the harness system. In

the case of "hard" protection of

the face or of the entire body the ram pressure will not act against
the man to press him back into the seat and,

consequently,

the man

will rise in the straps of the harness system under the action of deceleration G forces.

Since the area of the harness system is consider-

ably smaller than the area swept by the airstream,
rises. However,

it

specific pressure

is particularly difficult in this case to protect

the head against being forward vigorously.

Fig. 11. Effect of protective deflector in the
case of flow past a model D seat. a) Without
deflector; b) with deflector.
It

is possible to protect a human being against the effects of

ram pressure in

the case of flights at high speeds (with M > 2) by

setting up an artificial system of shock waves.
these shocks in front of the seat (Fig.

In order to produce

11) a deflector panel is ex-

tended on a special rod to produce a system of shocks behind which the
ram pressure is reduced, producing a rise in static pressure.* This
method is

inadequately effective for low M(ach) numbers and high ram
-
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pressures, and such a system should generally be capable of effecting
rescue over the entire range of velocities and altitudes.

It

is also

possible to employ a method of canopy protection.
A brief review of the various structural and basic solutions which
confront the designer of an ejection seat indicate the difficulty of
classifying contemporary [ejection] seats and further point up the
rather extensive arsenal of means from which the designer must decide
upon the most appropriate selection.
During the planning stage the designer must take into consideration about 20 interrelated questions:
1) the type of aircraft

"ighter, bomber,

etc.),

for which the

particular [ejection] seat is intended;

2) the operating conditions for a given crew member (pilot, navigator, etc.);
3) the velocity and altitude at which ejection is

a possibility;

4) the position which a pilot must assume prior to ejection;

5) the weight of the seat, its centering, and the moments of inertia with respect to the x, Z, and z axes;
"6) adjustment of seat according to pilot height;

7) desired width of emergency cockpit exit;
-8) velocity and acceleration imparted to the seat by the firing

9) seat stabilization system;
10) "hard" or "soft" protection for arms and legs;
11) face protection (curtain, belmet,

"hard" guard);

12) ejection control (manual, mechanical,

pyrotechnical,

combined,

actuated with curtain, by handrails, or with center lever); are manual
back-up systems possible?;

13) the parachute system (1-, 2-, or 3-stage, ejected by mans of
22

a gun or a spring lock);
14)

the possibility of backing up the [parachute] ejection (2nd

or 3rd stage);
15) storing of parachutes in a container,

in the seat bucket,

on

the person;
16) compulsory positioning;
17) the existence of and operational life of the parachute oxygen
equipment;
18) the presence of and position of the portable emergency kit
(in

the seat or on the back);
19) the pilot's high-altitude equipment (a spacesuit,

a pressure

suit, flight clothing);
20) additional mechanisms (blocking devices,
the shifting of the seat within the aircraft).

the mechanism for

§8. EJECTION-SEAT TESTING
It

follows from the above that the ejection seat used at low and

high altitudes in the case of flight velocities in excess of 1000 km/hr
(indicated) is

one of the most complex units in a contemporary air-

craft. The operational failure of any element of the seat, beginning
with the firing mechanism and ending with any of the harness releases,
may produce fatal results. Each element of the seat, each unit of the
seat, must be subjected to verification calculations and laboratory
tests, and the entire seat must be tested on special test equipment
simulating flight conditions.
It

is

the world-wide practice of testing ejection seats with: 1)

a vertical catapult which makes it
of the firing mechanism,

possible to check on the functioning

the exit of the seat from the cockpit, and

the effect of vertical acceleration on the seat (Fig.
2) in a wind tunnel,

12);

in which the seat is swept by a flow exhibit-
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Fig. 12. Vertical ejection installation to test the effect of ejection 0 forces.

Fig. 13. Seat with dummy
in wind tunnel.

S'•

Fig. 14. High-speed sled with reaction-thrust engines to teat ejection
seats. 1) Dumy; 2) reaction-thrust booster; 3) sled; 4) guide rails;

5) mrnera; 6) tie plates.

Ing realistic ram-pressure values (Fig. 13);
3) with a special sled capable of developing realistic horizontal
accelerations and (desirably) velocities (Fig.

14).

All tests carried out on these installations are first
with duies

performed

and then with human beings. After the successful passage

of ground test.,

the seat'must be subjected to conclusive tests,

flight tests. As in the case of ground test installations,
- 24 -

i.e.,

the flight

tests are initially
ings.

carried out with dumuies and then with human be-

Only after having passed all

the tests

and after a determination

has been made of the factors which might produce high or low temperatures and vibration regimes in
operational.
aircraft

can the seat be considered

A unique feature of the seat in

units is

entire service life
If

the aircraft

the fact that it

comparison with other

remains operational throughout its

without ever being used under emergency conditions.

on the basis of the remaining aircraft

assemblies we obtain informa-

tion during the operational process with respect to defects and maladjustments and,

consequently,

repairing an assembly,

with respect to the need of adjusting or

the seat may for the first

time be employed as

a safety measure even a short period prior to the completion of its
service life.

Thus the designer must provide as well for a reliable

system of checking on the efficiency of the entire seat as a safety
device,

and this applies equally to all

-
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assemblies of the seat.
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Page
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1

For a detailed discussion of this point see Armstrong,

3

"Aero-Revue," 1959, February.

4

Aviation Medicine, 1957, No. 1, pages 69-73.

6

We have reference here to indicated speed.

8

Z. Geratevol', Psikhologiya cheloveka v polete, IL, 1956.

Aviatsionnaya meditsina, IL (Aviation Medicine, Foreign Literature Press], 1954; Voprosy aviatsionnoy meditainy [Problems in Aviation Medicine], IL, 1954; Geratevol', Psilkhologiya cheloveka v polete (The Psychology of Man in Flight],
IL, 1956; K. Platonov, Chelovek v golete, Voyenizdat [Man in
Flight, Military Press], 1957.

15

Known as NAZ in abbreviated form.

21

"Aviation Week," 1956, October. "Flight," 1956, November.
"Interavia," 1957, February.
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Chapter 9

HIGH-ALTITUDE AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
$1.

GENERAL REMARKS

Individual contemporary high-altitude and protective equipment
for aircraft crew members,
is

as follows directly from the designation,

intended for the protection of an individual:
1) against a lack of oxygen and reduced barometric atmosphere

pressure;
2)

against the ram pressure of the air

3)

against the effects of low temperatures;

4)

against the effects of radiation energy and high air tempera-

in

the case of ejection;

tures;
5)

against the effects of acceleration

case of curvilinear flight during aircraft

(G forces),

arising in

the

maneuvering;

6) against the individual's head accidentally being struck during
the execution of maneuvers by the aircraft,
landings,

or when the landing is

Moreover,
sary,

in

the complex of individual equipment should,

the water,

if

neces-

protection against exces-

and some food reserve and signaling facilities

the event that the aircraft
In

the case of forced

rough.

provide for sea-rescue requirements,

sive cold in

in

is

forced down over water or a desert.

conjunction with the oxygen-breathing and special equipment,

the following forms of individual equipment,
binations with each other,

in

used in

a variety of com-

some measure satisfy the above-enumerated

basic requirements:
-
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1) high-altitude 0 suits;
-2) high-altitude pressure space suits;

3) climatized [ventilated] suits;
J4) antigravity devices;
5) protective helmets;
S6) water survival suits;

7) portable emergency kit.
High-altitude G and pressure suits are used to protect against
the harmful effects of low barometric pressure and oxygen starvation.
Climatized (ventilated] suits supplied with conditioned air

are used

to protect the human body against both low and high temperatures.

Anti-

gravity (acceleration] devices reduce the harmful effect of prolonged
acceleration in

the head-to-pelvis direction.

eluding the airtight
pilot's

Protective helmets (in-

helmets of pressure and G suits) protect the

head against ram pressure and accidental impact.

Moreover,

the

protective helmet significantly diminishes the effect of radiated heat.
The designation of the water survival suit is

self-evident (con-

currently we note that the high-altitude pressure suit can also be em-

ployed for survival in the sea).
The portable emergency kit
products,

distilled

medication,

water,

may be fitted

communications and signaling facilities,

fishing or hunting accessories,

geographic region in which the aircraft
In

order to satisfy all

out with various food

is

etc.,

depending on the

operating.

the operational requirements,

it

is

nec-

essary to employ simultaneously several types of equipment such as,
for example,
gency kit.

a pressure suit, an antigravity suit, and a portable emer-

The selection of a given type of equipment depends on the

specific operational conditions,
duration of flight.

In

on the altitude,

velocity, and the

ordtr properly to understand the operational
- 28 -

principles,

the area of application,

tive equipment,

and the potentials of the protec-

we must have some idea as to the influence

ical conditions of flight

of the phys-

on the human organism.

Below we present a very brief account of the influence exerted by
high altitude on the organism.

The effect of acceleration,

and ram pressure will be examined in

temperature,

the description and evaluation of

the corresponding protective equipment.

§2.

EFFECT OF HIGH-ALTITUDE CONDITIONS ON THE HUMAN ORGANISM*

Oxygen Starvation
The oxygen content in the atmosphere amounts to 21% by volume and
rejins

constant to altitudes of 70-90 kin. Air pressure diminishes

rapidly with increasing altitude and in relation to the ground air
pressure is as follows:

at an altitude of 5500

1/2

i.......................

at an altitude of 8500 m ......................

1/3

at an altitude of 12,000 m ....................

1/5

#Above 15 kIn,

from the physiological standpoint,

flight conditions

in terms of partial oxygen pressure are virtually equivalent to flight
in ,interplanetary space.
The human organism requires a continuous supply of oxygen.
oxygen enters the blood through the lungs,
oxide is

liberated from the blood.

In

of air with each breath.

ing on its

intensity,

In

inhaling approximately 0.5

the case of physical work,

depend-

the inhalation rate increases to 20-25,

and the

average intake volume reaches 1.5-2 liters.
inhaled in

and to make room carbon di-

a state of rest a human being

executes 15-16 breathing cycles per minute,
liters

The

a single minute (equal

The total volume of air

to the product of the number of in-

halations by the volume of a single inhalation)
heading of lung ventilation.

is

known under the

The interrelationship between lung ven-
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FIg. 168. The interrelationship between lung ventilation, intensity of
work, the quantity of oxygen required, the liberation of carbon dioxIde, moisture, and heat. For a flight crew it is assumed that the average work corresponds to lung ventilation of 15 liters per minute,
while heavy work corresponds to 30 liters per minute. 1) Liberation of
heat in kcal/hr and moisture in g/hr; 2) rest (lying down); 3) rest
(standing); 4) conditionally easy work; 5) light work (shop); 6) walking, 4.8 km/hi; 7) conditionally medium work; 8) hard work (shop); 9)
hard work (shop); 10) very intensive work (shop); 11) liberation of
heat; 12) liberation of H2 0; 13) absorption of 02 and liberation of
002 in standard liters per minute; 14) absorption of 02; 15) liberation of C02; 16) lung ventilation, liters per minute.

tilation, intensity of work, the quantity of oxygen required,

the lib-

eration of carbon dioxide (Co 2 ), heat, and moisture is presented in
Fig. 168. The curve showing the generation of heat is given fcr the
temperature interval between 10 and 24 0 C. With a change in temperature
from 24 to 450, the rise in the generated heat in a state of rest
amounts to 15%.
Under normal conditions a man's breathing is relatively shallow
and after an ordinary expiration approximate1ly 2.5 liters of air remain
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in the lungs. This air, known as alveolar air, contains 14.5 + 0.5%
The indicated tolerances corres-

oxygen and 5.5 + 0.8% carbon dioxide.

pond to the varying intensity of the work performed.
As early as during the second half
of the last century, the physiologists

Pol' Ber (sic] and I.M. Sechenov established that the oxygen saturation of the
1
50o

_0

blood, which is

4
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tial oxygen pressure in the alveolar air,
than of its percentage content in
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Fig. 169. The interrelationship between partial
oxygen and carbon-dioxide
pressures in the alveolar
air,
oxygen saturation
osaturatiot of
ai, boxygen
the blood, and flight al
titude. The dashed lines
in the lower graph corto a regime1) of
respond
hyperventilation.
Oxyofy
re
hyperves
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being of a human being at high altitudes.

which involves the diffusion of this gas

-

-

fi

state of the organism and the well-

The process of oxygen intake is one

8
1 gad,,Moeda$feNJeffuciopodap.,iI
".•
0a8g~,,,
W••^UC~om.'V
diieO.

a function of the par-

kmn; 8)
oxygen
oxygeIn
partial
8)d partial
inessur;
pressure pc), and partial
carbon-dioxide pressure
Pco 2 in alveolar air, in
Sinavoi

through the walls of the pulmonary alveoli which are covered with a dense

of blood-carrying capillaries.
The incoming oxygen combines with the
hemoglobin of the red corpuscles and is
distributed by the circulation of the
blood to all cells of the organism. It
has been established that satisfactory
functional human efficiency is achieved
only if

the oxygen saturation of the ar-

terial blood is no less than 80%.
the upper half of Fig. 169 we
can see the results of experiments carried out by the physiologist Dzh. Bar- 31 -

: kroft (sic] (confirmed by other researchers as well),

and these indi-

cate the relationship between the oxyger saturation of the hemoglobin
"and the partial oxygen and carbon-dioxide pressures in the alveolar

air. We can see from these curves that with partial oxygen pressures
of 100 mm Hg and a partial carbon-dioxide pressure of 40 mm Hg,

the

oxygen saturation of the arterial blood amounts to 96%; in the case of
"

an oxygen pressure of 50 mm Hg, the oxygen saturation of the arterial
blood amounts only to 80%. With a continued drop in the partial oxygen
pressure, the oxygen saturation of the blood drops off sharply.
Water vapors always saturate the lungs at a constant partial pressure of 47 mm Hg at a body temperature of 37TC, since the tension of
the water vapors is a function only of the temperature and is

inde-

pendent of pressure.

The partial pressure of the carbon dioxide in the lungs at ground
level, given a carbon-dioxide concentration of 5.5%, amounts to
PCo,-I
With increasing altitude,

'--39.2

mm Hg.

this quantity in the majority of indi-

viduals gradually diminishes to 35-20 mm Hg (see the lower portion of
Fig. 169).

The factor responsible for this reduction is

the increase

in the lung ventilation, the so-called hyperventilation which leads to

the flushing of the carbon dioxide, with simultaneous increase in the
partial oxygen pressure in the alveolar air. In the case of mountain
ascents the partial carbon-dioxide pressure in the lungs diminishes to
a greater extent than under conditions of conventional flight; this
can be explained by the tima factor. This is confirmed by the fact
that a prolonged stay in a pressure chamber (up to 24 hours) yields
the Identical pattern as under mountain conditions.
Moderate work at medium altitudes (4-6 kim) promotes an increase
-
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in

lung ventilation and blood circulation,

(compensatory)

and this is an adaptive

reaction of the organism to a lack of oxygen. However,

a reduction in the carbon dioxide in

the organism depresses the res-

piration center and lung ventilation again diminishes. Thus in the
case of a flight aboard an aircraft in which the effect of mountain
acclimatization is

lacking,

the adaptability of an organism to high-

altitude conditions may be of but brief duration and quite limited.
The lower half of Fig. 169 shows the partial oxygen pressure in
the alveolar air (when breathing pure oxygen and breathing atmospheric
air) as a function of flight altitude.

Comparing these curves with the

graph on top, we see that an altitude of 4.5 In corresponds to 80%
oxygen saturation of the blood, this being the boundary of satisfactory human efficiency when breathing air; when breathing pure oxygen,
this corresponds to an altitude of 12 km.
The altitude of 12 km is

also the physiological boundary within

which a flight crew may execute flights using conventional oxygen
equipment (i.e.,

the equipment which enriches the intake air with oxy-

gen, but which does not generate elevated pressures in the lungs).
The reduction of the partial oxygen pressure in the intake air
leads to a number of functional disturbances
these are collected under a single heading,

in a human being,
i.e.,

and

high-altitude sick-

ness (oxygen starvation [anoxia]).* Below altitudes of 1500-2000 m the
human organism does not react to a reduction in the oxygen content in
the atmospheric air. At an altitude of about 2000 m,
duction in the partial oxygen pressure,

because of a re-

the brain cells are the first

to experience a reduction in depth perception and night vision. Therefore,

during night flights more oxygen should be used starting at an

altitude of 1500 m,

and during the day additional oxygen should be em-

ployed above 3500 m.
-
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At altitudes from 3500 to 5000 m, particularly when the flights
last for more than 3-4 hours and under conditions of physical or ner-'
vous stress, oxygen starvation results in a number of disturbances
which disturb the balance between the inhibitory and excitatory reactions in the cerebral cortex. In some individuals (with an inhibitory
nervous system) we note the development, first of all, of fatigue, depression, drowsiness, and headache; response is inhibited. In other
individuals - whose nervous system is of the excitatory type - we find
an elated mood, a tendency to increased activity, i.e., motor and
verbal activity, while at the same time there is a dulling of the
ability to analyze external phenomena,

coordination of movement is

disrupted, and the individual lacks awareness of the fact that he is
experiencing a state of nonnormal sickness.
With increasing altitude or prolonged stay these two disturbance
complexes intensify and may merge with one another. The primary danger
and insidious nature of altitude sickness involves the fact that all
of the above-enumerated symptoms are not clearly defined, the subject
individual is not aware of their presence, and the transition from the
lower degrees of the disturbances to the more serious takes place unnoticed, so that at an altitude of about 7500-8000 m, despite apparent
well-being, a man loses consciousness.

If oxygen is not applied imme-

diately, or if the aircraft is not Immediately brought to lower altitudes, respiratory paralysis and death result.
Tables 14 and 15 show the reserve-time values,* i.e.,

the time

during which a man retains active awareness and minimum functional efficiency if suddenly exposed to some [high] altitude (for example,
the case of the depressurization of an aircraft cabin) or if

in

the sup-

ply of oxygen from the oxygen equipment is suddenly cut off.
At an altitude of 15 kmn, even when breathing pure oxygen, we find
-34
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TABLE 14
Average Reserve-Time Values when Breathing Atmospheric Air (after Shtrukhgol'd (sic])
IBaaco-rauafmt
sopewsan

7

a

9

1

S II I

c ex. I3WO

1) Altitude,

IM 1 80

10~

lI 1I I 15
12

W0

14

Is

1

2
M6

is

9

in km; 2) reserve time,

in seconds.

that the reserve time is equal only to 15 seconds.

If

an aircraft

cabin becomes depressurized at an altitude above 15 km this is

totally

inadequate in order to permit the pilot to reduce the aircraft to a
safe altitude of the order of 12 Ian. Thus,

for example,

in order to

descend from horizontal flight at an altitude of 15 In to 12 km at
speeds corresponding to 0.95 M -50 seconds are required.
reason,

For this

in the case of aircraft whose ceiling is higher than 13 Im it

became necessary to provide oxygen-survival equipment capable of ensuring respiration with pressurized oxygen.
TABLE 15
Average Reserve-Time Values when Breathing Pure
Oxypen, not Pressurized (after V.A. Skrypin et

al.)

Buco-ra a mv

13,5

spell a Cel.

M
00

1) Altitude,

14

14.5

i

30

in km; 2) reserve time,

5

16

15

9

in seconds.

Effect of Low Barometric Pressure
Indepeneently of oxygen starvation,

the human organism is harm-

fully affected by reduced barometric pressure.

The influence of the

ambient pressure becomes evident in the following forms:
1) pain in the joints and the surrounding tissues (the so-called
decompression disturbances or aeroembolism);
2) pain in the gastrointestinal tract (high-altitude meteorism);
-
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3) aeroemphysema (distension) of the subcutaneous tissues.*
Pain in the Joints occurs at altitudes of 9000-13,000 m. A single
individual may experience pain during one ascent, with no pain experienced during another ascent. Most frequently pain is experienced in
the shoulder and knee Joints. The intensity of the Joint pains varies,
i.e., from tolerable rheumatic pains to attacks of intense pain requiring the immediate descent from that altitude. With descent to 80000

7000 m the pain, as a rule, disappears.
after 10-20

iteo

Joint pain generally sets in

after ascent to a great altitude or during the

course of the fVst hour; however, pain may be experienced later on as
well. In the case of a rapid ascent the pains are encountered more frequently than in the case of a gradual ascent. The conversion of the
excess nitrogen from a dissolved state (which is the state in which it
is encountered in the tissue cells) into a gaseous state is the factor
responsible for the pain. Gas bubbles exert mechanical pressure against
the nerve endinga,

and this produces the sensation of pain.

"It is reco mended that in order to prevent pain in the Joints

pure oxygen should be inspired for a period of 30-60 minutes prior to
a high-altitude flight, and during this period there occurs the proc-

ess of "freeing" (desaturation) of the organism of nitrogen.
01' the total quantity of nitrogen dissolved in the tissues, when

breathing pure oxygen 1/3 of the nitrogen is eliminated within the
first 15 minutes; then the desaturation process gradually slows down.
During desaturation the process cannot be interrupted or the mask removed, since the entire effect would be lost and the desaturation
process wuld have to be started all over again.
Nigh-altitude meteorism is brought about by the expansion of gases
in the stomach and in the intestine. If during an ascent the gases fail
to pass out through the system in natural ways, the volume of the gases
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and their pressure against the walls of the gastrointestinal tract increase,

thus resulting in pain,

tion in lung capacity,

the raising of the diaphragm,

a reduc-

and a number of other disruptions which disturb

the normal state of the organism.
In particular,

it

is

possible that the meteorism promotes the ap-

pearance of pain in the joints at high-altitudes,

since with reduced

inspiration the liberation of excess nitrogen from the organism through
the lungs is diminished.
At great altitudes (10-13 kim) meteorism may be responsible for
extremely acute attacks of pain. These attacks in turn may lead to a
number of vegetative disturbances (perspiration, rate of heart activity, etc.).
In order to prevent high-altitude meteorism it

is necessary to

maintain diets eliminating the formation of intestinal gases and ensuring normal functioning of the intestine.
Aeroemphysema of subcutaneous tissues occurs when the ascent is
to altitudes above 20 Ion at those portions of the human body which are
not subject to counterpressure.

Thus,

for example,

if

the ascent to

the indicated altitude were carried out in a high-altitude suit without the proper gloves, within 5-10 minutes after the ascent the unprotected hands become distended and after about 15 minutes the fingers
have increased in volume to such an extent that it

is

impossible to

perform any work with the hands [2].
The immediate factor responsible for the "swelling" of the hands
is

the formation of gas bubbles between the muscles and the skin cover,

these bubbles causing delamination of the subcutaneous cellular tissue.
This phenomenon is

brought about primarily as a result of physical

factors. We know that at an ambient pressure of 47 mm Hg (19,100 m)
water boils at 37°C.

Since the human organism contains about 70% water,
-
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the temperature of the body is 37 0 C, it

is natural that at alti-

"\
tudes
in excess of 19,100 m intense evaporation of fluids from the
tissues of the human body occurs. The water vapors accumulate beneath
the skin and force it

away frcm the muscles.

After dropping to an al-

titude below 17,000 m, we find that subcutaneous distension disappears
rather rapidly and leaves no trace.
Solar Radiation, Ozone,

and Cosmic Rays

The radiative energy of the sun at the upper boundary of the atmosphere is regarded as a constant quantity and on the average amounts
to 1.94 cal per I cm2 of surface per minute.

At sea level in clear

weather this magnitude does not exceed 1.52 cal. Above the clouds,
starting from altitudes of 10-12 km the energy of solar radiation is
equal to 1.78 cal and gradually increases to its limit. During the day
the intensity of solar radiation increases from 0 to the maximum and
again diminishes to 0 with the onset of darkness.
2he thermal effect of solar radiation is

caused primarily by the

infrared portion of the spectrum. Infrared rays are actively absorbed
by water vapor.

Therefore, with increasing altitude we find a direct

relationship between the reduction in moisture content and the intensity of the infrared rays.
The intensity of the ultraviolet radiation on the average increases by 3-4% with each 100 m of ascent in comparison with its value
at sea level. This occurs as a result of the reduction in the scatter-

ing of this portion of the spectrum by gas molecules whose quantity
per unit volume is reduced with increasing altitude. The ultraviolet
radiation, exhibiting a wavelength from 200 to 290 n4± never reaches
the.ground,

since it

is absorbed by the ozone layer at an altitude of

about 40 kmo.
Solar radiation is responsible for virtually all processes taking
-
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place within the terrestrial atmosphere,
ture with increasing altitude.

In

including changes in tempera-

the troposphere (to an altitude of

9-11 Ion) the thermal equilibrium is

basically regulated by the shift-

ing and the state of the water vapors.

From 11 to 32 km the temperature

of the atmosphere is virtually constant (-56.5 0 C).

Above 32 Ian, be-

cause of the absorption of radiative energy by the ozone,

the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere rises and at an altitude of 50-55 km reaches
+600 to +800C.

This temperature is retained to an altitude of about

65 km; then it

drops to -300 at an altitude of 80 km, after which a

continuous rise in temperature occurs as a result of the ionization of
the air which is accompanied by the liberation of heat.
At an altitude of 200 kn the temperature of the molecules reaches
400-5000 C. However,

because of the limited density of the air and the

removal of heat as a result of radiation,

in the upper layers of the

atmosphere the temperature of a body at this altitude will be significantly lower.
The high ozone (03)

content in the upper layers of the atmosphere

represent a danger to human life. According to data from a number of
investigations

(16 and 21],

the major portion of the ozone is

an altitude of 15 to 35 kn. Above 50 km there is
The maximum concentration of ozone (by weight)
tudes of 21-26 km where it

found at

virtually no ozone.

is encountered at alti-

reaches 0.0005 mg/liter. With an ozone con-

centration of 0.0002-0.001 mg/liter, we find irritation of the mucous
membranes of the nose,

throat,

and eyes. Breathing air containing 03

in quantities of 0.002-0.01 mg/liter for a period of 1 hour results in
coughing,

fatigue,

headaches,

and a burning sensation in the stomach.

A concentration of 0.02 mg/liter results in pneumonia and irreversible
pulmonary edema.
The maximum permissible concentration of ozone in the air for pur-
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poses, of breathing is held to be 0.0001 mg/liter (BSE [Great Soviet,
Encyclopedia],
If

Vol. 30, page 568).

we take the atmospheric air at an altitude of 20 kn where the

ozone content on the average amounts to 0.02 cm/km,* and if
-Is

this air

compressed to the cabin pressure which corresponds to an altitude

of 8000 m,

the ozone content (given a specific weight of 2 g/liter)

will amount to about 0.0026 mg/liter, which is

significantly in excess

of the permissible norms.
Thus at altitudes of 20-30 Ik compressed atmospheric air cannot
be used for human breathing purposes.

The human being must be pro-

tected against the ozone or devices have to be developed to dissolve
.the

ozone,

changing it

into oxygen (02).

In addition, let us take note of the fact that ozone is an ex-

tremely active oxidizer of all rubber products, significantly reducing
their service life.
The cosmic rays moving in from interplanetary space continuously
bombard the atmosphere,

moving at velocities close to the speed of

light. In the upper atmosphere,

the earth is

surrounded by an apparent

halo of rapidly moving charged particles restrained by the terrertrial
magnetic field.
Seventy nine percent (79%)

of the primary cosmic rays consist of

the atomic nuclei of hydrogen (protons) and twenty percent (2C%)
the primary cosmic rays consist of helium nuclei (a-particles).
remaining (1%)

of
The

of the primary cosmic rays is made up of heavy atomic

nuclei (the composition and relationship between the various atomic
nuclei in the cosmic radiation, apparently, corresponds to the relationship of these nuclei in the chemical composition of planets, stars,
and meteorites).
The primary radiation reaches no closer than 50-25 km from the
"-
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earth's surface.

In

this interval of altitudes the primary rays collide

with the nuclei of atmospheric particles and form a multiplicity of
secondary particles
trons,

positrons,

(secondary radiation),

x-rays,

etc.

including electrons,

neu-

The intensity of the secondary radia-

tion changes not only over altitude,

but with respect to geographic

latitude as well.
Because of their high speed and great energy (reaching billions
of electron volts) cosmic rays easily penetrate matter,
cells of living organisms,

including the

producing molecular ionization in

these

cells (ionization can also be used as a measure of cosmic-ray intensity).

In

the middle latitudes the intensity of the secondary cosmic

radiation reaches its

maximum and significantly exceeds its

at sea level (see Fig.
§3.

206).

PRIMARY METHODS AND TECHNICAL FACILITIES FOR PROTECTING MAN AGAINST
THE HARMFUL EFFECTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE AT HIGH ALTITUDES
The problem of physiological safety for high-altitude

first

of all

the inspired air.

This can be achieved in

by increasing the total pressure of the ambient air

ing the percentage content of oxygen in
From the engineering standpoint,
flights is

flights

reduces to the establishment of the required partial oxy-

gen pressure in
i.e.,

intensity

ensured by using:

craft oxygen equipment;

3)

two ways,
and by rais-

the inspired air.

the safety of high-altitude

1) hermetically sealed cabins; 2)

high-altitude G suits; 4)

air-

high-altitude

space pressure suits.
In

contemporary high-altitude aviation, as a rule,

two methods of

raising the partial 02 pressure are employed simultaneously and they
involve the combination of an airtight
[clothing],

cabin,

high-altitude equipment

and oxygen equipment.

This complex of equipment ensures flight

-
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safety and normal work-

1M c onditions for man at any flight altitude, with minimum over-all
welght of equipment aboard the aircraft.
Contemporary airtight cabins, ventilated by compressed atmospheric

air,, generally are employed for the over-all increase in pressure. The
in•r•ase

in the percentage content of oxygen in the inspired air is

achieved by using individual oxygen units.

A pressurized cabin is the most radical means of protecting a
human being against the harmful influence of high altitudes, including
the harmful effects of pain in the Joints, high-altitude meteorism,
eold, etc. The idea of a hermetically sealed cabin was predicted as
far back as 1872 by D.I. Mendeleyev.

At the present time all aircraft (with the exception of sport,•
trainiz,

and local transport aircraft) are fitted out with pressurized

eabinn in which climatized air is employed. However, the sudden depressurization of a cabin at great altitude as a result, for example,
ofa breaking window, the Jettisoning of a canopy or hatch, leads to
an instantaneous (in less than 0.5 second) drop in cabin pressure to
that of the ambient air. This process is known as explosive decompression an4 may prove harmful or even fatal to the crew.

On the basi3 of research carried out by physiologists, it is
thought that explosive decompression is harmless if the ratio

<3.

f•--7
Where Pk0 and Pk ae,

respectively,

(293)

the pressure in the cabin prlor to

and after decompression, in ,m Hg.
Generally pk is equal to the atmospheric pressure p.; however,

if

th. loss in pressure is brought about 'by a break in the canopy presaurisation hoxe, with aircraft in which the cockpit canopy rises above

the fuselage we find that pk <p

1

by a

itude amounting to 20-35%

of the ram pressure as a result of the aerodynamic rarefaction in the
canopy region. Therefore,

in the subsequent discussion the phrase per-

missible altitude for utilization of oxygen equipment will be underdetermined by

stood to refer to the "altitude" in the cabin [cockpit],

taking into consideration the possible expansion [rarefaction]

(see

the note on page 157).
In the case of cabin depressurization a conventional oxygen unit,
even if

pure oxygen is supplied,

is

inadequate to maintain flight

above 12,000 m.
At high altitudes (above 14,000 m) explosivj decompression leads
to loss of consciousness and death, and only special high-altitude
equipment [clothing] can serve as adequate protection.

Therefore,

in

order to ensure flight safety and pilot survival in the case of a
breakdown in cabin pressurization at high altitudes, G suits and highaltitude space pressure suits are employed.

In a space pressure suit

(Just as in a pressurized cabin) equilibrium elevated air pressure acts
on the body. The air circulates freely between the airtight shell and
the surface of the body. In the case of a G suit, it

is

only the lungs

and the entire head that are under elevated oxygen pressure.

The bal-

ancing pressure against the body is achieved by the mechanical tensioning of the suit,

tightly binding all parts of the body.

Figure 170 shows a G suit and a space pressure suit. The former
is

somewhat smaller in size than the space pressure suit.
When a pressurized cabin is

functioning properly and the given

excess air pressure (the "altitude" in the cabin, as a rule,
exceed 8000 m)

is maintained,

does not

the oxygen supply for the pilot passes

through the helmet of the 0 or space-pressure suit from the corresponding oxygen equipment.

In this case,

both the sheli of the G suit and

the shell of the space-pressure suit exert no pressure against the
-
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Fig. 170. Over-all view of contemporary
.G and space pressure suits. a) T-1 0
suit (USA); b) high-altitude space pressure suit produced by the Goodrich Company.

body and represent virtually no restraint on the pilot's movement. If
the isessurized cabin, however, should suddenly become depressurized

[losn

the excess air pressure], the automatic high-altitude equipment

Is l

diately actuated and the pilot is supplied with oxygen at the

Sabsolute pressure required for the given flight altitude.

When the pilot wears a space pressure suit, the entire shell is

autcmatically filled with air (it goes without saying of course that
the visor or the helmet has an airtight

seal).

Ir the pilot Is using a 0 suit., then after a lapse Of 0.5-1.5

seconds the chambers of the tensioning devices are filled with air,
this being followed by elevation of the pressure in the helmet.
This sequence protects the lungs against mechanical damage as a
result of uncompensated oxygen pressure.
It

should be borne in mind that a space pressure suit not only

ensures survival, but also makes it
out reducing altitude.

possible to continue flying with-

A G suit is primarily a means of survival,

since the staytime at great altitudes with a G suit having an airtight
helmet ranges from several minutes to one hour,
altitude,

depending on flight

the individual features of the organism, and the level of

training.
The magnitude of the absolute air pressure both for the cabin and
for the high-altitude equipment is
ical requirements,

selected on the basis of physiolog-

the maximum flight altitude,

strength, and minimum structural weight.
craft,

In

considerations of

the case of passenger air-

in order to eliminate the need for oxygen in normal flight, the

"altitude" in the cabin is maintained at no higher than 3000 m, which
corresponds to an excess pressure of 0.47 kg/cm2 at an altitude of
10,500 m.

In the foreign literature we find the following maximum ex-

cess-pressure values and safe "altitudes" assumed (29,

34]:

-

for pressurized bomber cabins,

-

for pressurized fighter cockpits,

-

for shells of high-altitude space pressure suits,

0.4-0.45 kg/cm2 ;
0.25-0.3 kg/cm2 ;
10,700-11,500

m;
- for airtight helmets of G sults,
-

for masks with excess pressure,

12,000 m;
used in conjunction with a G

suit, 13,000 m.
From the standpoint of safety under conditions of explosive decompression,

the safe "altitude" in a pressurized cabin in an aircraft
-
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~for

any great flight altitude) is determined on the basis or Formula

('293). Depending on the type of high-altitude equipment employed, this

"altitude" should not, on the basis of calculation data which provide
ý,,the basis for the above-cited excess-pressure data, fall lower than
the following values:
for a mask with excess pressure.......,,::
for a 0 suit with an airtight helmet....
ror a space pressure suit with an "Inside
altitude" of ll,OO
.....
for a space pressure suit with an "inside
altitude" of 7500 m......................

* -

7500 m
6300 m
4m............
"^--180m
0
ground
pre ssure)

54. OXYGN-BREATHING EQUIPMENT
Aviation oxygen-breathing equipment is used to increase the percentage content of oxygen and its partial pressure in the inspired air.
"As has already been pointed out, without the excess pressure the

oxygen equiuent can be used for flights up to an altitude of 12,000 m.
In individual cases, an' for very brief periods of time,

flight to an

altitude of 13,000 m is possible.
Let us determine the oxygen content in the inspired air required
to ensure the given partial oxygen pressure in the alveolar air. The
partial pressure p 0

2

of oxygen in the alveoli, as is well knIown,

is

equal to the total barometric pressure pH minus the water-vapor ten-

i

slon (47 mm Hg), the partial carbon-dioxide pressure (pc0), and minus
02
the

litrogen in the lungs. YAthematically, this statement is written

ort An follows:
^gaps

Wbiro"

(294)

is the oxygen content in the inspired air.
02

ftoexpression in the equare brackets is the partial pressure of.

nitrogen in the alveoli,
dry air) is

since the total nitrogen content (referred to

identical for both the inspired as well as for the alveolar

air.
'From Eq. (294) we obtain
1,

po, +ctlo,.
100%.
47

(295)

PH-

The results obtained from the calculation of the oxygen contents
required in a mask for pC02 = 40 mm Hg and p0 2 = 110 mm Hg,

i.e.,

for

the partial oxygen pressure in the alveoli, corresponding to ground
conditions, are presented in Table 16.
TABLE 16
Required Oxygen Content in Mask, Corresponding
to Ground Conditions
1

_
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21

1) Flight altitude,
mask,

60

in km; 2) oxygen content in

in %.

At an altitude of 10,000 m the breathing of pure oxygen is equivalent to the breathing of atmospheric air at sea level.
The oxygen equipment of an aircraft includes an oxygen supply, onboard and parachute oxygen equipment,
monitoring instruments,

an oxygen mask, connecting lines,

hoses, and fittings. Here we will undertake a

brief examination only of the actual oxygen-breathing devices,
which it

without

would be difficult to understand the operation of the high-

altitude equipment.
The oxygen equipment must satisfy the following primary requirements:
1) automatic control of percentage content of oxygen for (various]

altitudes in accordance with a given law (see Table 16), both for slow
- 47-

and rapid ascent;
•'J

2) minimum resistance to inspiration;

3) minimum oxygen flow rate;
4) operational simplicity;
•5) fallproof operation under conditions of aircraft vibration and
within a temperature interval from -500 to 600C (the upper limit of
the temperature requirements increases with each passing year as a result of the rise in aerodynamic heating and the difficulties encountered in cooling cabins).
In terms of operating principle oxygen equipment is divided into
two basic types: 1) equipment with continuous supply of oxygen; 2)
equiymnt with intermittent supply, i.e., the so-called automatic
lungs.
In the case of the first type of equipment the oxygen is supplied

in a continuous stream, whereas in the case of the automatic lungs it
is supplied periodicaliy, only during the inspiration phase. The automatic lungs are more economical in terms of oxygen flow rate, but they

ar" generally inferior to the continuous-supply equipment in terms of
dimensions and simplicity.
Inspiration backpressure is characterized by maximum rarefaction
whiph a man creates in an oxygen mask in order to obtain inspired air
of the required volume. It is desirable under all coniditions for the
Inspiration backpressure not to exceed 15-20 mm water column. However,
thio roqvire-ment from the technical standpoint contradicts the requireurnt of minimum oxygen flow rate (for continuous-supply instruments)
or leads to large valve and hose diameters in the case of automatic
IM

*

o

-With cont

y oxygen equipment the indicated magnitude of in-

epl~tion backpressure is achieved with lung ventilation of 7.5-15
...
.. .8

.

liters per minute. With high lung ventilation (of the order of 30
liters per minute) the inspiration backpressure at sea level amounts
to 60-70 mm water column.

This makes it

somewhat difficult to breathe

and gradually tires the pilot. Figure 171 shows a typical relationship
between inspiration backpressure and the magnitude of lung ventilation
With increasing altitude, as a result of the re-

and flight altitude.

inspiration backpressure diminishes and

duction in the gas density,

It

this is a favorable circumstance.
over-all inspiration backpressure,

should be pointed out that of the

the mask (the inspiration valve

plus the corrugated hose with its seal) accounts for 55-70%, while the
remainder is attributed to the on-board hoses,
the fittings.

their connections,

and

The inspiration backpressure of the actual oxygen equip-

ment represents but an insignificant portion of the total backpressure,
since the threshold of sensitivity for the automatic lung amounts only
to 5-7 mm water column.
is governed by the characteristic of

The inspiration backpressure
the mask expiration valve,

-

-

-

-

-

-

is a function of the magnitude of lung
and in the case of average

-ventilation,

operation amounts to 30-40 mm water col-

-

-

it

-'

umn.

-

This backpressure also diminishes

with increasing altitude.

Let us determine the oxygen flow
0o

.3 &cvmwa

.

0

0

1

8go
Fig. 171. Typical function relating inspiration
backpressure with flight
altitude and lung ventilation. 1) inspiration
backpressure, in mm water

rate required by a device of the auto-

ftma

column; 2) liters per
minute; 3) flight altitude, in kn.

matic-lung type, starting from the required percentage content of oxygen.
The oxygen concentration t0

2

in the

inspired mixture is equal to the ratio
of the entire oxygen volume to the overall volume of the mixture,
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equal to the

of the oxygen suppl~ied by the

sum 0

--

VS

unit and the volume vv of air drawn in:

P
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o,,

S\-
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-

where pO and PH are, respectively,

level and in the air. The volume of air
-

by the equipment is equal to

drawn in

Go A I/min
-

-

where vI is
~I/min.
-

-
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-
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It

_

.

Oo,

in gas mixture and its

that

(1litr/mm
.
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flow rate as a function
of flight altitude and
lung ventilation. The
darbed lines are theoret-

the lung ventilation in

follows from Expressions (296)

and (297)

Fig. 172. Oxygen content

(297)

The results of the calculation car-

ical. The solid lines

nied out in accordance with Formula (298)

represent average characteristics of contemporary
equipment of the auto-

are presented in

the form of dashed lines

matic-lung type. 1) Oxygen content
2in gas
ltepermixtuein%
tum
,
in
%;
2
liters% of
minute; 3) required

in the lower half of Fig. 172. The solid
this same figure show typical
lnsin
lines

02; 4) ovgen flow rate,
in standard liters per
minuate; 5) flight altitude, in ka.

characteristics of contemporary oxygen
equipment operating in the form of an
automatic lung. The oxygen flow rate is

soaiwhat higher in an actual piece of equipment than on the basis of
theoretical calculation. This is explained by the fact that the exact

Mintenance of a given oxygen content in the gas mixture is difficult
sahieve t

a technical standpoint and contemporary units yield an

Se1ated percentage of oxygen, in the mixture, particularly in the case
.
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of high lung ventilation (see the solid lines in the upper part of
Fig. 172).

is possible to achieve a further in-

Thus in principle it

crease in the economy of oxygen equipment.
The oxygen flow rate in the case of a continuous-feed apparatus
is associated with the design of the oxygen mask and the breathing
system.
The initial oxygen equipment was of the continuous-feed type, the
mask being open. In these devices, the oxygen was supplied from a tank
through a pressure reduction valve and a metering mechanism to the
mask which had been provided with a calibrated orifice opening out to
the air. On expiration the oxygen was uselessly expended, while during
inspiration atmospheric air was drawn in and the oxygen content in the
inspired air was reduced. The high-altitude capabilities of this equipment on the average amounted to 8 km and did not exceed 10 kln (without
physical exertion).

Among these pieces of equipment we should,

in par-

ticular, include the KPA-3bis which proved itself so useful during the
Second World War. With the 02 emergency supply valve open (i.e.,

at

the expense of a pronounced increase in the oxygen flow rate) it was
possible to execute flights to 12 Ian and higher with this device.
In order to reduce the oxygen flow rate and to increase its content in the inspired air, additional containers are incorporated into
the continuous-feed equipment complex,
oxygen during the expiration phase.
volume is

and this container fills

During inspiration,

with

this oxygen

connected to the continuous-feed mechanism of the unit.

Structurally,

the additional container is made in the form of a sack

on the mask or in the form of a rubber bag held in a rigid container
(the so-called economizer),

installed aboard the aircraft directly

into the inspiration-hose line.
Table 17 shows the oxygen flow rates for a single human being
-
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when using a continuous-feed unit for an open-type mask and a mask
with an additional container.

TABIB 17

Oxygen Flow-Rate Norms for a Single Individual
Using Cont-Liuous-Feed Equipment
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1) Flight altitude, in km; 2) oxygen flow rate
with 1P-22 equipment, using
standard liters per minute;
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standard liters per minute;
ployed.

open-type mask, in
3)oxygen flow rate
container mask, in
4) no equipment em-

Oxygen Masks

An oxygen mask must exhibit the following properties:

*

1) it must simultaneously cover nose and mouth, and it must pre-

sent no difficulty in breathing;
2) it must fit tightly against the face and should not move even
under great stress;
3) it

should not shift on the face nor should it

come loose when

subjected to ram pressure during ejection from the cabin;
4) it

must maintain the excess pressure (for masks with elevated

pressure);
5) it should not inhibit speech and communications by means of a
radiotelephone;
6) it

should not impair visibility nor should it

restrict the

inetant of the head;
7) the donning and fastening of the mask must be rapid, convenient,
52-

and reliable, and its removal must be easy and fast;
8) prolonged wearing of the mask should produce no pain as a result of mask pressure nor should it result in any irritation of the
facial skin;
9) the mask valve (inlet and outlet) must function perfectly, exhibit little backpressure,

be airtight, and should not freeze over in

the case -f 2ow ambient-air temperatures (in
because of cabin air conditioning,

contemporary aircraft,

the requirement as to anti-icing

devices retains significance only in the case of a crash or parachute
descent);
10) the materials used for the fabrication of masks and hoses
should be free of odor.
The airtightness of the mask is a primary prerequisite if
quired oxygen content in the inspired air is

to be obtained.

Many of the catastrophes occurring at great altitudes,
causes as yet unexplained,

the re-

their

were probably the result of loss of con-

sciousness on the part of the pilots as a result of oxygen starvation.
This assumption is

Sic'••'

confirmed by the following fact.*

Ae±'A
units conducted flight test

of oxygen equipment.

The flights were conducted with aircraft whose cabins were pressurized
and with dual controls.

Unbeknown to the operating pilot,

the inspec-

tor pilot opened the air-pressure cock of the cabin prior to the takeoff. The aircraft was then taken up to an altitude of 9150 m and remained at this altitude for 30 minutes.

During this period 10.5% of

the flight crew being tested experienced oxygen starvation, including
7% who fainted for brief periods of time.

This was attributed primarily

to the lack of attention devoted to the care and maintenance of oxygenmask cleanliness,

as a result of which the expiration valve was not

airtight. In other cases,

the mask proved to be hermetically inadequate
-
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testing prior

because of improper size selection and inattention to lts
to application and its

fit

on the face.

Contemporary pilot masks are generally made in several dimensions
in

order to provide more uniform fitting

of the mask to the face and

to ensure good airtightness for various anthropological types and head
dimensions.

The airtightness of the mask is

characterized by the mag-

nitude of suction air, and this must be kept to a minimum.
The transmission of speech over a radiotelephone may be carried
out by means of conventional throat mikes or by means of a microphone
mounted directly inside the mask. The microphone yields better speech
clarity under high-altitude conditions.

The microphone should also be

preferred because the pilot will not take off from an airfield without
requesting permission by radio and, consequently,

it

is

impossible for

him to take off without his oxygen mask.
In

order to reduce the forces acting on the mask in

acceleration,

its

weight should be kept to the minimum.

light mask exerts less pressure against the face.
the shifting of the mask in

In

the case of
Moreover,

a

order to prevent

the case of ejection and exposues to the

airstream, appropriate fastening devices are employed and the mask is
fashioned in proper configuration of frame.
prevents downward movement.

The upper center strap

Movement upward and to the sides is,

in

addition to the side strap, blocked by the lower portion of the mask
surrounding the chin.
No special requirements associated with ejection or exposure to
the airstream are imposed on masks and oxygen equipment intended for
passenger aircraft. For these,

the most important requirement is

econ-

omy of oxygen flow rate and simplicity of mask handling. Figure 173
shows a diagram of a domestic oxygen mask (04-19)

with an additional

container, used in conjunction with the KP-32 oxygen equipment designed
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for multiple use (20 people) aboard passenger aircraft.
The KM-19 mask operates in the following manner.
The oxygen is supplied in a continuous stream through a thin hose
7 and a perforated tube 6 to the breathing (rubber) sack 5. The latter
is connected by means of a wide connection tube 4 to the frame of the
mask 1.
On expiration the first portion of air, which is richer in oxygen,
fills sack 5; all of the residual expired air, saturated with carbon
dioxide, is passed out through two porous valves 3. At the instant of
inspiration the subject draws in all of the oxygen carried in the sack
in addition to the oxygen supplied in the continuous stream. Thus the
sack reduces the inspiration backpressure and makes it possible to reduce the oxygen flow-rate norm (see Table 17).

Fig. 173. KM-19 oxygen mask with additional container. 1) Mask frame;
2) wire support; 3) expiration valve; 4) connection tube; 5) breathing
sack; 6) tube; 7) oxygen supply hose; 8) fastening strap.
The wire sulpport 2 is used to fit
-
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the frame of the mask onto the
-

bridge of the nose,

and straps 8 are em-

ployed to fasten the mask to the head.

A

In contemporary passenger aircraft
U

the possibility of donning masks rapidly

7

is

achieved by the fact that in the case

of a drop in cabin pressure the mask is
automatically released from its container
in the ciling of the cabin, and it
Fig. 174. Mask expiration
valve with excess prassure. 1) Expiration valve
frame; 2) valve membrane;
3) iris valve; 4) cover
late; 5) connector nut;
) annular shock absorber;
7) guide siceve; 8) nut;
9) spring. A) Mask frame;

dan-

gles by its hose in front of the passenger's face.
A schematic diagram of an excesspressure mask together with the oxygen
unit is

shown in Fig.

176.

B) inlet valve; C) bit.
The over-all view of the mask used
in conjunction with a 0 suit is shown together with the protective
helmet (see Fig. 208). The frame of the mask consists of a single
piece of rubber with a soft bead to ensure tight application against
the face. A shaped steel clamp in the frame is used to hold the fastening straps of the mask. The clamp, moreover, protects the mask against
deformation as a result of the forces of the internal excess pressure
or as a result of the outside airstream.
A schematic diagram of the mask's outlet valve, functioning under
excess pressure, is shown in Fig. 174.

The oxygen enters the mask dur-

ing the inspiration phase through a corrugated hose and the inlet

valve. The latter consists of a rubber plate valve and a plastic seat.
The outlet valve is intended to eliminate the exhaled gaseous

mixture, whether or not excess pressure exists in the mask. The iris
outlet valve 3 is therefore compressed by spring 9 to its seat by the
rubber valve membrane 2 whose internal cavity is connected by a tube
-
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to the inspiration line or to the mask-pressure regulator. When oxygen
under excess pressure enters the mask at altitudes in excess of 12 Ian,
the same presaure acts on the inside of the valve membrane 2, balances
the

jefpille In Litt,

%AAV0 Wlil

n.jk, and the valve cannot open on its own.

The

be sealed even more tightly during inspiration, as the pres-

Ware inside the mask is reduced. On expiration,

the pressure in the

mask rises, the iris valve 3 and the valve membrane 2 back off from
the seat, and the expired mixture passes into the atmosphere through
Spring 9 ensures the airtightness of

the orifices in the valve frame.

valve 3 on inspiration and eliminates the possibility of its adhering
to the valve membrane.
In

of the mask against the face,

order to ensure a tighter fit

a tension compensator is
excess pressure is
compensator fill

fastened to the headset of the helmet. As

built up in

the mask,

th'e rubber chamberz of the

with air and extend the mask-fastening straps.

The oxygen masks employed with automatic lungs for flights below
12,000 m differ from those described in that they have a simple outlet
valve consisting of a thin mica disk pressed against the plastic seat
by means of a spring.
Contemporary masks exhibit the following weights:
Mask for flights below 12,000 m.......
Mask with excess pressure (including
pressure regulator and tension
csmpansatoL 1 .

......

..............

0.35-0.5 kg
1.2 -1.7 kg

To prevent the weight of the regulator and the hoses from exerting
pressure against the pilot's head,

the regulator is

fastened to the

strap of the parachute suspension system by means of a fast-acting release.
Masks for space pressure suits are similar to masks employed below altitudes of 12,000 m, but they are lighter in weight,

-
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since they

are not called upon to resist the airstream. In order to reduce the
dimensions of masks worn underneath a helmet,

the inlet and outlet

valves are sometimes removed from the masks and positioned along the

appropriate hoses.
Particular attention should be devoted to the problem of the takIng in of food and water by a pilot wearing an oxygen mask. According
,to literature data* the pilot of a strategic aircraft loses about 7 kg
in weight as a result of evaporation during a period of 8-9 hours,
even if he is sitting still.

In order to retain mental and physical

operational efficiency, the pilot must be able to consume water and
food. The brief removal of the mask can be tolerated if

the "altitude

in the cabin" is not in excess of 6000 m. To feed a pilot at great altitudes, use is made of masks in whose front sections at mouth level a
special airtight valve has been installed. This valve can be forced
open by means of the plastic mouthpiece which can be connected, by
means of a tube, to a thermos containing tea, coffee, milk, water, or
nutritional liquid mixtures.
On-Board (Stationary,'
en Equiprent
The basic and most conmon type of on-board oxygen equipment is
the one involving intermittent feed. It

should be pointed out that in

its pure form the principle of the automatic lung, i.e., supply according to need during the inspiration phase,

is suitable only as long as

the "altitude" in the cabin does not exceed 12,000 m and the oxygen
mask fits tightly against the face.
board equipment,

In the remaining cases, the on-

through use of additional mechanisms,

provides for a

continuous supply of oxygen. This improves the reliability of oxygen
supply and ensures safety in high-altitude flight.
A typical schematic diagram of an oxygen unit, of the automaticlung type, is shown in Fig. 175.
-
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Fig. 175. Schematic diagram of aii'omatic-lung oxygen equipment. 1)
springs; 4) valve; 6) injector noz,15)
11*erbrana; 2) lever; 3, 5
zle; 8) reverse valve; 9S air intake valve; 110) diaphragm box.; 11)
manual air-int~ake switch; 12ý)injector diffuser; 13) diaphragm box of
* excess-pressure mechanism; 14) can; 16) connection tube (communicates
with the atmosphere or connects to the shell of the space pressure
suit); 17) oxygen mask; 18) inlet valve (rubber); 19) outlet valve
* (mica). A) To indicator.
The device functions in the following manner. The expansion in
the mask on inspiration propagates along the hose to the frame of the
unit, the elastic membrane 1 bends and presses against lever 2 of the

automatic lung. Lever 2 opens valve 4 through the tran~smission2 links
and the oxygen passes to the nozzle of injector 6 and simultan~eously
to the connection tube of the indicator. The stream of oxygen cimsnpting
-59-

from nozzle 6 produces rarefaction in the housing of the injector and
through the return valve 8 draws in air from the outside,

forming an

oxygen-air mixture. The composition of the mixture is controlled automatlcally by valve 9 which communicates with the diaphragm box 10.
With increasing altitude the diaphragms expand and reduce the flowthrough cross-sectional area open to the air. At an altitude of about
9000 m valve 9 is completely closed off and pure oxygen enters the
mask.
The pilot can set off the air intake at will by turning lever 11.
This may become necessary in the case of desaturation or upon the appearance of harmful impurities in the cabin.
On expiration the pressure in the operating chamber of the device
increases, membrane 1 and lever 2 deflect to the left (of the figure),
valve 4 closes, and the supply of oxygen is shut off until the subsequent inspiration.
The nozzle of the injector has an extremely small orifice and may
easily become fouled. In order to prevent the stoppage of the oxygen
supply and to prevent the breakdown of the indicator, the nozzle is
fabricated in the form of a safety valve which is closed by means of
spring 5.
The nozzle functions as a valve as well when the required oxygen
volume exceeds the flowthrough capacity of the nozzle itself.
In order to reduce the danger of oxygen starvation as a reault of
an improperly fitted mask, the device is equipped with an additional
mechanism consisting of diaphragms 13,

cap 14, and spring 15. At alti-

tudes in excess of 5-6 kin, the diaphragms expand and begin to press
against the membrane through the cap 14 and spring 15.

If the mask is

airtight and a pressure of 35-40 mm water column iI maintained in the
mask on expiration, the force of the internal pressure against the mem-
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brane exceeds the force of the spring 15 and during the expiration
phase valve 4 will be closed. If,
fitted,

however,

the mask is not properly

the unit will feed oxygen continuousl-,

spiration and expiration phases,

which is

both during the in-

easily detectable from the

readings of the oxygen indicator.

The on-board oxygen equipment intended for flights to altitudes
below 12,000 m is
In

fabricated in

accordance with this description.

order to provide the required partial

case of flights at higher altitudes,
cess oxygen pressure in

it

Is

oxygen pressure in

the

necessary to generate ex-

the lungs.

Without balancing counterpressure against the chest and abdomina2
cavities,

the excess pressure in

ceed 400 mm water column,

the mask cannot be permitted to ex-

and this will make possible operations at

altitudes up to 15 lan for as long a period of time as is
bring the aircraft
In
in

back to the aaixe altitute

required to

o. 12 kmn.

order to fly at alt!Ludes below L, !an, the absolute pressure

the mask must correspotil to an altitudo Oý no nore than 13,000 m,

and the entire surface of the body mkii , b'
sure equal to the pressure differen
and the actual flight altitude.
becomes intolerably difficult,

t,

!

to a counterpres-

between an altitude of 13,000 m

If this is

not achieved,

and the blood circulation

expiration
is

disrupted

as a result of the concentration of blood from the body at the extremities.
*

As an example of a piece of oxygen equipment fitted
high-pressure mecl'anism,
Mk-17 device which is
The device is

out with a

we present below a description of the British

similar to the American D-2 unit (Fig.

176).

equipped with a pressure-reduction mechanism which

reduces the oxygen pressure on inspirition from 30 or 14 kg/cm2
kg/cm2 , and there is

to 2.1

also an autor.atic air-intake mechanism that is
-
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ig. 176. Diagram of excess-pressure oxygen unit. 1) Stopcock; 2) fil3r; 3) manometer; 4) spr ing;5) inlet pressure-reducer valve; 6)
'eemstue-reducer bellows; 7) automatic-lung valve; 8) automatic-lung
pring; 9) automatic-lung membrane; 10) inJector nozzle; 11) flowridlcator membrane; 12)"flashing light" of indicator; 13) bellows for
Atamatic air intake; 14) valve of automatic air intake; 15) returnlow valve; 16) low excess-pressure bellows; 17) spring; 18) plunger;
)) high-pressure bellows; 20) safety valve; 21) manual excess-pressure
Atch; 22) fast-release sleeve; 23) pressure regulator for mask; 24)

3mpensation valve, expiration; 25) inspiration valve. AA) Oxygen mask;
3) oxygen from on-board tank; CC) oxygen from parachute unit.
-
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similar to the one described above

(see Fig.

175).

The operating principle of the pressure-reduction mechanism and
the automatic-lung mechanism becomes clear from the diagram.
At an "altitude" in the cabin ranging from 0 to 3 km, the oxygen
or air-oxygen mixture, enters from cavity C [B] of the automatic lung
into the mask at a pressure equal to the air pressure in the cabin.
When the "altitude" in the cabin reaches a level of 3 km, the low excess-pressure bellows 16 begins to expand and the central spring 17,
which is tensioned, releases and through plunger 18 and the system of
levers acts to open the automatic-lung valve.
The forces exerted by springs 8 and 17, the area of the large
membrane,

and the gear ratios of the levers are chosen so that at an

altitude of 3.6 km a pressure of 25 mm water column is developed in
the operating cavity of the device. This pressure prevents the drawing
of air into the mask from the surrounding air and facilitates inspiration.
If the "altitude" in the cabin rises above 12 kin, the highpressure bellows 19 expand, as a result of which the central spring 17
becomes more tensioned and the force applied to the center of the automatic-lung membrane increases as the pressure drops in the cabin, thus
opening valve 7 slightly. As a result the oxygen is supplied for purposes of inspiration under excess pressure in comparison with the ambient medium. In the case of the Mk-17 unit the excess pressure changes
from 50 mm water column at an altitude of 12 Ian to 410 mm water column
at a cabin "altitude" of 15 kin.
The return-flow valve 15 in the automatic air intake prevents
leakage of oxygen when the pressure in the operating cavity C [B] is
greater than the air pressure in the cabin.
The safety valve 20 installed in the frame of the device prevents
- 63
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a rise in pressure in

the operating cavity of the unit above 1000 mm

water column.
Emergency key 21 which communicates with the levers of the automatic lung through a spring is
in

the mask prior to takeoff.

first

operated to check the excess pressure
The key has two positions,

i.e.,

in

the

position (turning of the key) an excess pressure of 50 mm water

column is

developed while in

the second position (preazure against the

key) the excess pressure amounts to 254 mm water column.
In
unit is

the event of ejection,

the oxygen supply from the parachute

connected and a fast-release sleeve is

actuated,

subsequent to

which the excess pressure in the mask is maintained by means of the
regulator installed at the end of the mask hose.
In addition to the described direct (mechanical) method of developing excess pressure in
pneumatic control.
is

In

the oxygen equipment,

we also make use of

this case, a small additional quantity of oxygen

fed into the cavity above the membrane and the pressure

cavity is

in

this

regulated in accordance with the altitude by means of the

diaphragm and the springs of the safety valve. This pressure produces
the same effect as the direct action of the bellows and springs against
the membrane of the automatic lung.
In

the case of devices with excess pressure the magnitude of the

continuous oxygen supply actuated automatically at an altitude of
11,500-12,500 m generally amounts to 15-20 liters
to ground conditions).

The shutting off the supply may occur with a

certain lag at an altitude of about 8 in.
in mind in

per minute (referred

We shall have to bear this

calculating the required oxygen supply.

Non itoring Instruments
The monitoring and control of proper operation of the on-board
ox7gen equipment is

achieved by means of manometers and so-called oxy-
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gen-flow indicators.

In the case of equipment with continuous oxygen

feed the operational principle of the indicator is analogous to a
floating rotameter (gas flowmeter) or it

is based on the principle of

measuring the pressure difference across the narrow and wide sections
of a Venturi tube.

In the case of automatic lungs high-quality flow

indicators made in the form of two blinkirn,

"eyes" (tabs) are installed,

these reacting to a change in pressure at the instant of inspiration
at the inlet to the automatic-lung injector.

In the case of continuous

oxygen feed the eyes of the indicator remain open throughout.
To monitor the pressure in space pressure suits and the helmets
of 0 suits a combined device is employed,

i.e.,

the so-called altitude

and pressure-difference indicator. The main scale of the instrument
indicates the altitude to which the pressure in the helmet (mask) corresponds. Moreover,

the instrument measures the pressure difference

between the helmet and the cabin.
Parachute Oxygen Equipment
General information, requirements,

and operating principle

Parachute oxygen equipment (PKP)

consists of elements for indi-

vidual use and supplies pilots with oxygen in the case of aircraft
ejection and parachute descent. Moreover,

PKP may be employed in the

event that the main oxygen system breaks down, and it may also be used
to supply oxygen during the descent of an aircraft to a safe altitude
(i.e., an altitude of the order of 4000 m, beneath which oxygen is no
longer required).
In terms of operational principle PKP is

included among the con-

tinuous-feed oxygen equipment. The oxygen supply is kept under high
pressure (150 atm) in a group of tanks or in a single bottle. Under
normal flight conditions this supply is not consumed and the pilot
breathes the oxygen supplied by the on-board equipment.
-
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The basic requirements imposed on PKP can be reduced to the fol-

lowiig:
1.

In the case of ejection from the aircraft the actuation of the

oxygen supply must proceed automatically, with absolute reliability,
and without fail.
2.

In the assembly of the equipment it
is

consideration the manner in which it
the way it

is stored in the parachute.

is necessary to take into

carried by the individual and
The equipment should not interhinder the ejection

feoe with the pilot's ability to fly nor should it
procedure.

3. The oxygen supply norms and the oxygen reserve norms must be
matched to the regime and time of descent during the pilot- and mainchute phases.

The physiological norms of oxygen supply to the mask from the
parachute equipment may be determined on the basis of the data presented in Table 18.
TABIE 18

Physiological Norms of PKP Oxygen Supply
llactaxa
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1) Altitude, in km; 2) 12 and higher; 3) 02 supply norm, in standard liters per minute, not
less than.
In terms of the method employed to regulate the supply of oxygen,
parachute equipment can be divided into equipment having pressurereducing apparatus and equipment having no such device.
mant with pressure-reducing apparatus,
terirn

In the equip-

the pressure of the oxygen en-

from the bottle drops from 150 to 4-10 atm (varying with the
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manufacturer).

At the outlet from the pressure-

reduction apparatus there is a Jet (nozzle).

I

The

adiabatic discharge of the oxygen through the
*

-

-:

nozzle at sonic critical speed and with constant
pressure in frcnt of the nozzle provides for a

Fig. 177. Oxygen
a

flow rate as
function of KP-23

constant oxygen flow rate in this type of equipment. This flow rate is generally set to range
from 6 to 8 standard liters per minute. This

opera t ing t ime.

Capacity
0.83
laaiter; initial
initl
liter;
pressure, 150
atm. !) Oxygen
supply, in standard liters per
minute; 2) time,
in minutes.

equipment is used for flights with masks to altitudes of the order of 10 km.
In the case of parachute KP in which there
is no pressure-reduction equipment,

the oxygen

is discharged from a bottle directly through a
nozzle or capillary tube and then enters the inspiration hose of the
mask. In either case,

the oxygen flow rate is greatest at the instant

at which the equipment is turned on and it diminishes as the pressure
drops off in the tank (bottle) (Fig. 177).

This type of characteristic

is for the most part in correspondence with the required physiological
norms (see Table 18) and the regime of descent.
In the case of equipment without pressure-reducing apparatus and
where the diameter of the nozzle is extremely small (less than 0.15
mm),

fabrication of the equipment is difficult. Copper tubes with an

inside diameter of 0.35 mm and 4500 mm long are used in the equipment
using capillary tubes. The required oxygen flow rate is achieved by,
calibration of the inside channel of the tube with chemical etching.
The indicated tube diameter and the length of the tube are selected so
as to eliminate the possibility of the freezing in the tube of the
moisture which may be contained in negligible quantities in the oxygen.
In equipment employing a nozzle freezing is more likely, since the
-
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process of adiabatic discharge from the nozzle is accompanied by a significant reduction in temperature.
When the separation of the pilot from the ejection seat is calculated-for altitudes of 5 km or lower,

it

is

possible to use parachute

oxygen equipment that is stored together with the oxygen supply in the
seat. This equipment may be either of the continuous-feed or automaticlung variety.
At the present time the most common equipment in use is

the para-

chute oxygen equipment without any pressure-reduction apparatus,

this

equipment carried either by the pilot or as part of the parachute suspension system.

Assemly and desi n of parachute oyen equipment and its functionin
on__ eact ion
Parachute KP is assembled either with a single bottle or with a
group of tanks mounted in a flat container.
The first assembly version is
equipment.

the type used in British-American

The following devices are mounted at the throat of the bot-

tle which has a water capacity of 0,4-0.7 liter: a stopcock, a smallscale manoeter,

a metering nozzle with a filter

in front, and flow

and charging connection tubes. Parachute equipment of this type is
stored in a soft covering case which is

strapped to the suspension sys-

tem of the parachute at belt height or directly to the pl3otls hip
(bee Fig. 170a).

The bottle must be fastened securely to prevent its

being torn away on ejectiom.
'be automatic switching on of the equipment is carried out by
mans of a barometric sensing element at a pressure corresponding to
an altitude of about 13,000 m.

Provision is also made for manual opera-

tion cof the equipment (see the sphere with a cable in Fig. 170a).

The second assembly version is employed for domestic parachute
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equipment,

i.e., KP-23 and KP-27M.

The schematic diagrams of these two

types of equipment are shown in Fig. 178. The oxygen is

carried in a

grouping of series-connected German-silver bottles with a total capacity of about 0.83 liter

with an outside diameter of 20.5 mm and a wall

thickness of 1.25 mm. The operating pressure is

150 atm. All of the

equipment is mounted in a 23-mm-high duralumin box which is fastened
to the pack of a "seat" parachute or (in

the case of a parachute back-

pack) to the suspension system.
A charging connection tube 1 is connected on one side of the bottle group, while manometer 5 and capillary tube 6 are connected to the
other side (the parameters of the capillary tube were presented earlier). The bottle grouping is connected through the capillary tube to
the stopcock device. The actuation of the equipment is carried out
automatically on ejection.
The KP-23 and KP-27M equipment shows a number of structural differences, primarily in the stopcock system (the switches).

These dif-

ferences are based on the fact that the first unit is employed with
seats that have not been provided with consolidated tubing releases,
while the second piece of equipment is designed to function in combination with a VKK (high-altitude G suit] designed for seats -quipped
with such consolidated releases. Figure 178 shows how parachute oxygen
equipment is connected.
In the case of the KP-23 unit the oxygen hose connecting the onboard equipment to the oxygen mask passes through a switch equipped
with a stop valve and a fast-acting release (Fig. 179).

At the instant

that the pilot leaves the aircraft the disconnecting of the on-board
hose and the switching to the [oxygen] supply from the parachute equipment are carried out simultaneously and automatically. With the initial
movement of the seat the halyard 16 (a chain or cable) tenses, the
-
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Fig, 178. Schematic diLagram of KP-23 and KP-27M parachute oxygen
equipient. 1• Charging c€onnection tube; 2) return-flow valve; 3) bot-.
5) manometere.6) capillary tub~e; 7) stopcock; 8)
tle gro.upn 4ý filter;
aritch, 91 halyard (chain or cablel; 10i starter; l1) on-board (staý
70
0
mechanism
pressure-reducing
tionary) oxygen equipment; 12) mask; 13)
onses the cable release
2n mlask; 14) Bowden cable guide through which
for the XP-M7 equipment; 15) manual switch; 198) consolidated release.
A) To the mask.
ping of the release 14 are jerked out of their openings,, the plate
spr~nge 12 release the conic projections 11 of the switch and under
the action of spring 5. lever 6. and rod 10 the hose of the on-board
equ-Xpment is Jettisoned.

Simultaneously,, spring 5 presses against

pluqper 4, opens the stopcock 3,, arnd the oxygen streams out of the
bottles through the capillary tube into the mask hose.

The return-flow

valve 9 blocks oxygen leakage from the frame of the switch to the a tmosph~ere.

An the oxygen reserve In used up and the oxygen supply is

redw~ed,, at which timne expansion may take place in

the mask on inspira-

tion, the air required for breathing is drawn in through the mica valve

9.
The airtightness of the oxygen hose connecting the two parts of
the switch is ensured by means of a rubber pad 13 which is kept under

Fig. 179. KP-23 equipment switch. i) Filter; 2, 5, 8) springs; 3) stopcock; 4) plunger; 6) lever; .7) dog; 9) r~eturn-flow valve; 10) rod; 1i)
insert with conic projection;

pin; 15) screw-sleeve;
to m'ask

12)

spring;

13)_rubber pad;, 14)

16) release chain (halyard).

release.

A) Position A; B)

C) compressed oxygen from bottles; D) from stationary equip-

ment; ES to aircraft.

pressure by means of a screw-sleeve 15 after pins 14 have been inserted
into cones 1I.
Unlike the KP-23 equipment,
a releask

the parachute KP-27M equipment lacks

for the separation of the on-board oxygen hose (the latter

passesto the

sdote

equipment),

and there is

only a starter

[trigger] for the automatic or manual actuation of the oxygen feed.
The separation of the on-board hoses is

achieved by means of a special

mechanism known as a consolidated tubing release that is

attached to

the seat. On ejection of the pilot the consolidated release opens automatically by means of a halyard that is fastened to the cabin floor.
When this takes place the lower section of the release which is
nected to the cable (which actuates the KP-27M equipment)
remains in the aircraft,

con-

is attached

while the upper portion of the release "moves

away" together with the pilot. The return-flow valve in the connection
tubes of the upper section [of the release] close off all of the plumb-
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luginsulating the breathing organs from the atmosphere.

The oxygen-

supply hose from the KP-27M equipment to the mask and the 0 suit are
connected directly to the appropriate plumbing by means of a T-Joint
at a Point between the upper portion of the consolidated release and
the individual equipment (see Fig. 188).
The trigger of the KP-27M equipment (Fig.

180) functions in the

following manner, i.e., when cable 14 is Jerked out key 13 is pulled
out of pin 12. As a result rod 10, fastened by means of lever 11 to
pin 12 presses against plungers 6 and 4 under the action of the tensioned spring 9. Plunger 4 opens the stopcock 3. As it continues to
move rod 10 presses pad 7 which it carries against bracket 8, thus
securing the aL'tihtne---

of cavity A. The drawing in of the air re-

quired with the reduction in the oxygen supply is achieved by means of
the mica valve in the oxygen connection tube of the inspiration line
in the upper section of the consolidated release.

Fig. 180. Schemmtic dia gam of K-27M trigger. 1) Filter; 2, 5, 9)
springs; 3) valve; 4, 6)plungers; 7) pad; 8) bracket; 10) rod; 11)
lever; 12) pin; 13) key; 14) cable attached to the on-board section of
the consolidated release; 15) manual actuator. A) Oxygen to suit and
mask; B) oxygen from bottle group.
The weight of the parachute oxygen equipment is as follows: KP-23,
4.9 k9; KP-27M, 5.3 kg.
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Storage of parachute KP-23 and KP-27M equipment with parachute and in
seat
Parachute oxygen equipment of the KP-23 and KP-27M variety are
used together with parachutes whose backpacks are equipped with a special pocket to carry the parachute oxygen equipment.

the emergency kit

flights in

the bucket of the seat,

which the portable emergency kit is carried in
the pocket for the parachute

In

(oxygen] equipment is

positioned between

fastened to the parachute suspension

and the pilot,

system.
As a rule, KP-23 and KP-27M equipment is
i.e.,

th'e front side of the parachute,

carried in

the trigger for the equipment

facing the same direction as the pilot. However,
for the equipment is

possible.

that the hoses face in

If

a pocket on

an opposite position

the KP-23 equiprent is

stored so

the direction of the seat backrest,

ciently large opening must be provided for in

a suffi-

the bucket of the seat

to provide an exit for the separating hose during ejection and this
must be tested by operating the ejection mechanism in

a ground instal-

lation.
The KP-27M equipment must be positioned so that the hose is
rected toward the consolidated plumbirn
which ejection proceeds upward,

release.

di-

For aircraft from

the consolidated release is

generally

mounted on the left-hand side of the seat.

§5.

HIGH-ALTITUDE G SUITS (VKK)

General Information and Operating Principle
VKK [G suits] are used to ensure flight safety and pilot survival

in the case of cabin depressurization at altitudes in excess of 12-15
1km.

G suits are used either in

excess pressure or in

conjunction with an oxygen mask under

combination with an airtight

170a).
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Ir

helmet (see

Fig.

In the first

case the maximum flight altitude is

in the latter case It
40-50 I.,

16-17 km., while

is possible to operate at a flight altitude of

although for only a very limited period of time involving

but a few minutes.*
At altitudes below 12 kIn the absolute oxygen pressure in

the her-

metically sealed helmet Is equal to the ambient pressure. Above 12

an,

a constant absolute pressure is automatically maintained in the airtight helmet,
i.e.,

this pressure corresponding to the altitude in question,

144 mm Hg.

Therefore,

when climbing to an altitude above 12 In

we find the excess pressure in the airtight helmet must, according to
the conditions of the standard atmosphere,

attain the magnitudes in-

dicated in Table 19.

TABLE 19
Excess Pressure in G-Suit Airtight Helmet as a
Function of Flight Altitude
II

Sa

ixpT. c€.
5,a la-'

z

0
0

54
0o.4

88
0.12

1 3

109
125
136
0.15 0.170 0.10

144
0.1,7

1) Plight altitude,, in kmn; 2) 50 and higher; 3)
excess pressure in helmet; 4) in am Hg; 5) in
kg/cm2 .
A good G suit must exhibit the following basic properties:
1) exmrt uniform counterpressure over the entire body surface,
;his counterpressure equal to the pressure of the gas in the lungs;
2) not restrict the movements of the pilot;
3) be air and vapor tight;
4) lend itself to being put on and taken off without outside help.
The operational principle behind a high-altitude 0 suit involves
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the fact that the surface of the body is subject to mechanical com-

pression at a specific pressure equal to the pressure of the gas in
the lungs. This is achieved by means of special tensioning devices
which incorporate pneumatic chambers.
Figure 181 shows schematic diagrams of the operation of two types
of tensioning devices.
The stress-bearing diagram of the device shown in Fig. 181a looks
like a loop in the form of a figure eight in which the small circle
houses the pneumatic chamber. As the chamber becomes filled with gas
it straightens out, increases in diam•

•eter,

and constricts the large circle,
i.e., it reduces the perimeter of the
suit.

1
TeRD

"In the diagram shown in Fig. 181b,

aq)

bI)

Fig. 181. Schematic diagrams of two types of tensioning devices for the
mechanical constriction of
body surface (cross-sectional area). a) Diagram
with circular pneumatic
chambers, q = Pk(dk/2R); b)
diagram with flat pneumatic
chambers, q -- Pk' The solid
line denotes the contour of
the pneumatic chamber; the
double thin lines denote
the shell of the suit; Pk
is the pressure inside the
pneumatic chamber;q is the
specific pressure oi' the
sueciit
ag
stureO
the
suit against
the body.form
body.
1)
Body.

as excess pressure is developed in the
chamber,

the latter expands and con-

currently presses one of its sides
against the surface of tho body while
the other side draws in the shell of
the suit. As a result pressure is exerted against the body surface over
the entire perimeter.
The constriction devices of a 0

shown in Fig. 181a, since in this
case the surface of the body is no-

where in contact with the rubber chamber,

and as a result there is no

impairment of the natural ventilation of the body. Devices made in accordance with the diagram shown in Fig. 181b are convenient and are
-
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bI

used to exert pressure against the abdom-

-

/

N

jig

inal region, the hands, and the Boles of
the feet.

b/Let

us determine the specific pressure
against a body, produced by a suit made on
the basis of the diagram shown in Fig.

*J,-MI

181a.

Without taking into consideration the fric-

p'

Fig. 182. Specific

tional force,

the tensioning T of the strap

compression of body as
function of pressure

-per unit length of generatrix will be

in chambers of constriction device. 1)
Theoretical magnitude
according to Formula

(299)
T - Pk( /2) kg/omw,
where Pk and d. are, respectively, the pres-

actual suit (2 - with

sure in the chambers in kg/cm

(302); 2 and 3) specific compression of

2

proper prior testing;
3 - with improper
prlor testing of suit);

ameter of the chamber in om.

reverse stroke of constriction device. A)
Specific pressure

suit shell in turn is equal to

a ) forward stroke; b)

The tightening (tensioning] of the

against body; B) pres-

T
where

sure in chambers.
body,

in kg/om2 ; R is

and the di-

_ is

=

qR IE/cm,

(300)

the specific compression of the

the curvature radius of the corresponding por-

tion of the body, in ca.
Since the strap of the tightening device and the fabric of the
suit shell combine to make up a series-connected stress-bearing system,
the tension of the strap and of the suit shell are identical and, consequent ly,

qf,
O

Pk(dk/2)

(301)

from which we get the specific constriction of the body

kg/cd2.

q -

(302)

The magnitude of the specific pressure q against the body must be
equal to the excess pressure of the oxgen in the hermetically sealed
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helmet.
Figure 182 shows a qualitative distinction between the actual constriction of the body and the theoretical. The dashed straight line 1
corresponds to Formula (302).

Because of the friction between the G

suit [VKK] and the pilot's underwear, as well as because of the friction in the folds of the covering case of the tension chamber,

the

specific pressure exerted against the body is lower than the theoretical as the pressure in the chamber rises (curve 2a), while with a drop
in pressure, conversely, the specific pressure is greater than the
theoretical (curve 2b). Curves 3a and 3b in this same figure correspond
to the case in which the movement of the straps of the tensioning system is smaller than the slack of the suit (for example, as a result of
slightly loose fit). In this case, the compression of the body is inadequate (incomplete compensation).
incomplete compensation, it
sible in

In order to reduce the danger of

is expedient to have as much play as pos-

the tensioning system. This can be achieved by increasing the

diameter of the tensioning chambers,
actual fact,

if

or by increasing their number.

In

two or three series-connected tensioning devices of

identical diameter are incorporated into the contour of the stressbearing system, according to Formula (299)
body will not change; however,

the constriction of the

there will be a significant increase in

the total play of the tensioning elements.

Therefore,

in order not to

increase the dimensions of the suit, as a rule two longitudinal tensioning chambers are incorporated along the frame of a VKK [G suit].
The sleeves and pant legs are restricted to a single chamber each.
position of the tensioning chambers can be seen from Fig. 183.

The

Let us

determine the pressure required in the chambers of the tensioning device.

It

follows from Formula (301) that

Pk = 2Rq/dk klccm"
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(303)

Lx=ression (303) shows that the pressure in the tensioning chamber
must be greater than the required counterpressure at the body by a factor which is equivalent to the extent to which the diameter of the corresponding portion of the body is greater than the chamber diameter.

06^

Fig. 3.83. Typical ositioning of tension chambers on 0 suit (front and
1) Pressure [tension] systemn; 2 zipper; 3) overrear views of suitr.
4) rubber hose of pressure [tension] system; 51 connecting tube
alls;
of',pressunre system; 6) connecting tube of G suit.
Let us assume that all

the parts of a human body are circular in

cross section and that the mean diameter of the cheat cavity is
to 32 on, while the diameter of the chamber is

equal to 6 orm.

equal

For the

selected initial magn'tudes,, we obtain

1.e. j the miniem= required relationship of excess pressures between
the airtight helmet and the pressure

[tension] chambers amounts approx-

/lately to 1:5. Taking the frictional forces into consideration., we
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must raise the pressure in the chambers somewhat.
Since all

of the tensioning chambers of a VXK (G suit] are most

conveniently filled from a single automatic unit,
the pressure in all

it

is

of the chambers should be identical.

obvious that
Consequently,

in order to ensure uniform specific pressure the stress-bearing cover-

ing cases of the tension chambers for the extremities must be made of
slightly smaller diameter,
other hand,

it

in accordance with Formula (302).

On the

should be borne in mind that VKK [a 0 suit] fails to

provide for complete compensation over the entire surface of the body.
Such areas as the armpits and shoulder blades, the groin, the elbows,
and the knees are not subjected to adequate counterpressure and this
may result in the concentration of blood at the extremities.

In order

to prevent this from happening, elevated constriction of the legs is
employed.

For the hands every effort is made not to introduce any sig-

nificant increase in chamber diameter so as not to restrict movement
or to increase dimensions.

The final parameters of the tensioning de-

vices are verified experimentally on test models.
The ratio between the pressure in the hermetically sealed helmet
and the tensioning chambers in various types of VKK [G suits] produced
by foreign firms is

kept within limits of from 1:5 to 1:10.

The final selection of the relationship between the pressures in
the airtight helmet and the chambers is

a function of cabin,

hatch,

and seat dimensions.
Design of High-Altitude G Suit
A G suit consists of a pair of overalls with straps and pneumatic
chambers.

The overalls may be made of cotton,

material. The material must be strong,
air and vapor,

and it

linen, capron,

or nylon

light, permit the passage of

must also exhibit, a minimum coefficient of fric-

tion.
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'The

suit is

tailored so that the material is stretched as little

r Ossible in the direction in which tension is exerted. The front of

u4 'Overalls are open,, but can be closed by means of a zipper. To facilitate the putting on and taking off of a fitted suit (i.e.,
adjusted for the pilot's figure),

a suit

the sleeves and pant legs are pro-

vided with zippered slits.
The tensioning device consists of a pneumatic chamber and straps
whiah are wrapped around the entire length of the chamber, each turn
separated by a width equal to the width of the straps. Figure 181a
shows a schematic diagram of the tensioning system; an element of the
tensioning system is shown in Fig. 184. The pneumatic chamber is made
of rubberized material, or it

comes in the form of a rubber chamber

housed in a capron or nylon covering case. With the supply of oxygen
the chamber straightens out and tightens

.

the overall material through the straps.
A single chamber is installed in the
suit along each sleeve and each pant
leg, and there are two chambers on the
torso. For greater mobility in the aircraft, the chambers are shaped so as to
conform to the seated position of a
pilot. When straight chambers are used

Fig. 184. Element of ten..
sioning system used in VKK

[high-altitude 0 suit]. 1)

lacing; 2• suit shell; 3)
straps; 4) pneumatic chamber.

at the

nee and elbow Joints,

the cham-

ber is fastened by means of a strip so
that at this particular cross section
the diameter is reduced by a factor of

3-4 (but a passage for the oxygen remains open).
Flat chambers are used in order to exert pressure against the abdominal cavity. High-altitude G suits [ViK] abroad are produced in 12
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sizes. The suits weigh from 2.8 to 3.4 kg each. Lacing is employed to
achieve individual fit

of the suit in the diameter, and the lacing is

found around the torso, the arms,

and legs. After fitting, the slack

in the suit should be slightly less than the play of the tensioning
system.
Fitting and Using VKK
When a pilot receives a new suit he must,

in cooperation with a

suit technician, first fit and check the suit on his own body. The fit.
ting of a suit is generally carried out in the following sequence:
1. The suit is put on, the zippers are closed, and an excess pressure of the order of 0.3-0.4 kg/cm2 is generated in the tensioning
chambers.
2. In seated position all laces are tightened (with the exception
of those on the sleeves) so that the straps of the tensioning system
remain with a play of 2-3 cm.
3.

Gradually the pressure in the tensioning chambers is raised to

the operating pressure. In this case,

the margin of strap tension

should not be determined before the pressure in the chambers reaches
90% of the maximum operating pressure.

4. The laces on the sleeves are tightened when the pressure
reaches 70-80% of the operating pressure, so that the sleeves fit
tightly about the arms.
5. When the pressure in the chamber reaches 90-100% of the operating pressure, a check is carried out to determine whether the suit is
exerting pressure against the body uniformly, whether the pressure is
causing local pain, and to make certain that no intolerable impairment
of movement results.
A properly selected (with respect to size) and fitted suit Is
evaluated subjectively by determining whether or not a pilot has corn-
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plots freedom of movement when there is no pressure in the tensioning
chambers, and if pressure is developed in these chambers whether he
senses uniform canpression against all surfaces of the body, with insignificant restriction of movement.
Improper (somewhat too loose) fitting of the suit may produce
sudden loss of consciousness.

Jersey undergarments (positively without buttons and straps) are
worn beneath the G suit, and these produce minimum friction against
the material of the suit.

Depending on the time of the year and the theater of operations,
conventional flight clothing is worn over the G suit. It is important
for the jacket to have a zippered opening in the center to permit passage of the straps for the regulator of helmet tension.
G suits may also be used in combination with waterproof survival
suits.
Desisn of Airtight Helmets*

For flights higher than 15-17 kn, the G suit is used together
with an airtight helmet (known in Russian abbreviation as a "germo-

shlem" - GSh]. The airtight helmet completely protects the pilot's
head against the outside atmosphere. The sealing off of the helmet is
achieved about the neck by means of a multisectioned rubber valve. As

has already been pointed out, the airtight helmet serves all functions
of the oxygen mask. Moreover, it provides ideal pressure compensation
about the surface of the head. The airtight helmet also protects the
face and head of a human being against the effects of ram pressure on

ejection, as well as against the accidental striking of the head
against objects.
The magnitude of the required excess oxygen pressure in an airtight helmet [GSh] was given in Table 19.
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Unlike an oxygen mask, the following additional requirements are
imposed on an airtight helmet:
1. The ope.1 space of an airtight helmet [GSh] should not be overly
large,

to provide for normal operation of the automatic lung and to

ensure a low concentration of carbon dioxide in the inspired air (with

an excessively large free space the expansion resulting from inspiration may be inadequate to set the automatic lung into operation).
2. The helmet must satisfy hygienic requirements with respect to
ventilation and protection against radiative heat.
3. The helmet should not restrict visibility, tog over, or impair
head movement.

4. The helmet must be of minimum weight (this is particularly important at the instant of acceleration on seat ejection when the pilot
finds his head forced forward; a heavy helmet may damage the neck vertebrae).
5. The helmet must have a movable light filter for use when flying
into the sun.
6. The visor of the helmet must exhibit good optical properties
and produce no distortions (the angular shift with normal ray incidence
should be no more than 5').
7.

It

should be possible to put on and remove the helmet visor

with one hand.
Figure 185 shows one of the most popular types of airtight helmets.

This hermetically sealed helmet consists of three basic units: a

face frame 1 with a helmet liner; a helmet 2; and a transparent visor
3. A thin rubber helmet liner 4 is hermetically sealed to the face
frame,

and this liner is

fitted out with a valve to ensure the air-

tightness of the helmet about the neck. The rubber liner is

covered

with a stress-bearing material liner 5 which is attached to the same
-
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A

Fig. 185. Design of contemporary airtight helmets, employed as part of
regular Air Force equipment in many foreign countries. 1) Face frame
with soft helmet liner- 2) helmet; 3) transparent visor; 4) airtight
rubber helmet liner; 55 strong helmet liner of material; 6) bundle of
crmunications leads; 7) microphone; 8) oxygen hose; 9) window-heat

leads; 10) helmet tensioning roller; 11) helmet release; 12) visor release. A) Position A.
face frame. The material liner is provided with laces for purposes of

reeLlation and a zipper to permit rapid donning. At the bottom the
liner terminates in a necklpiece which is worn beneath the G suit to

prevent its creeping out as excess pressure is generrated in the helmet.
The rigid helmet is

fastened to the face frame at three points,

i.e.,

on top at the center, and at the sides. The helmet contains an adjustable soft section designed to permit change in helmet depth as it
fltted on the person. The transparent visor is
frame at 2 points, i.e.,

is

fastened to the face

suspended from a hook at the top, and tight~84&

ened at the bottom by means of a catch.
The airtight sealing of the visor is achieved either on the basis
of the "knife against rubber" principle, or by pressing an inside
valve to the surface of the visor. The transparent visor (face plate]
is made of plexiglas, two pieces bonded together, with heating ele.
ments consisting of wires 0.03 mm in diameter between the plates. The
spacing between the wires is about 0.25 mm. This electrical heating
provides a temperature of 30-37°C on the inside surface of the glass
and completely protects the

'lass against fogging over and icing. The

specific power of the electrical heating for various ty4?s of helmets
ranges between 0.08 and 0.15 w/cm2 . Figure 186a shows the required
specific powr

as a function of the temperature difference between the

inside surface of the helmet glass and the outside air, the latter calculated on the basis of the conventional heat-transfer formulas in
which convection and radiation have been taken into consideration on
the basis of a heat-transfer coefficient a = 6 kcal/m2 -hroC.
lZWO
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Fig. 186. Characteristics of electrically heated visor plates of hermetically sealed helmets (in quiescent air). a) Temperature difference
between inside surface of plate and the outside air as a function of
the specific heating power; b) heating time for plate with various
specific powers. 1) Temperature difference At °C; 2) specific power in
w/cm2 ; 3) 0.15 w/cm2 ; 4) specific power; 5) heating timg, in minutes.
The time required for the heating of the plexiglas plate as a
function of the specific power is nhown in Fig. 186b. The plate tem-
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perature is
Th

controlled manually by means of a rheostat or automatically.

pensing element of the automatic temperature regulator is a minia-

cture thermistor glued Into the ple+te.
A balanced outlet [expiration] valve is mounted in the lower portion of the visor plate (the same as shown in Fig. 174) and an inspiration valve is also attached here, with the corrugated hose that con-aots to the on-board oxygen supply connected to the frame of this

latter valve.
An excess pressure is developed a rather great force directed upa.rd is exerted on the helmet,

this force being equal to the product

)f the excess pressure and the area difference between the cross sec;ion of the helmet (at its

greatest points) and the neck. With an ex-

ega pressure of 0.2 kg/cm2 (corresponding to a flight at an altitude
)f,36 ka and higher) this force is,
V.

on the average,

p the helmet on the head and to prevent its

equal to 70 kg.

shifting upward,

Ute is a tensioning device provided for the helmet (see Fig. 170a).
here Is a single roller on each side of the helmet, and these
are
usperned from free-swinging hinges. A thin cable is passed through
ach of the rollers and this cable is
o

lir,

fastened by means of snap hooks

that have been sewn, for this purpose,

into the 0 suit. The

ansionirg system of the helmet is provided with a length control that
s operated at will by the pilot by tugging at the strap passed through
self-gipping buckle.

Partial automation of cable tightening can be

3hieved by taking advantage of the pressure in the chambers of the

When the helmet Is

an communications are effected by means of

3lephones or a microphone mounted generally on a headset worn directly
ithe head. 7he quality of comunicaticns depends in great measure on
i4distance between the microphone and the lipe.
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If the microphone is

mounted on a special bracket as part of the headset, the position of
the microphone is virtually independent of the position of the GSh
[airtight helmet] which may nevertheless shift upward under the action
of the excess pressure.
Other types and designs of hermetically sealed helmets are presented in Fig. 187.
The airtight helmet shown in Fig.
(for example,

!87d has a rigid plastic helmet

made of fiberglas or glass textolite) which covers the

entire head, and a visor which can move radially upward and can be
fixed in this position. The light filter
This procedure makes it

is mounted inside the helmet.

possible to automate the closing of the visor.

The semirigid airtight helmet shown in Fig.

187b is equipped with

a permanently closed viewing visor. To prevent fogging of the plastic
plate,

the latter is

designed of two panels which a clearance (there

is no information as to whether or not a vacuum exists in this clearance).

There is an opening with a cover in the lower portion of the face
frame of the helmet,

this orifice intended for breathing on the ground

and for the intake of food.
The airtight helmet shown in Fig. 187e is of interest because the
sealing valve is positioned between the neck and a ring on which the
helmet turns. This makes it possible to remove the helmet and put it on
again easily, thus providing great operational convenience,

since it

enables the pilot during the hot season to prepare for takeoff without
having to remain enclosed within the helmet.
Some of the airtight helmets from among those shown in Fig. 187b,
c, and d have the mask incorporated as part of the design (these types
of helmets are common in Great Britain).

The significance and purpose

of the mask is to reduce the volume of dangerous space and thus to re-
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Iuo the carbon-dioxide content in the inspired air, as well as to re&aCe the humidity of the air in the vicinity of the visor plate. Such
a a3sk, fastened not to the face but to the forward portion of the
bh*1pt is not completely airtight; however, this is safe since the entire helmet is filled with oxygen.
2h* Oxygen System of a High-Altitude 0 Suit
In the event of cabin depressurization at altitudes in excess of
12,000 m, the excess preasure in the lungs and the .,lancing counter-

pressure of the 0 suit against the body must be generated automatically
and without delay, within a period of time not to exceed 3.5 seconds.
In this case, so as not to damage the lungs, the rise in pressure in
the suit chambers must precede the appearance of excess pressure in
-the lungs by 0.5-1.5 seconds. This represents the main feature of the
oxygen system employed in a high-altitude 0 suit.
-lgure

188 shows one of the possible block diagrams of a VXK [0

suit] oxygen system. In addition to the oxygen sources for the suit
and airtight helmet, the system includes an on-board oxygen unit with
an acceleration-blocking mechanism 8, a consolidated release 12, a
parachute oxygen unit ll, a pressure-ratio regulator 9, and the corresponding plumbing (hoses).

The connection tubes located along the

lire A.-A are used to connect the airtight helmet and the suit once the
pilot Is seated in the cabin. The separation of the hoses connected to
the an

release 12 in the event of ejecticn takes place along the

SBelow an altitude of 12 thousand leters the pilot's supply of oxygez

is provided by the on.bcard oxygen equipment whose operational

prInciple is analogous to that of the excess-pressure equipment (see
F14. IT6). Above 12 ka diaphraga valves Installed in the blocking
schanism provide for the rapid filling of the suit chambers with oxy-
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Pig. 187. Various types of foreign airtight helmets used in conjunction with G suits. a) Mass-produced USAF helmeti b) helmet with sewnin double visor plates and mouth hatch; c and dS helmets with movable
plates and hatches for food intake (these helmets are used by English
test pilots); e) helmet on rotating bearing (experimental helmet, USA).
gen (within 2-3 seconds), with subsequent automatic switching to continuous feed at a rate of 15-20 standard liters per minute, this being
required to compensate for losses and to develop the excess pressure.
The pressure-ratio regulator 9 apparently consists of two regu-

lators connected within a single frame, i.e., the pressure regulator
in the helmet and the pressure regulator in the tension chambers of
the suit. This regulator prevents the untimely rise in mass or helmet
-89-
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Ps. 168.

Typical
d iagrm of oxygen system for high-altitude 0
1) Oxygen bottle; 2) on-board charging connection tube; 3) TJoint with return-flow valve; 4) stopcock; 5) pressure-reduction unit;
oxygen flow..rate indicator with manometer; 7) pressure manometer in
breathing system; 8) on-board oxygen unit with blocking mechanism; 9)
pzssure-ratio regulator; 10) manual actuation of parachute unit; 11)
paachute oxygen unit; 12) consolidated release.
iu
ut.

excess pressure during the initial

period in which the chambers are

fiLUed up, and then Lt maintains the given pressure ratio between the
belmet and the chambers.
#p3qfro

On ejection and transition to the oxygen sup-

the parachute equipment this regulator maintains the given

prssure regime in ihe helmet and the suit. The pressure-ratio regulator: is generally positioned on the hoses between the parachute unit
Ma the suit.

Pigure 189 shows another possible version of an oxygen system for
..a

gh-altitude G suit, as produced by the French company Intertech-

nlqw Boulogne-Biflancourt.* In this system the parachute oxygen equipmoat im fitted out with an automatic lung 8 and a pressure regulator 9
W!

h autoatically connects the supply of pure oxygen frcm the emer-

So•

'

bottle 7 if

the cabin altitude exceeds 12,200 m. On seat ejec-

tim. , for purposes of separating from the on-board ttem,

provision

bw'been =do for release* 5 and 6, fitted out with stop (return-flow)
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Fig. 189. Block diagram of the oxygen system used in the high-altitude
G suit produced by the Intertechnique Boulogne-Billancourt Company. 1)
On-board oxygen bottle; 2) on-board oxygen equipment (automatic lung);
3) valve; 4) pressure-reduction mechanism; 5 and 6) disconnect sleeves
with return-flow valves; 7) bottle with emergency oxygen reserve; 8)
automatic lung; 9) pressure regulator of emergency oxygen system; 10)
suit tension chambers; 11) breathing chamber; 12) seat
13) airtight
helmet; 14) pressure regulator of breathing system; 15M distributor

valve.

valves.
One of the shortcomings of a conventional G suit in breathing at
high altitudes under excess pressure is the fact that additional muscular exertion is required on inspiration and the chest cavity experiences no compensating counterpressure on expiration. These factors
lead to rapid pilot fatigue and may disrupt the circulatory system and
the supply of oxygen to the organi-sm. To ease breathing under excess
pressure, a pneumatic chamber 11 is placed beneath the suit shell in
the chest area (Fig. 189),

this chamber connected to the inspiration

line of the oxygen equipment. With such a breathing chamber the pilot
during inspiration draws in oxygen from the chamber and the counterpressure against the chest cavity is reduced, whereas during expiration the chamber,

conversely, fills with oxygen as a result of the

continuous feed from the equipment and the pressure in the chamber
-
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thus easing expiration. With a 0 suit equipped with this auxil-

81'7iry, .breathing chamber the time during which it

.

is possible to remain

at higher altitudes increases severalfold in comparison to operations
With a suit not equipped with such a chamber. A drawback of the chamber
i

the slight impairment of hygienic conditions, i.e., the ventilation

of the body in the chest area is curtailed. The tension chambers of
the pressurized gloves are connected to the breathing chamber by means
of thin tubes situated along the sleeves.
Since during the course of a flight an emergency develops suddenly,
the flight crew must be trained in advance and become familiar with
the handling of the VKK [G suit] equipment and the oxygen apparatus on
the ground and in a pressure chamber.
Special training oxygen equipment is used for purposes of learning
"-

to breathe at elevated pressures under ground conditions, and this

equlipmnt makes it possible exctly to regulate the excess pressure in
thi breathing system (the same equipment determines the magnitude of

ledag. fr

the oxygen masks). An advantage of the KP-T is the fact

that it provides for small fluctuations in excess pressure in the helmet (or mask) during inspiration and expiration, which cannot be

ahiheved under ground conditions when using the manual elevatedpressure regulator of the on-board oxygen equipment.
.. Prior to each takeoff, after assuming his position in the aircraft, the pilot must generate the operating excess pressure in the

breathing system and in the suit for a period of 1-2 minutes, person-

afly verifying the proper functioning of the entire equipment complex.

5 XM3G-AZUITUE
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SPACE PRESSUTIE SUITS.

l Data and Classification
In the event of aircraft cabin depressurization at high altitudes

'(innexss of 12,000 m) prolonged continuation of flight without reduc~92

ing altitude and completion of the mission can be achieved only by
means of a high-altitude space pressure suit. Moreover,

the space pres-

sure suit serves for purposes of pilot survival on ejection from the
aircraft at great speeds and altitudes. The space pressure suit is
also used to deal with problems of protecting man against the effects
of low and high temperatures and for water survival.
According to foreign literature, the high-altitude space pressure
suit is an airtight pair of overalls connected to a helmet.* In terms
of operational principle,
pressurized cabin, i.e.,

the space pressure suit is analogous to a
it

is a very light, elastic, gastight "cabin,"

described about the body and equipped with hinges at the points of the
major Joints.
On depressurization of the aircraft cabin,

the absolute air pres-

sure in the space pressure suit is generally kept equal to the pres-

sure of an altitude of 10,700-11,500 m. Under conditions of a complete
2
vacuum this corresponds to an excess pressure of 0.24-0.21 kg/cm ,
which is completely adequate when breathing pure oxygen. Setting the
"altitude" in the space pressure suit within limits of 10,700-11,500 m
can be explained by the effort to draw the greatest possible advantage
from a compromise between inadequate mobility of the shell under considerable excess pressure and the conditions under which high-altitude
sickness sets in.**
However,
it

when a man experiences high-altitude pains in

the Joints,

is desirable to descend to an altitude of 8000 m which is equivalent

to the generation of an excess pressure of 0.35 kg/cm2 in the space
pressure suit. In a pressurized cabin the excess pressure in the space
pressure suit does not exceed 0.02 kg/cm2 (200 mm water column).

In addition to satisfying the above-indicatej requirements with
respect to the magnitude of the absolute and excess pressures,
-
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in the

opinion of foreign scientists a space pressure suit must exhibit the

following properties:
1)

it must have good mobility, enabling the pilot to execute all

necessary movement;
2) it must provide adequate visual freedom;
3) it must be strong (a static strength margin of about 3),

light

in weight, gastight, and ozone resistant;
4) it must ensure hygienic conditions with respect to ventilation,
moisture and carbon-dioxide removal, and temperature control;
5) it must be easy to put on and fit

with respect to height, ex-

erting no painful pressure against the body;
6) It must be capable of floating and be water repellant, and it
should also provide protection for the pilot in cold water.

Depending on the ventilation method and oxygen supply high-altitude space pressure suits are subdivided Into ventilation and regeneration units. Each of these two types of space pressure suits can be
produced with or without a mask, i.e., with an oxygen mask on the face
(Inside the airtight helmet) or without a mask.
Basic Space Pressure Suit Design*
A typical diagram of a ventilation space pressure suit with a
msk Is shown in Fig. 190a. The ventilation air for the space pressure
.suit Is taken from the compressor of the turbojet engine,

it

passes

tbwough the flow-rate and temperature regulation assemblies and enters
th

shell of the suit, in which special tubes and panels propagate the

air throughout the entire inner space of the suit. Thus water vapors
and carbon dioxide liberated trom the body are removed.
The pilot receives his oxygen through a mask from on-board oxygen

equipment of the automatic-lung type, similar to the way shown in Fig.
175. The only difference between the automatic lung intended for opera-
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tion in conjunction with a space pressure suit and conventional equipment is

the fact that the outside cavity of the membrane is hermetic-

ally sealed and connected by means of a tube to the shell of the space
pressure suit. If this is not done, as excess pressure is built up in
the space pressure suit the membranes will not shift as a result of
the rarefaction generated by inspiration, the inlet valve of the automatic lung will not open up, and no oxygen will enter the mask.
During a parachute descent the oxygen supply is received from the
parachute equipment which is actuated automatically at the instant of
ejection. In the case of engine failure the emergency pressurization
of the space suit is carried out automatically with the aid of a special on-board tank. The sensing element in this case is the diaphragm
box fitted with contacts that actuate a solenoid valve. The air which
ventilates the shell and helmet of the space pressure suit, as well as
the oxygen, are passed into the atmosphere through the pressure regulator in the shell of the suit. This regulator freely releases all of
the gas below altitudes of 8-11.5 km, while at higher altitudes it
maintains a constant absolute pressure in the space pressure suit.
Moreover,

the space pressure suit is equipped with a safety valve which

is set for the maximum excess pressure which the strength of the given
shell can withstand. To prevent the fogging of the visor plates, the
expired air is removed through the expiration hose which is found between the soft material curtain separating the helmet and the frame.
The ventilation-type space pressure suit without a mask (Fig.
190b) differs from the equipment just described in that at high altitudes pure oxygen is fed into the helmet and only the extremities and
torso are ventilated with air.* The helmet is separated from the frame
by means of an airtight curtain made of thin rubber.
If a large-volume helmet is used with a space pressure suit of
-
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P1g. 190. Schematic diagram of ventilation-type
space pressure suit
(a - Writh mk; b - without mask). A) xygen
from
on-board bottles at
Measure up to 150 atm; B) air supply from
on-board climatization sys•tam!
a
on-board emer.ncy bottles; M) oxygen
2)r uhll altr3) from
airtigh.t
mask. 1) Helmet;
gloves; 4) space pressure suit
essure regulator; 5j stopcock; 6) pressure-.reduction
.,with mnameter; 8) altitude indicator and me~chanism; 7) flow indicator
pressure-.difference indicator 9) altitude darner signal; 10) solenoid
Indioator; 12) metering tube* '13) return-flow valve; 11) air flow-rate
valve; 14) ground ventilation connection tube; 15$

pressure mechanism of antipavity unit; 16) air filter; automatic
17) on-board oxygen equiment; 18)
consolldstod release;

19) parachute
equipment; 20) warning
D) Radiotelephone communicatione oxygen
lead; R) to electrically heatedlight.
plates;
Sfrem radio unit to telephone and microphone.
A A;
B; B - C.
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this type, continuous helmet ventilation by means of an oxygen-air mixture or pure oxygen in quantities of about 40 liters per minute are required for purposes of removing the carbon dioxide. The ventilation of
the helmet is achieved by means of a continuous-feed oxygen unit, and
it

is enough to pass a rather thin hose from this unit to the helmet

of the space pressure' suit.
In the case of a small-volume helmet (for example,
helmet shown in Fig. 170b),

it

the rotating

is possible to use the automatic lung,

or a combined piece of equipment in which the autoLvatic lung is operated in conjunction with a continuous-feed mechanism.
The relative humidity of the air in the helmet of a space pressure suit without a mask is higher than in the case of a suit with a
mask, since the air is expired into the helmet. Therefore,

in order to

guard against the fogging of the visor plates the helmet of a space
pressure suit without a mask is made of two plates with an air clearance or with electrical heating. In all other respects, the two ven.
p

tilation space pressure suits are identical.
It

should be pointed out that the hygienic conditions for the

human head with respect to ventilation and the temperature regime in

I the case of a space pressure suit without a mask are somewhat inferior
to the mask version. iamage to a helmet without a mask and the disruption of its airtightness leads to the danger of oxygen starvation, but
at the same time the helmet exhibits the following advantages:
1) there is no mask which can press against the face and irritate
the skin;
2) vomit represents no danger (with a mask the vomit could clog
the valves).
In order to complete the comparison of the mask and maskless
space pressure-suit ventilation-type versions, let us calculate the
-
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@qFSen flow rate for the space pressure suit without a mask, proceeding

.t*

the following two conditions:
S l) the total supply of oxygen and air through the helmet is

too4

equal

liters per minute:
-Oo.

+ V-40

/Min;

(304)

2) the oxygen content in the gas mixture corresponds to the given

-

02 percentage:

(° •
.-

+ •o k)i
"

.

(305)

•, 1 L~ing Eqs. (304) and (305) simultaneously, we will obtain

a...
•

stand. 1/min.

(306)

results of the calculation performed in accordance with For-

WaA (306) are shown in Fig. 191. The required oxygen flow rate is

alculated for two values of oxygen concentration, L.e., the required
ainla

(according to Table 16) and the flow rate corresponding to ac-

tuSa

equipment (see Fig. 172,

Ai

esamo graph also shows the oxygen flow rates in the case of equip-

the curve for v.= 15 liters per minute).

mnt with periodic feed, operating in conjunction with the space press

suit. In the latter case the volumetric oxygen flow rate is equal

to the lung ventilation, since if even only slight excess pressure is

pnowt In the space pressure suit the return-flow valve in the autoatie air
lIntalm closes and the drawing of air from the atmosphere
(from the cabin) ceases.

* FA•

these graphs we can see that at an altitude of 7-8 in, given

2iUW ventilation of 15 liters per minute,

the oxygen flow rate in the

ease of the space pressure suit without a mask is

higher than in

the

case of a space pressure suit using a mask, and this by a factor of
aimst 2.
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Regeneration-type space pressure
suits are generally used without oxygen
The removal of carbon dioxide

Imasks.

and water vapors from the expired air
is carried out in absorption cartridges
through which the gas flows in a continuous stream to fill
the free space

4-

A
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Fig. 191. Mean oxygen flow
rate for ventilation-type

space pressure suit with
Sand without masks. 1) 02
anlowirateort maskspc p 2a
-

of the space pressure suit. The energy
source for the circulation is provided
by an injector which takes advantage of

flow rate for space pres-

the compressed oxygen in the bottle, or
ventilator with electric drive is

sure suit with mask, in
the case of lung ventilation of 15 liters per min-

provided.
A schematic diagram of a regenera-

ute (with air intake shut
off); 2) minimum required
02 flow rate for space
pressure suit without mask;
3) probable 02 flow rate
with actual equipment for
space pressure suit without mask. A) Oxygen flow
rate, in standard liters

tion system for space pressure-suit
supply is shown in Fig. 192. The gas is
drawn out of the space pressure suit by
means of injector 2, it passes through
the carbon-dioxide absorption cartridge

per minute; B) v1 = 15

liters per minute; C) altitude, in km.

9, then through the moisture-absorption
cartridge, from which it

is returned to

the helmet and the space pressure-suit shell. A specially prepared hydrate of calcium oxide may be used as the absorption agent for the
carbon dioxide, and silica gel is used to absorb the water vapors. The
maximum absorptive capacity of 1 kg of these materials is,

respectively,

120-150 liters of carbon dioxide and 350-400 g of water vapors.
There are chemical substances which can liberate oxygen while
simultaneously absorbing carbon dioxide (Co 2 ) and moisture.

It

should

be stressed that the substances known to be capable of absorbing C02
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Schematic diagram of re eneration-tYM

saceressure suit.

Pressure reducing mechanim
injector; 3) cock; 44) manometer; 5)
oxften supply home; 6) pressure-difference regulator; Td istributor
tubes; 8) hose for removal or waste oxygen; 9) absorption cartridges.

A) Oxygen; B) silica gel; C) ThPI (not specifically Identified in text;
probably refers to chemical absorbent of carbon dioxide].
*on be employed only at positive teMperatures and if water vapors are
psedent In the gaseous mixture.
If it boe

ec
messary to regulate temperature along the circu-

2atary path of a closed gas circuit; heat exchangers for purposes of
beanting or cooling may be set up.
In order to develop pressure In a regeneration-type space pressure
suit and to balance the losses through the shell, oxygen from a bottle

is fed continuously through a pressurereducing mechanism and a calibrated orif ice. The nozzle of the In~jector could ba employed as this
orifice.
fThe magnitude of the oxygen supply must exceed the magnitude of
the leakage losses and in the case of a regeneration space pressure

suit generally amounts to 3-5 standard liters per-minute. For ventilatiod-type space pressure suits a somewhat higher rate of leakage loss
cam be tolerated, the maxima of this loss being limited by the average
-1W0o

magnitude of the oxygen supply available from the parachute oxygen
equipment.
Future space pressure suits will apparently be of the regeneration
type.* These pressure suits must exhibit the highest order of airtight
closure. They will be confronted with the problem of removing carbon
dioxide and generating oxygen by completely new methods.

solution of this problem is possible if

The successful

it becomes possible to apply

photochemical processes for this purpose, using direct or converted
solar energy.
Space Pressure-Suit Design*
Basically, a space pressure suit consists of two fundamental
parts, i.e., an airtight shell and a helmet (Fig. 193). The shell is
provided with removable airtight boots and gloves.

Fig. 193. General view of Goodrich space
pressure suits made of rubberized fabric
with corrugated articulation. The helmet
turns on an airtight bearing, a) A 1956
space pressure-suit model; b) a 1958 space
pressure-suit model.
The problem of developing a flexible,

strong, airtight, convenient,

and light shell has not been completely resolved to the present time.
-
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the Principle of constructing a soft apace pressure-suit shell in

bbod

on the fact that any soft shell under the action of internal. x-

cos
resue ensto asumei the shape of a body of revolution. It is
,,therefor'e expedient to represent the human body an consisting or Intersocting bodies of revolution: the torso,, represented as a cylinder;

i~the pelvis and the buttocks as hemispheres; the hips., shins, and forearms as truncated cones, etc. Proceeding from specific perimeters of
*.Parts of the human body,, taking into consideration the thickness or
,,the Inside clothing and the slight clearances for air, the designers
cons*truct a shell about such an idealized shape and evolve all elements
of the shell with precision,, regarding the shell as a solid body. Re*,-Jeetion of this principle leads to the appearance of elevated local

*ý:,trebses at the poifts at which the'individual parts of the shell are
e onnected, It -leads to a reduction~ in the strength safety margin., and
ýýfroakish deviations from the anticipated shape.
At the points corresponding to the position of the joints on a
bhuta body, hinges are Installed in the shell (see Figs. 170b and 193).
'ýAs tkresult, It Is possible to achieve-satisfactory mobility both with~otexcess pressure and with an operating pressure difference between
:,t1s *hell and the atmosphere.
One of the significant features of a material shell (unlike metals)
il It~s significant oloagation under the action of Internal pressure.

IV thiis elongation Is not restricted, the helmet of the space pressure
54ulit rises considerably above the head of the inn, and the armholes of
-the blsoeas will out In beneath theý arms. Therefore., each shell is provide4 with a stress-bearing systen consisting of thin laces which can
to o001yed to regulate length and which blocks the "growing" of the
sp*4

pMessure suit and serves for the Individual fitting of the shell

With respect to height and length of extremities.
102a

There are two basic types of soft space pressure-suit shell con-

structions:
1) a single shell of airtight (generally rubberized)
three-ply material over which a stress-bearing system is

two- or
imposed and

2) a space pressure suit with individual shells, the inside rubber shell ensuring the airtightness, the outer shell serving as the
stress-bearing system and offering protection against accidental
mechanical damage. This outer shell may be connected to the suspension
system oS the parachute, and if it

is fabricated of flameproof alumin-

ized fabric it offers additional protection for man against radiative
heat in supersonic flight and against fire.
In the fabrication of the first type of shellfabric - it

made of rubberized

is in all cases expedient to put on light clothing above

the space pressure suit in order to protect the latter against chance
scratches and tears.
There are many structural solutions and methods of donning a space
pressure suit. The most popular is the open front, as in the case of
overalls, making it possible for the pilot to put on and remove the
space pressure suit by himself. The hermetic sealing of the open front
is generally achieved by means of a wide cylindrical throat-like constriction made of thin gasproof fabric sewn into the suit (the socalled appendix) which is screwed in and tied shut after the shell halS
been put on. These open fronts are also used to ensure the airtightness of water survival suits.
There are airtight and stress-bearing zipper designs, but from
the operational standpoint they are less reliable than the appendix.
Occasionally the pressure suit is put on through a rigid Joint separating the shell into two parts, i.e., in the form of a belt, a "false
front" as in the case of diving suits, or a chest connection (along
-
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diagoal fra shoulder to belt). All of these solutions lead to
egberBOW and heavier designs than the open-front type appendix
*Um
:Wthe #Irtght

20per. Rigid elements placed on the chest can be

ý.JýMtified OnlY frW the standpoint of offering additional protection
the hban bei

r,'

.aainat extremely great ram pressure in the event

Joints of space pressure suits represent the most difawig hied
ifbiult olements of the design. The simplest solution is given by elbow

and. knee Joints bending in a single plane at an angle not in excess of

1600. Thi
tioal

is achieved by means of addi-

slack-

"orange peels,"

as shown

ni

the diagram in Pig. 194. The longitudinal
tensioning laces are positioned along neutral generatrices whose length does not

. 19

ent.

Diagram of

"orange PelI typWchneehn
of hin•e. a) Straight-

position;
;bbentNbly
Position.
I) ITIO
1; 2)

et

Nobility for the shoulder and pelvis-

00"

bea
lu ace; stressborI&CO 3) guide

hip Joints which execute rotational and

s•ell;
hi•nge s)
shellelement
in the of

most complex of the problems to resolve,

les•

leatened to the

•farm of a worange
form or a ~isince

translational motion in all planes, is

the

the center of these natural Ouk [sac

J

joints lies inside the body. The hinged
,Joints oorrespondlng to these natural Joints are for the most part

deo in thw form of "accordion pleats" provided with additional braces
which slide over rollers or along guide rails (see Fig. 193).
_In ardor to ;schive#good mobility for the arms,

the space pressure

suits a" also fitted out with airtight bearings at the shoulder and

elbow (or wrist) joints (see Fig. 170b). The shoulder airtight bearing
provides for the frsee mv ent of hands in the vertical plane. The
Lbearing above and below the elbow or between the hand and the forearm
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makes it

possible to turn the arm about its longitudinal axis, which

is necessary to control the numerous assemblies,

instruments,

and

switches of a contemporary aircraft.
The airtight bearing must simultaneously exhibit a high degree of
airtightness and its moment of rotation must be small.
Ease in walking is achieved by using radial-support bearings,

and

airtightness is achieved by means of slide valves. The inside valve
ensures the hermetic sealing of the gas while the outside valve prevents the entry of water into the shell.
The shoulder bearings provide good mobility for the hands when
working in a space pressure suit with excess pressure; however,

in the

case of a prolonged flight local shoulder and chest-muscle pains may
result, even if

there is no pressure in the shell.

The designer, having satisfied the numerous requirements imposed
on a space pressure suit, seeks first of all to provide the pilot with
normal operating efficiency in a properly functioning pressurized
cabin. Therefore,

a tendency to use soft Joint hinges wherever pos-

sible in order to have minimum shell weight and operational convenience
in the basic operational regime,

i.e.,

in the pressurized cabin, has

been detected in space pressure-suit development.
"For purposes of providing a better fit

of the space pressure suit

to the form of a seated man and to facilitate movement over the airfield, a zipper is

incorporated into the stress-bearing shell across

the abdomen (on bulwarks)
when walking and is

(see Fig.

170b).

This zipper is kept open

closed after the pilot has been seated.

In order to reduce the diameter of the sleeves and pant legs,
these are sometimes fitted out with laces. Reducing the diameter leads
to a reduction in the force required to bend the hinged Joint, and the
lacing facilitates the donning of the shell.
-
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Fig. 195. Contemporary rotating helmets used
in foreign space pressure suits. a) Helmet
for a space pressure suit by the Arrowhead
'Rubber Co.; b) helmet for space pressure
suit by the Goodrich Company.
the most "unpleasant" dimension of the space pressure suit from
the standpoint of an aircraft-cabin and ejection-seat designer is
width across the shoulders.
de

the

For a space pressure suit with soft shoul-

hinged joints, corresponding to a conercial suit size of 52-54,

this width is equal to 660-685 mm. For space pressure suits with
shIulder bearings the width across the shoulder reaches 750 mn.* Thereoftf,, the width of the cabin must be no less than 800 nmn. The required
. abin dimensions with respect to height increase by 30-40 ms.
.h.
titn
o'

helmets of space pressure suits, as we had occasion to men-

in our examination of the schematic diagrams, are made in large
small volume. To ensure breathing at the ground and low altitudes a

Window whioh can be opened is built into the front part of the helmet
as a rule, and this window is made to flip down or move up.

In some

"designswith a soft rear wall (not intended for great ram pressures)

th
•entire

forward part of the helmet moves up and back. The large-

volum helmets are attached to the shell of the space pressure suit
pe• umntly by msans of a release ring with catches.

In such a helmet

a pilot is capeble of moving his head freely in the required direction,
*

n if

he is w•aring a mask. The smll-volume helmets (Fig.

06-

195a,

b)

are mounted on a joint with an airtight bearing and rotate about the

pilot's head (see also Fig. 17Ob).
These helmets have been provided with visors which move upward.
The movable light filters for the helmets are situated over the visors.
In the case of the helmet produced by the Goodrich Company the visor
is moved into the helmet; a soft hinged joint in the neck region makes
it

possible to execute slight forward and back movements of the head.
In designing a helmet for a space pressure suit without a mask

the designer encounters the same contradictions as met in the design

of airtight helmets for VKK [high-altitude 0 suits]. The essence of
these problems involves the combination of a low oxygen flow rate and
a low carbon-dioxide content in the expired air with good ventilation
and cooling of the head. Figure 195d [sic] shows one of the contemporary American helmets in whose design an attempt has been made to
resolve these contradictory requirements.

On the inside the helmet is

divided by a face seal into two compartments.

The forward compartment

is always filled with oxygen, while the rear compartment is connected
to the shell of the pressure suit and is ventilated with air. The helmet is equipped with a visor which can be drawn into the helmet. The
.sealing of the visor is carried out by means of an inflatable chamber.
Since it

is held that a space pressure suit is

intended for fast climb-

ing aircraft, the addition of air to the inspired oxygen was excluded,
thus making it possible to use simplified miniature oxygen equipment.
The latter is carried on the left-hand side of the helmet. The oxygen
"on-off" valve and the depressurization release for the visor are
mounted on the oxygen equipment.

The oxygen is supplied through a per-

forated tube mounted around the visor, thus reducing the fogging over
of the plates. On the right-hand side of the helmet there is a lever
by means of which it

is possible to control the inside straps and soft
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Awusho,
which are used to change dimensionh and to hold the face
-

I~kaainat the seal.
, In, the face compartment some excess p•ressure,

[

equal to 25 m

Sitew column, is maintained relative to the pressure in the shell it
rdeaki to prevent the possible drawing in of air around the edges of

t.tho face sal.

2he expired air passea through the expiration valve in

-,thesace pressure suit;
*Ie specific power of the electrical heating required to prevent
fogging of the visor plates is

the same as In the case of airtight

he;'h
ets for high-altitude G suits (see Fig. 186).
ctjni

cations

link from the helmet is

throat ales or microphones.

"wan

The radiotelephonic

set up by means of telephone-

In the space pressure suit with a

Mak the microphone is mounted inside the mask. In the space pressuri

si

ts without masks the microphone is mounted on a bracket attached to

U*the hadset or helmet.
-Me airtight boots and gloves for the space pressure suit are, as
a rale, made rmovable so that the pilot can fit

these as to size.

N•Jlrfeover,, it offers a number of operational conveniences,
putting on of th
.sible

I.e.,

pressure suit is easier, prior to takeoff it

the
Is pos-

to achieve a certain amount of natural ventilation on the ground,

'and It Is easier to dry the shell and its elements.
. ,e eweotions for the gloves must be such as to enable the
pirlo

tO remove and put on his gloves during flight. This may become

MarY to eoxeute any fine manipulations of instrument control.
PinW mobility In the gloves Is achieved by using thin fabric semij.nt-finger shapes, and hinged Joints.,.

A change of pressmu

in a space pressure suit is achieved auto-

itioýally by mans of a repulator mounted in the shell, &anerelly at
the left Mp. flh

characteristic of the regulator is

:lo8,

such that below

an "altitude" in the cabin of the order of 11,000 m the regulator
valve freely releases air from the shell and maintains a pressure in
the shell of no more than 0.02 kg/cm 2, providing for a loose shell fit
about the body of the pilot. If the "altitude" in the cabin exceeds
the indicated 11,000 m, the regulator diaphragm close. -he outlet
valve and then, regardless of the altitude inside the space pressure
suit, maintains a constant absolute pressure.
The equipment for floating and keeping the head above water is
generally carried on the straps of the composite parachute suspension
system.
The weight of the entire space pressure-suit complex (shell, helmet, boots, and outer clothing),

designed for an operating pressure of

0.25 kg/cm2 , may come to 10-15 kg.
The ventilation of the entire body surface and the maintenance of
a normal thermal regime are provided by proper distribution of air
through the shell and by the thermal insulation of the latter.
Space Pressure-Suit Operation*
In order for a space pressure suit to be convenient and for the
forces required for movement to be small, space pressure suits are
sewn in various sizes for individual fit.

The complete putting on of a

space pressure suit generally requires the aid of an additional person
and takes about 10 minutes.
For normal operation of a space pressure suit it
have special equipment,

is necessary to

i.e., an air-conditioning system aboard the

aircraft and ground air conditioners for pilot ventilation during the
period he has the space pressure suit on at the ground.
Before flying in a space pressure suit, pilots must carefully
study its construction and undergo training in a pressure chamber.
Each pilot is responsible for checking out all automatic operations
-
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~..•9iqred to close or open the visor, to control the pressure in the

Sp6. pressure suit,

to r

ve and put on gloves, etc.

". flmleCtIon of Ventilation hagnitudes for a Space Pressure Suit
The ventilation required for a space pressure suit is

chosen on

the basis of the permissible concentration of carbon dioxide and water
vapora and from the standpoint of providing the temperature regime in

the shel•

and helmet (30).

The permissible carbon-dioxide concentration determines the volof the ovzen-air mixture which must be supplied over a period of

M

21 mLite to the helmet of a space pressure suit without a mesk (we
have

in mind the fized helmet with a large free volume).
A.. oring

to the physiological-hygienic norms, the partial CO2

pemssure In the Inspired air cannot exceed 12 mm Hg (at any altitude).
.. e calculation Is carried out in accordance with the following formula*

l/min,

.(q-q)

(307)

where vv is the required volumetric ventilation of the helmet, in
liters per minute; Pc0

dop is

the permissible partial C02 pressure,

-

g; SI

the quantity of carbon dioxide (by weight) in the sup-

,lied

gas; q,

in the quantity of carbon dioxide liberated by the pilot,

In

In S/Ain; T is

the tenperatuwe of the gas in the helmet,

In our case
-

-

in °K.

0.
0pThe gas constant for carbon dioxide is RC2

=

19.3 u/°C. Iat us assume that with moderate work a single individual

liberates 0.6 standard liters per minute of C02 (see Fig.
s/apecLfic weight of the CO2 at OC is

168).

The

equal to 1.977 g/liter. Conse-

,qwwtly, the required ventilation at which the partial C02 pressure
v111n not exceed 12
•
fthi

•-

Rg amounts to
n•,~m~o,.n~~m -4

!/Aln.

qmntity (rounded off to 4o liters per minute) was assumed
no

earlier in calculating the required oxygen flow rate in the space pressure suit without a mask.
The required space pressure-suit ventilation as a function of the
given relative humidity of the air is determined on the basis of the
familiar formula
"V

0

where

is

n3 /hr,

O. g

(308)

the quantity of water vapors 'liberated by man,

is the desired relative humidity, in %;
for saturated air at the given 'temperature)

in g/hr;

in the absolute humidity
In g/m 3 ; Ea is

the absolute

humidity of the air supplied to the space pressure suit.
With moderate work and a temperature of the order of 20 0C, a man
liberates about 80 g/hr of water vapors.

The absolute humidity of the

air (see the psychrometric tables) at 20 0 C amounts to 17.8 g/m.
The absolute humidity of the compressed atmospheric air above 7 km
0

is virtually equal to zero. For good flushing of water vapors out of
the shell of the space pressure suit, it
tive humidity be of the order of 30%.
into Formula (308),

is suggested that the rela-

Substitutirg these initial data

we will obtain
so-

m15 m3 /hr -204 1/min.

-17,8

It

is held that in order to achieve comfortable conditions in a

space pressure suit of the ventilation type, 150-200 liters of air per
minute must be supplied (referred to ground conditions).

For normal

sensation of warmth the tenperature of the supplied air directly at
the inlet to the shell must correspond to the curve shown in Fig. 203.
At a cabin temperature of +50-600 C the air mist exhibit a temperature
of +10-5OC; If the temperature in the cabin is reduced to --50 0 C, the

temperature of the supplied air must rise to +800 C. This does not mean
-
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,Iv~Aw at4*his teaerature stagnat~esabot the humn body. Until.
61i.
airo s into contact with the skino the air tem~eraftie drops
"~aa &e*Ult O heat tranfer from teafcofhetubing
anad panels
~-tthe

venutl~ation, system

lyna
Lhb%

VbhIstiolal

oi NAN
(wczo

ADIS

zE CTS OF IDW AM! HICH MEPBEAT tJRS

=V3AYo AND EXESVE COWD IN WATER

Conditions and Extreme ewtrRgns

.flie woew of an aircraft Is subject to the action of a great varive ty Of Otwesntly extr'emely varied climatic conditions,, since during
aeure of a mingle flight the following operational situations are
1)antoicpation of takeoff at an airfield;
2) fIPght in a Pressurized or depressurized cabin;
`3) peraeolte descent from the upper layers of the atmosphere;
~)

*

3nylanding In open water, with the temperature of the

or' landir" In an Arctic region.
4111ttr abftt &%
7 IM6 Mart two phases of a flight are standard. There my be

i.MMtb~v,f "an'd polar airfields at wiiiic

the air tempierature at the ground

ýMJ~gos roM 450 to-WCOO

*WIng the period of the takeoff the temperature in the cabin'of
wau4tiseat aircraft is 0lose to the ground temperature as a result of
`mt

erMal inertia Of- the cabin.
ftf

air teAPerature In a pressaurixed cabin of an aircraft operat-

at, 01bsonic speedsa with the air-conditioning system functioning
Jir8genersl22 range from 15 to 250 C. Howver, writh tranition

~IM

#oq~PWsoCUc flight velocities the prima"y source of cabin heat is
IMS -3 do i:heating of the atwcraft surface.
7,* at'A
u
rays entr the cabin throutgh the upper irtnpsInt win0" U i'vat of 800

~aI/hw

for each SqU&M meter of hcirisontsl can.

02
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6;
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i

~

"
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aa
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Fig. 196. Change in human body temperature at low and high outside-air
temperatures. a) Drop in body temperature for man wearing flight
clothing and seated, the outside temperature ranging from -12.2o to

-17.70C:

1

•lo = 0.18 OC/(kal/m2 .hr);.

b) rise in body temperature for man engaged in various forms of physical work. The body temperature is recorded after 15 minutes of work
and an over-all period of 40-60 minutes. 1) Drop in mean temperature
At OC; 2) thermally insulated clothing; 3) body temperature; 4) skin
surface; 5) heavy work; 6) medium work; 7) rest; 8) time in hours; 9)
air temperature, in uc; 10),rise in body temperature, in OC.
opy projection.
The temperature conditions in a depressurized cabin may vary depending on altitude and flight velocity. At subsonic flight speeds and
failure of the air-conditioning system, at an altitude of 10-20 km the
temperature in the cabin may drop to -30 to -4

0

C and lower. Calcula-

tions show that at velocities corresponding to M = 3, all other conditions being equal, the skin temperature reaches 400°C and the air temperature in the cabin may rise to +70 to +80 0 C [4].
The temperature conditions during a parachute descent are well
known.
In cold water a human being faces the danger of death due to extreme cold. At water temperatures of 0-5°C people who have not been
trained'to survive in cold water will, within several minutes, exhibit
-
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<9munaof cold shock with loss or consciousness. Strong individxals,
Ab~ ooe'trained to withstand the cold winl loso consc iousness within
of 00 and within 40-50 minutes at

mintes at a'water teserats

RQJ

S*t~imperature Of 100.
.1kte

exposure of the head and particularly the occipital rgo

Fto dold

Is especially dangerous. Biological death occurs when the body
w if the water taqWpature is or the
te~srtur&drop to 25--22g
'osds of 1500. the cooling of the or'ganism continues,, and although

~ ~y.wvithin

345 hours the victim e

Isnoes headaches, drowsiness,,

IONOf cOnsciousneBss
son~uliosi@P, and finally os
Figure 196 shows graphs which"indicate, the influence of by

~and

Shia ambient-air tmeatures on the ~iman organisam.,
~~
ie uves in Fig. .196a shmw how the average body temperature and
**t. tqieratur*- of the skin surface, of a hu~man~being sitting quietly
14
iatbe oold (withou~t wind).diiniash if he is clothed In warm flight
o.lotlag.* Onu control of boly beat Is rather rapidly disrupted and
v~ttn1.5-2 hours an individual is no l'jngr able to function norumbly.
It should be pointed out that'the chenge In the tempeature of
~

indf

Ida portions of the body in by no means identical (see Table 20).
Meu data shown In Table 20 oonffrm that particular attention must

'&
dvoted to the thermal insvUlaton of the logp.
Figure 196b shows a rise in body tewperature as a function of the
fmbint-'aiz temperature and the Intensity of work.** At an air tempera%Wd of +945 C and medium work the bcoyi

it' leechese
',S

temperature rises by.1.30, L~e.,

389C which, a" Is wel 1mg 9, Indicates a sick organism.
h.~
uman body liberates the beat formed In the organism as a re-

aul 310itaboiian In the foloin

iy

(at t

4333Ig

-20 0

*C):

*

TABLE 20
Change in Temperature at Individual Points of
the Body at Rest after Two Hours at a Temperature of +10 and +450 C (after data from N.K.
Vitte)
*C

22Menuea

1

3 Ipui+9Omaian

MAOc tNquw~~us

fpis I is"s

6+B

.

55 um• ps
uaiztel a uywa
63 rnoxam,,,ol m,,ue
75 ctm (,ew• Mahn&=a,

,,

--7.0

.6.}4

.-.4A

+14,

-10,2

+13

1) Point of measurement; 2) change in temperature, in °C; 3) at an air temperature t of; 4)

at the armpit; 5) at the hand, clenchea into a
fist; 6) at the back of the knee; 7) at the foot

(between the toes).

(the remainder is expended to heat food, water, and the air in the
lungs).
The thermal regime in which no more than 50% of the total loss of
heat is attributable to the transfer of heat as a result of evaporation
is regarded as normal.
The organism uses convection and
0-

f'p 444
"

13

/radiation

not only to liberate heat, but

under certain conditions (when the ambient

temperature is above the body tern-

perature) the body takes on heat from
a

V

4TmW'W

0

*

Fig. 297. Loss of heat by
human body as a result of
evaporation as a function
of air temperature. 1)
Loss of heat due to evaporation, in kcal/hr; 2)
work of 130 kg/m in 1 minute; 3) at rest; 4) air
temperature,

the outside medium. In the latter case,

hv,a -c
&

the control of heat can be achieved only
through evaporation.
Figure 197 shows the quantity of
heat which the body loses by evaporation
as a function of the temperature of the

in OC.
ambient medium at a speed of air motion

less than 0.2 m/sec. With intense work the heat output of a htman being
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tequantity of released noisturo My be signif icantly higher (e
268). is-efwe It tbere are no, Other moans of reducing the-as.1siateafr taeqratulw, all af the body-liberated moisture must be evap..
9ikj 0d, thus faci•itatiag the organism's mintenmnce of normal tempera-

tw,-67AW optislo ventilation regl•m must be chosen such that perspirakl>tlo does not accimilete in the form of drops and simultaneously there

• ahe*d be no sensation of excessive cold. In this ease, the loss of
:on the part ao the organism will be )ept to a minimum.
tw o~lwexty of. lvelopaing ndividual equiint is a result of

i- tt
P;

t is nscessary during the course of a single flight to

at that
ftbu

vidhal against both extr•ely low and extremely high

+' rO.tect the

• •-ez'atuies. !ths problem is regarded as insoluble only in terms of
~.tb* -

electionu of the Optimia thermal insulation., since a human being

[wvX4 uavoidably expelence ex=essive heat under certain conditions

end
W-exoessive, cold under others.
is the opinion of foreign specialists that the problem would

-,lb

be resolved by the establismnt of a microclmsate zone about the

1be0

fjAMvid~al by mans of ventllated elothing fed with dry conditioned

1' irfrom p'udand on-board Installations.
type of ventlated oloth:ig includes the high-altitude space
Wea
h

sguit. Moreover, the addition of a thermally insula ted layer

pressue
te

taiw,"

"Goo

into: a rliable mans for water survival

pmesue sit

Ssdproteation against excesive cold In the water.
""M a hsh•altitude 0 suit ig used, ventilated and thermally inVnulte

clothing is put on ovr this wsit when necessary, and when

L 3rtfls em' water a waterproof
benetth.

f OutM'ir
th
o 0,
*04 tft

sea survival suit is put on over all of
conditions

tescicoeational

pedn

htoregion in Va18h the flights ane being carried out,,

-efthrate Wotective MdM ane Used slaIm
r+""
+
++
++

++

•+++
,, • -' ..

OM. USl

..

;.•+.

" 4

i- i

-

.

or sep.

S

arately, or in some combination with one another. If

necessary, the

approOriate suits may be connected into a single suit. A suit of this
type 6xhibits an advantage in terms of the time required to put it

on.

The Ventilated Suit
The primary purpose of a ventilated suit is to protect the ind-'-

vidual against heat and to remove the moisture vaporized at the surface of the skin. It is natural that the suit must be continuously
supplied with air. The required quantity of air cenes to 250-400 liters
per minute, and the temperature of this air must correspond approxi-

mately to the curve (see Fig. 203).
A well-ventilated suit must satisfy the following basic requirements:
1) it must ensure uniform ventilation of all portions of the body,
keeping the skin surface in a dry state, and it should produce no local
overheating or supercooling;
2) it

should not restrict movement,

it

should be soft and flex-

ible, and the suit should exert no painful pressure against the body;
3) the suit must exhibit low hydraulic resistance.
the simplest ventilated suit can be presented in the form of a
system of perforated tubes 6-8 rm in diameter, positioned between the
under and outer clothing of the individual. In practical terms, it is
convenient to fasten the tubes to the inside surface of the outer
clothing. In the case of a space pressure suit or a water survival
suit this involves a thermally insulated suit put on beneath the airtight shell.
A drawback of this form of clothing (with a small number of tubes)
may be the ununiform ventilation of the entire body surface and high
hydraulic resistance. With a large number of parallel tubes it

is poS-

sible to achieve low resistance; howmver, as a result- there is an in-
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112 th. V Idity, and weight of the suit.
ADIM

A"&*IS

dt Sfesnenly xMist, of two layefs of

(facing the body), laws and the ventilation air sweeps

~,inside'

~I ~oytbrough.

tbI..

:~tiUat"

these, openings. Flexible pads providing passage for

required directions are situated botveen the two layers

na

fof wsic#, and there are'round elastic spaces with large openings
W"*±hoMseot the Inside and outside fabric of the suit. These openings,
spaced about 100 asapart serve to

aove0in ýtbi eatine siwftaoe

wa the waste air to the outside. The suit does not "estrict
t-'ciimntp sins It ban been growided with a number of openings which
f. 4"1

itelso uised to leaid In the hoses of the 0 and antigravity suits.
shm'toomit of a soft suit (without body tubing) is the insta-

-A.

Wifl'y of air distributiou for various body positions, i.e.,P standing,
~>satd&aW

particualarly when the straps of the parachute suspension

s o1taM Ventilated sumit apparently =at te a combination of
Ss#W0al suits sand In addition to ventiLated paenls and sort channels

it ust also hoew a santes of branched tubing. The frmr ensures low
)d'ulia resistance. VMiU the latter maintains relative stability or
60 'distribution.

'AInetilate

auit must provide for the thermi. stability

pnuam waiw Arctic, ocaditions mad in Ioe water. A man

ibe

alrtgbt

M thrm~qinsulated clothing liberates as much

peto wator for %hubh t
S.O.At the sM
intft a

bhs

dD

sisZbmrted
I0
In "oen air at minta5

tbies. U*t pilot wmst be emnmwed ocavenlence of
"an

~e~it ~~to
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raeftwfg
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the materials used for a thermally insulated suit must be light,
elastic, nonhygroscopic,
It

and they must exhibit low thermal conductivity.

Is desirable for the fabric to be flameproof. We know that fabrics

with the thickest possible interlayers of air or air pockets exhibit
the lowest thermal conductivity. Good material must be elastic, i.e.,
Its compartments should not produce residual deformation under the action of external forces.

Of the materials of organic origin, preference

should be given to felt made of deer combings. The shortcoming of this
material is

sorbtional moisture ab!ezption. Great future promise is

shown by such synthetic materials as foam rubber with closed or open
air pores. Material of this type,
thermal insulation properties,

in addition to exhibiting outstanding

absorbs little

moisture, dries easily,

and cannot rot.
Table 21 shows the characteristics of some thermal-insulation materials.
For a comparative evaluation of thermal-insulation materials used
for purposes of clothing,
lished a new concept,

specialized foreign literature recently pub-

i.e., a unit of thermal insulation,

magnitude of this unit is set so that it

the clo. The

corresponds to the insulation

provided by conventional clothing (i.e., a suit and underwear) at room
temperature of 200C and an air-circulation velocity of 0.1 m/sec.
Under these conditions

1 01o - 0.18 OC/(kcal/m 2. hr),

(309)

(the thermal resistance of the air interlayer between the body and the
clothing is not included in

this quantity).

A thermally Insulated suit is generally sewn in the form of a
c=mlste pair of overalls.
To facilitate movement,

the suit is

provided with slits.

The in-

sulating material Is not used at points of cantaot Pnd where bendi•g
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SA) Stm No.; D) designation of Insulation; C) coefficient of thermal
*vn~aotivIty kcal/zehroC; D) specific weight, kg/On; 19) moisture abortionin Ur hours, In %; P) moisture liberated in 8 hours., in %,;0)
felt1 of natural wool combings; B) soft spongy ebonite rubber; I) lcvaliteksalesi] rubber; J) synthetic materials with closed pores; K)
opores; L) Alfol [aluminum foil] insulation with air
Q. .I
with open
,IntelayIrs (for rigid designs); M) about.

, *O*OWo(for example,

at the armpits and knees).

e tb"mlly Insulated suit Is put on over the ventilated suit,
thsa&hieving higher efficiency for the latter. To reduce radiative

S

lk transfer, the surface of the thermally insulated suit Is occasion-

al3p mde of almainised fabric which exhibits a low emissivity.

'

Ficuro 198 shows a space pressure suit with outer protective

•

nad, of aliminized fabric providing protection not only

l*ot•o,
,-l

U
t:-

mt radiant enargy but against flames in the case of a fire aboard

aorarft (for a per

of 10 *econdo). Te suit is structurally

1Dj~d with the suspension systen of the parachute whose straps are
M
,
S+fw

tO
0 the Outide shell. Acoardin to literature data* the, equipment
e•x

sham In the photopNph me tested at a tempeeaturee of it77°C

strength at the prusw' or an arnt-em
,aovi.

Nam

.u... at 1200

M

Fig. 198. Oatside
protective suit of
aluminized fabric
with parachute suspension system sewn
in and worn over G
suit or space pressure suit.

Fig. 199. Pilot in
water survival suit
and protective helmet with parachute
backpack and emergency survival kit.
Valves for release
of ventilation air
can be seen on
sleeves and pants.

Water Survival Suits*
A water survival suit must:
1) be waterproof;
2)

exhibit the capacity to float and provide for a body position

at which tne head
3)

i3

above the water level.!

be equipped with devices for turning the pilot's
of life

automatically and for the rapid filling
-
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face upward

preserver or vest;

4) make possible comfortable working and free movement;
5) protect the individual against excessive heat and cold.
The last requirement is

achieved by using the above-described

ventilation and thermally insulated clothing in conjunction with the
waterproof water survival suit.

Figure 199 shows a water survival suit. This suit together with
the underwear, the ventilated and insulated clothing, provides thermal
insulation equal to 3 Clo (including the 1.5 clo provided by the thermally insulated suit). The clothing complex provides thermal protection
and normal conditions for the individual under the following conditions:
in ice water, no less than 2 hours; at an air temperature of -35 °C,

I hc'ur; at an air temperature of -1 0 C, for an unlimited period of time.
By making the thermal insulation thicker it

is possible to in-

crease these time periods.
At a cabin temperature of +15 to +20 0 C and higher it

is unhy-

gienic to use such a suit without ventilation.
It

should be borne in mind that the air interlayers between the

thermally insulated and waterproof suits significantly increase the
heat-protection properties.
Pour valves -

one each on the sleeves and on the pant ligs - are

provided on the outside waterproof shell (see Fig. 199).

The valves

are opened by the discharge air and are closed by a spring as soon as
the air flow ceases.

The installation of several valves provides for a

reduction in the resistance of the, ventilation system and for the uniforn distribution of the a;.r over the entire body.
Air is

fed into the suit through a flexible hose fitted out with

a fast-release sleeve which has a return-flow valve to prevent the
entry of water into the inside cavity of the suit.
A V-shaped opening eoged with a zipper is provided to permit don-11Q22I

nling of the suit.
Trhe penetration of water into the suit is
dix" (Fig.

When open,

200).

blocked by the "appen-

the appendix provides a large opening

through which the suit can be put on easily.
The suit is

kept airtight

tic rubber valves.

at the neck and wrists by means of elas-

To protect the arms against cold,

waterprccf gloves with halfbent fingers,
insulation due to the more uniform air

Fig. 2C0.
Opening
with
"appendix"
in sea survival
suitn sealar
suit.

use is

made of

providing for better thermal

interlayer.

Fig.

201. Life preserver vest with coland "gills"
for stabJe upward position of head.

In order to maintain the required floating position such that the
head and occipital region are adequately lifted

out of the water,

suit is

equipped with a floating collar and there are add-itional

sacks -

"gills"

-

which fold under the armpits when not inflated,

these provide for stable position.

Generally

corporated Into a life preserver (Fig.
filled

201).

the

and

the two devi-es are inThe life

preserver is

with carbon dioxide from a special tank carried together with

the su.•t.
The latter

The tank may be operated either manually or automatically.
becomes necessary if

the pilot falls

into the water in

an

unconscious sta t e.
One of the possible designs for a mechanism to ensure the automatic actuation of the carbon-dioxide
-
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tank involves a frame in

which

Fig. 202. One-man inflatable raft
contained in Navy pilot's portable
emergency kit (USA).
there is a piston, a spring-operated plunger,
chemical tablet consisting of 64
soda.

a rubber flap valve,

and a

tartaric acid and 40% bicarbonate

In water, the latter passes through the valve,

of

softens, and dis-

solves the tablet, as a result of which a gas is formed. The pressure
of the gas closes the rubber valve and sets the plunger into motion,
and this in turn operates the spring-driven plunger,

the latter lower-

ing the pin of the mechanism to pierce the membrane of the carbondioxide tank. As a result, the life preserver is

filled. The device

operates within 15 seconds after hitting the water and weighs about

0.15 kg.
The water survival suit is generally used in combination with
sa

type of high-altitude equipment such as,

for exanmple,

the airtight

heliset of a high-altitude 0 suit or a protective helmet.
To protect the heac

Against the entry of water into the helmet

and also to provide protection against excessive cold while at the

as

time ensuring breathing is'regarded as a difficult problem.

held possible to design a device to attach to the helmet,

It

Is

which would

1iss air but would block the entry of water into the breathing units.
In the absence of such a device it
-

is necessary to use the inflatable
124

5
raft which is

included as part of the equipment in the portable emer-

gency kit (Fig. 202).
helmets,

A shortcoming of existing airtight
eign literature,

as indicated in

the unsatisfactory ventilation of head and face,

is

since the oxygen supply provided by the automatic lung is
to remove all

for-

of the heat.

If

it

is

blocks vision and hampers work.

An increase

in

perspiration

the oxygen flow rate

but this would significantly raise the

would provide good results,
weight of the aircraft

particularly hot,

inadequate

structure.

To reduce the heating of the head resulting from solar radiation
and the emission of the cabin walls,

helmets are coated with a light

paint of low emissivity. Thermal insulation is

provided on the inside

of the helmets.
Conditioned Air for Ventilated G Suits and Space Pressure Suits*
In

order to ensure hygienic conditions,

water survival suit,

a space pressure suit,

a

or an individual ventilated suit must be continu-

ously ventilated.

50_
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Fig. 203. Required air temperature at inlet to protective clothing as
a function of ambient temperature. 1) Required air temperature at inper minute;
let to shell, in oC; 2) air flow rate, 200 standard liters
3) ambient air temperature, in OC.
With an outside air

temperature of -10 to +lC0 C the minimum re-

quired ventilation may be 80-100 standard liters
- 125
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per minute.

As the

C
(.."

I

a 4r)

D

"C

Fig. 204. Diagrams of ventilation of protective clothing employing
cabin climatization systems employed in foreign aircraft. a) For a
cabl without turbine-operated cooling unit; b) for cabins cooled with
turbine-operated cooling units. 1) Air line; 2A) support valve; 2B)
heat exchanger' 3) connection tube for ground ventilation; 4) returnflow valve; 5A) valve; 5B) air-feed regulator; 6) metering tube; 7)
flexible hose; 8) consolidated release. C) To cabin; D) air from TRD
(turbojet engize] compressor. A = A; 5 = B.
ran& of the ambient temperature increases,

the supply of air that is

required increases and in the case of space pressure suits and water
survival suits amounts to 200-250 standard liters per minute,
tfo

while

independent ventilated clothing the requirement is 350-400 standard

Mote•'

per minute.
Figure 203 shows an approximate relationship between the required

Weprature of the ventilated air at the inlet to the protective clothtzg and the outside temperature.

The disposable air pressure differ-
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ence across the inlet to the clothing must be equal to the hydraulic
resistance of the suit's

ventilation system for a given air flow rate.

This resistance for contemporary equipment amounts approximately
to 0.2 kg/cm2 for an air flow rate of 200 standard liters

per minute

and varies quadratically for other values oa the air flow rate.
Depending on the resistance of the on-board tubing and the excess
pressure

In

the space pressure suit at high altitudes,

air pressure head correspondingly

the required

increases to 0.6 kg/cm2

The supply of conditioned air for the protective clothing may be
achieved by:
1) taking climatized air from the tubes of the ca in
system (Fig.
2)

204a);

the installation in

the aircraft of an autonomous air condi-

tioning system for clothing (see Fig.

3)

climatizatilon

the utilization

205);

of an installation which uses the heat and

cold sources of the cabin system,

but which has an independent system

for the automatic regulation of air temperature.
In

the majority of aircraft the available head in

the tubing of

the cabin blower system (behind the turbine-operated cooler
tion) is
clothing,

inadequate to provide for the ventilation of the protective
and even more so of the space pressure suits.

ditional installations are required.
stallations are shown in Fig.
The diagram in
in
i.e.,

installa-

Fig.

Therefore,

ad-

Two possible versions of such in-

204.

2C 4 a shows a simple spring diik valve mounted

the tubing of the cabin blower system which opens as air passes,
a so-called support valve.

valve is

analogous

The operation principle

to that of the dam in

In front of the support
tube from which air Is

for this

the case of a water mill.

[bleeder] valve there is

ý connection

taken for the ventilation of the clothing.
-
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The

4

Fig. 205. Air-conditioning system for ventilated suits aboard the
"Canberra" aircraft. 1) Selector valve; 2) command transmission mechanIam; 3) heat exchanger; 4) fuel (combustible] supply to engine; 5)
moisture dryer; 6) air flow-rate regulator (maximum feed limiter); 7)

return-flow valve; 8) selector position indicator; 9) switch; 10) man-

ual~cocks; 11) fast-release connections on seats; 12) fast-release
connections (sleeves) on suit; 13) air tubing to suits; 14) connection
tube for linking of ground conditioning equipment; 15) tubing from engine compressor.
monitoring of the quantity of air is

carried out by means of a flow-

rate indicator which measures the pressure difference between the narrow and wide sections of the metering tube.
The basic element of the design shown in Fig.
exchanger (in

204b is the heat

the form of a Jacket) mounted in the tubing of the cabin

blower system. This approach is expedient because it

exerts absolutely

no influence on the hydraulic resistance of the cabin blower system,
while at the same time making it

possible to achieve a high available

head at the inlet to the protective clothing.
talon from the engine compressor,

it

The ventilation air is

passes through the feed regulator

5B, and enters the heat exchanger 2B where it

is heated or cooled.

From the heat exchanger 2B through hose 7 and the consolidated release

8 mounted on the seat, the air enters into the suit.
A shortcoming of these two described versions,
forelgn specialists,

is

as indicated by

the fact that under certain operational regimes

thore my occur a certain "mismatch" between the temperatures of the

ali

red into the cabin and Into the suit.
-

18.

In this case,

the pilot will

4experience eit1. r excessive heat or excessive cold and will have to
reduce the supply of air manually.
Provision has been made in both designs for an on-board connecStion tube to be employed for the ventilation of clothing on the ground
by means of a portable ground air conditioner.
Figure 205 shows an air-conditioning system developed by the English firm "Godfrey" for the ventilation of clothing, used aboara "Canberra" aircraft which operate in tropical regions.

The system is

de-

signed for the ventilation of a crew consisting of 3 men and yields a
supply of 40 m3 /rr

of air at an excess pressure of 0.5 kg/cm2 (i.e.,

about 225 liters per minute for a single individual).
The heat exchanger mounted in the main kerosene fuel line is used
to cool the air. The air taken from the engine compressor througn the
selector-distributor

1 passes into the system either through heat ex-

changer 3 or directly. Then the air passes through drier 5 and maxLmu;zfeed limiter 6 into the tubes connected to the work positiof?

crew.

Each pilot is

of the

provided with a manual stopcock 10 to controd the

quantity of air as a function of individual sensation of heat.
selector valve 1 controlled from the cabin makes it

The

possible to obtain

air of the desired temperature by redistributing the quantity of air
passing through the heat exchanger or bypassing it.

The connection

tube of the ground ventilation 14 is connected to the main system
through a T-connection which is

fitted out with a return-flow valve 7.

Foreign scientists propcse various versions on- refinements of
this design.
must,

They hold that the oreration of the dis rIbu-or valve
of a31,

first

tenperature.

This

te 3utoMatel. irn icor,2ince w',*h the required air
t:...'i acý.IeveJ

In 'wo ways:

i.e.,

by the installa-

tion of a tem;fErature senssing] elemernt bene.ath the shell or by the inof

'WO3esR

e-ement.-

one 1n the tubing,

12Q
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behind the

distributor, and a second, in the air of the cab4

in order to provide

for automatic correction for heat transfer on the part of the tubing.
The first

method,

in their opinion,

is

inferior with respect to the

fact that excess electrical connections are required to link the pilot
with the inboard facilities of the aircraft, and because of the interchangeability of the sensing elements with the temperature regulators.
It

is

held that other sources of cold may be used in an aircraft.

In particular, the heat exchanger need not be installed in the fuel
manifold, but can be mounted on the tubing of the cabin blower system,
behind the turbine-operated cooling unit.

It

is also possible to in-

stall an individual turbine-operated cooling unit designed especially
for the ventilation of the protective clothing.
For purposes of ventilating people wearing protective clothing It
is held necessary to use ground air-conditioning installations.
There are two types of such installations, e.g.,
.yOle (i.e.,

with an air

with a turbine-operated cooling unit) and a compression-

vapor cycle (with an evaporating cooling agent, as in home refrigeraýors).

The first

type of installation is generally designed for large

tir flow rates with a low head and is used primarily for ventilation
.nd cooling of aircraft cabins.
Ground air conditioners working with a compression-vapor cycle
xzhbit smaller dimensions and are used for the supply of cool dry air
o the ventilated suits. This type of inatallation (produced by the
ritish firm "Oodfrey") produces 35 m3 /min of air at a discharge presae of up to 0.7 kg/cm2 (at the indicated flow rate).

The inatalla-

ton is mounted on a two-wheeled car trailer.
It
4

is convenient to use buses equipped with such an air-condition-

system at airfields to transport pilots. The tubing in connected
each seat in the bus.'
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Protection Against Cosmic Rays
We can arrive at relatively reliable assumptions as to the results
of prolonged exposure of the human organism to cosmic radiation
analogy with the effect of ionizing radiations obtained

in

in

laboratorles.

The biological effect of radiation depends not only on quantity,

*0

20 •

JO

40

3

3
Fig. 206. Intensity of cosmic radiation (expressed in physical equivalents of the roentgen) as a function of altitude and geographic latitude. 1) Intensity of rays, milliroentgens per day; 2) north latitude;
altitude, in kin.
but on the nature and characteristics

of the rays.

the harmful effect on the organism of y-rays is

Thus,

for example,

smaller by a factor of

10 than that of a-particles and smaller by a factor of 20 than the
fast neutrons whose energy exceeds 20 million electron volts.
The following radiation tolerances
roentgens)
per d.ý

have been established in

(more exactly,

roentgens per week,
[111.

if

(in

physical equivalents of

the Soviet Union:

0.05 roentgens

during a single work day) and no more than 0.3
it

is

difficult

to control

the daily dosage

On the whole these norms correspond to the recommendations

the International Radiological Congress held in
A single exposure

Lcndon in

of

1950.

to 50-100 roentgens can be tolerated.

The ionizing capacity of cosmic rays is
about 10 than the effect of

greater by a factor of

y-rays and therefore the permissible dosage
-
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Ot the former must be smaller by a factor of 10.

Figure 206 shows the results obtained by Milliken In the measurement of the ionizing effect of cosmic rays at various geographic latitudes, expressed in physical equivalents of the roentgen.

From these

curves we can see that in the middle latitudes (50-60°) at altitudes
of 20-30 )an the maximum radiation dosage is

13-15 miiliroentgens per

day, whereas in the case of regular irradiation the limit dosage should
be set at 5 milliroentgens per day.
At the present time aircraft fly for several minutes at high altitudes and pilots nee2 fear no harmful effect from cosmic radiation.*
However,' future astr nauts, in

the opinion of foreign scientists, will

have to contend on a more serious level with protection against cosmic
radiation, and from the engineering standpoint the problem is
cult. Nevertheless,

it

diffi-

is possible to protect the most sensitive por-

tions of the human organism against radiation, thus raising the permissible level of radiation dosage.** In the opinion of foreign scientiats this can be achieved by using light filters made of silica glass
containing large quantities of lead to protect the eyes, and by incorporating lead strips' in the clothing to protect the region of the neck
lymph nodes,

the heart, the spleen, and the gonads.

solution to this problem it

In seeking the

should be borne in mind that in the pres-

once of high-energy particles excessively thin screening may result in
a cascade of secondary particles which,
fect.

in turn, produce a harmful ef"

The curves shown in Fig. 206 show that at altitudes below 40 Ion
the intensity of primary cosmic radiation increases toward the terrestrial

poles. This phenomenon is brought about by the fact that the ter-

restrial magnetic field deflects cosmic rays approaching the earth
from outer space toward the magnetic poles. Therefore,
-
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if

a flight is

I

carried out in

.interval

the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator at the indicated

of altitudes,

the harmful effect of cosmic radiation may be

reduced by a factor of approximately three in

comparison with a flight

carried out at, a latitude of 600.
§8.

PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL AGAINST RAM PRESSURE AND DECELERATION G
FORCES ON EJECTION
On ejection at great speeds man is

approaching free alrstream,

subject to the pressure of the

this pressure proportional to the square

of the true speed and the density of the air.
In

the case of upward ejection the effect of ram pressure begins

as soon as the canopy is

jettisoned and the pilot's

head rises above

the cockpit.
The ram pressure attains

its

maximum within 0.08-0.14 second,

then diminishes rather rapidly (by a factor of more than 2)
first

and

during the

second.
The influence of ram pressure on the human organism and on the

strength of the equipment is
dummy)

is

studied in

open wind tunnels.

subjected to a sudden airstream;

Man (or a

then the velocity is

reduced

by opening the side bleeder orifices.
In

actual flight the seat,

erated by the air.
enced in

In

after ejection,

this case the acceleration

the "back-chest" direction.

forces are calculated in
Chapter 5,

is

immediately decel[G forces] is

The maximum magnitude

experi-

of these G

accordance with the formula presented in

§10.

We know from foreign sources

that the influence

resulting from linear acceleration is
rocket engines

(the

of the G forces

studied on trolleys driven by

so-called rocket sleds) mounted on a special

straight track 600 to 6000 m long and equipped with a brake mechanism.
As has already been pointed out,
-
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great ram pressure can be with-

st4od because the seat supports all parts of the human body (given the
condition that measures have been taken to prevent the flailing of extremities).
Various types and component parts of high-altitude and protective
equipment function in a variety of ways under ram-pressure conditions
ant therefore their protective effect should be examined in separate
elements.
Protection of the Pilot's Head. The Protective Helmet
The face is
pressure.

the part of the human body most vulnerable to ram

Below an indicated speed of 750 lk/hr (which corresponds to

a ram pressure of 2700 kg/m 2 ) the pressure of the airstream can be
withstood without harmful effect. With continued
rise in the velocity, the eyes, mouth, nose,

and

respiratory organs may be damaged.
On ejection at great altitudes,

a continuous

oxygen supply is required in addition to protection of the face against mechanical damage.

There-

Fig. 207. Transparent
oxygen
mask produced

fore, when an oxygen mask is employed the latter
must be kept in proper position on the face and

by the Scott
Aviat ion Cor-

the airtight fit

poration, this
.mask covering
the entire face.

during which airtightness is

must remain intact after cessation of the ram pressure (a period of 2-3 seconds
lost can be tolerated).

Conventional masks with reinforced four-point attachment to a
headset can withstand ejection at Vi = 700-750 km/hr.
Figure 207 shows an experimental rigid transparent mask which
covers the entire face. This mask can offer protection against ram
pressure at a Vi on the order of 900-950 kI/hr.
Brief ascents to altitudes of 15-16 km are generally carried out
in an equipment complex consisting of a G suit, an oxygen mask with
-
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a

b

Fig. 208. Protective helmet with oxygen mask used by the USAF and
other countries, a) Protective visor, light filter
raised; b) protective visor, light filter
lowered. 1) Hose to tension compensator of
oxygen mask; 2) oxygen-mask release; 3) textolite helmet; 4) protective visor-light filter;
5) oxygen mask.
excess pressure,

and a protective helmet.

The protective helmet has several functions: to protect the head
and face against being struck accidentally,

and to protect the pilot

against the blinding effect of solar rays and the ram pressure.
Protective helmets are made in one of the following two versions:
1) a single protective helmet (replacing the helmet headset as
well); in

this case,

the telephones are connected to the helmet on

plate springs;
2)

an antishock helmet with a movable light filter,

worn over a

headset.
In the first case the oxygen mask is
helmet,

while in

the second case it

is

fastened to the protective

attached to the headset.

The c=nstruction of a protective helmet fabricated in
with the first

design is

clear from Fig.

The helmet portion is
as,

for example,

accordance

208.

stamped from synthetic fiber material such

glass textolite which imparts the required strength
-
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and qlasticity to the helmet.

The outside surface of the helmet is

'polished in order to reflect radiated heat, while the inside surface
is coated with thermal insulation. A movable light filter

made of non-

breakable plastic in hinged at two points and attached reliably at the
two extreme positions. When the light filter
tion it

is

in the lowered posi-

serves as an additional means to keep the mask on the face.

In

this position the permisarble election velocity in 900-1COC ;a!hr. The
maximum velocity is generally limited by tne reliability of oxygenmask attachments and its airtightness (after the effect of the ram

pressure).
The weight of the protective helmet on the average amounts to 2.5
kg.
The airtight helmet of the 0 suit may protect the head to V-

1100 in/hr, while space pressure suits can serve this function to

vi a 1200-1300

ao/hr.*

Table 22 shows the tolerance values of indicated speed at which
various types of equipment for head and face protection may be employed.
The lower permissible velocities for a protective helmet and the
airtight helmet of a VKK [high-altitude G suit] in comparison with a
space pressure suit can be explained by the fact that the airstream
my cause a sharp turning of the head to the side and force it

away

frm the headrest. The rise in the permissible ejection velocity for

these types of equipment is associated with the mounting of additional
devices on the seat to prevent the shifting of the head.
The utilization of a space pressure suit with a fixed helmet,
with its

relatively large volume in which visibility is achieved by

turning the head inside the helmet, results In other complications on
ejection. The ram pressure exerts absolutely no effect on a man's head
in such a helmet.

Therefore,

the inertial forces developed by 0 forces
-
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TABLE 22
Tolerable Ejection Velocities as Functions of
Face-Protection Method Against Ram Pressure*
.'C
B
Am

I
2

c
xiuwas

Tin cHapuxemmu

no
s~~op.,'a

,

750-800
900-950

Wiicxs c mnlaemo4oomD
J5¶-2 c 3atTHiww wemomw m.onWueCHNu
CeT00lI11AtpOw

3

repmeTiiqecxpA

4

BUCOTHUR'f

E

1000-1100

,comneHc~pymow,,M

m.1e• c

1-3W

CKS1au P U

*The permissible ejection velocities are presented from translated
sources and are tentative. It should be borne in mind that the permisstrength
sible velocity is a function of helmet design features, its
margin, and the method by means of which It Is connected to the protective clothing and ejection seat.
A) Item No.; B) type of equipment; C) permissible velocity Vi, in
Ian/hr; D) mask with headset; E) mask with protective helmet and lowhelmet with G s'i'it; G) high-altitude
F) airtight
ered light filter;
space suit.

on deceleration of the seat in
sion of the head forward,

the alrstream lead to a intense depres-

and this may result in

the face striking

against the helmet or the wrenching of the neck vertebrae.
This forward movement of the head is
pilot is

also experienced when the

protected against the ram pressure by the cockpit canopy.

G forces below 25 in
completely safe for a pilot's
pressure suit.

the "back-chest" direction are regarded as
head and neck if

At higher G-force

to special measures in
being forced forward,

values it

he is

wearing a space

becomes necessary to resort

order to prevent the consequences
i.e.,

of the head

automatic fixation (tensioning)

of the

head at the instant of ejection or the "wedging" of the head inside
the helmet by means of chambers which inflate automatically.
As reported in
wear airtight
will first

the foreign press,

helmets,

hold that in

reduce flight velocity.

some pilots,

not wishing to

case of the need for ejection they
However,
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it

is

not an infrequent

occurrence that an emergency begins with loss of aircraft control and

entry into a dive. It

is

obvious that in this case it

sible to reduce velocity. Under other circumstances,

will be imposin order to reduce

Velocity, the pilot will instinctively pull back on the stick and the
aircraft will climb to an altitude at which the oxygen mask will no
longer be able to ensure retention of consciousness.

It

is held there-

fore that aircraft pilots operating at supersonic velocities must use
equipment which will provi6.2 a certain "coefficient of safety," i.e.,
to make it

possible to use G suits with airtight helmets or space pres-

sure suits.
The Punction of the Protective Clothing on Ejection
In addition to its primary function -

to provide the necessary

pressure in the alveolar air and at the surface of the pilot's body

-

a high-altitude G suit anO the shell of a space pressure suit on ejection also protect man against the effects of ram pressure.
In the case of great ram pressure the specific pressure at certain points of the body may attain extremely high magnitudes.
The purpose of high-altitude clothing (from the standpoint of
protection against the airstream) involves the uniform transmission of
the resulting stresses over the body or, more exactly, in the development of a stress pattern over the body such that these can be withstood without harm.
In this connection the space pressure suit and other forms of
protective clothing vary as to operation.
The shape of a space pressure suit is altered by the action of
ram pressure,

thus leading to a reduction in the internal volume and

to a pronounced increase in the pressure inside the space pressure
suit, attaining 80% of the total ram pressure.

Of course,

a portion of

the space pressure-suit shell in this case touches against the body
-
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surface and exerts pressure directly; however,

an increase in

the pres-

sure inside the space pressure suit eases the ability to withstand
these stresses.

Fig. 209. Idealized diagram of space pressure-suit and G-suit operation in airstream. 1) Shell of space pressure suit; 2) ram pressure
against shell; 3) pressure against human body; 4) back of seat; 5)
suit.
Let us assume that the space pressure suit is sufficiently strong
and that we have filled it
this case,

prior to ejection to the ram pressure.

In

a pilot wearing this space pressure suit will be virtually

unaware of the airstream pressures.
In all other forms of clothing the redistribution of pressure is
achieved exclusively through the work of the clothing fabric itself
and it

is

impossible to achieve the same uniformity of stress distribu-

tion as with a space pressure suit. The patterns shown in Fig.

209 il-

lustrate the above-cited concepts.
§9.

PROTECTION OF MAN AGAINST EFFECT OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATIONS

Effect of acceleration on human organism and methods of reducing its
harmful effect
Unlike the ejection process in which the acceleration due to the
explosion of the firing cartridge and the acceleration

[G forces] due

to the deceleration of flight velocity after ejection from the aircraft
-
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On the individual for
Sicta period of 0.1-0.2 second,

in the case of

flight maneuvers accelerations are felt for a rather prolonged period
of tiae,

i.e., from several to tens of seconds.

On ejection the short-duration "shock" acceleration (if

a certain

fixation of the body is not provided for) may lead to purely mechanical
damage to internal organs and the spinal column (particularly the lum-

bar vertebrae). Even slightly prolonged accelerations, although of
considerably smaller magnitude than on ejection, reduce the working
efficinaoy of a pilot as a result of a temporary deficiency in the
supply of blood to the brain. Subjectively,

this may be felt as dim-

ress. 7he accelerations result in the draining of blood from the head
and the chest cavity to the abdominal cavity and the lower extremities.

This has been confirmed by experiments on a centrifuge in which an increase in the volume of the shinbone and simultaneous reduction in the
volume of the pinna have been detected. The described phenomenon is
accompanied by a reduction in blood pressure in the vessels of the
brain and an increase in the venous blood pressure at the lower extremities, as well as by a wide range of similar disruptions of circulation regulation.

The foregoing suggests a method of protecting a pilot against the
effect of positive acceleration during curvilinear flight.
It

is necessary to prevent the drain of blood to the lower ex-

tremities, as well as to guard against the shifting and intense fill-

ing of the organs in the abdominal cavity with blood. This is achieved
by means of antigravity devices (PPU).
tion of their design, it

Before undertaking a descrip-

is expedient to become familiar with the re-

sistance of an organism to prolonged acceleration. In the conventional
vertical working position of a pilot (with a back lean of 15-200) and
the effect of mechanical forces in the "head-pelvis" direction, brief
-
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(1-2 seconds) accelerations below 6 unt±s can,

for the rnozt part,

be

withstood without a noticeable reduction in operational efficiency.
Trained pilots are able to withstand satisfactorily accelerations below
7-8 for a fraction of a second and in this case only a few will experience brief dimness.

They can also withstand satisfactorily prolonged

acceleration below 4-5 units lasting 15-20 seconds.

With prolonged ac-

celeration above 5 and with brief acceleration above 8-9 significant
functional disturbances generally set in,

including brief loss of vis-

ion and consciousness.
The antigravity devices raise the tolerance of the organism or,
in other words,

reduce the harmful effect of acceleration by a factor

of about 2.5-3 units.

Thus if

a 9 G force acts on an aircraft,

ologically the pilot experiences G forces of 6 units.

It

physi-

should be

stressed that the protective properties of the antigravity devices may
be used only in the c:ase of' G forces acting in the "head-pelvis" direction.

PFU (antigravity devices] produce no positive effect in the

event of instantaneous accelerations in

the case of seat ejection.

Design of Antigravity Devices*
The antigravity equipment complex consists of two basic parts:
1) an antigravity suit (Fig.

210) which is

an individual piece of

equipment for the pilot;
2)

a special automatic unit (the so-called pressure automnt)

which controls the air pressure in the pneumatic chambers of the suit
in proportion to the acceleration magnitude.
The automatic pressure unit is
craft and is

fixed in position aboard the air-

supplied with compressed air from the engine compressor.

The antigravity suit exerts mechanical pressure against the lower
extremities and the abdomen,

and It

is made with tensioning devices of

the same type as in G suits (see Fig.
-

181).
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The magnitude of the air

pressure in the chambers and their geometric
dimensions are selected so as to balance the
increase in the hydrostatic pressure of the
blood in the lower extremities produced by
the action of the acceleration.
Figure 211 shows the air pressures in
P
two types of tensioning devices as functions
of acceleration magnitude.

For a suit made in

the form of Fig. 181a (with circular chambers)
Sthe

Pig. 210. General
view of antigravity
suit as worn by a

person.

required pressure in the case of 0 lorces
equal to 10 units amounts to 1.3-1.5 kg/cm2.
For a suit with flat chambers the required

pressure is less and with 8 O forces does not

exceed 0.65 kg/cm2 . These quantities are the minimum air pressures
which the aircraft designer must ensure at the inlet to the PPU automatic unit.
Antigravity suits are made either in the form of a separate suit
or structurally combined with a high-altitude G suit. The independent
antigravity suits are made either only with flat chambers (see Pig.
210) or with a combination of chambers,

and namely: round chambers are

included to compress the legs (calves and hips), and a flat chamber to
cop2efss the stomach.
-In view of the fact that the abdominal chamber has great area and
mny distend more than necessary upon application of pressure, it

has

limiter laces on the inside. This makes it possible to apply as much

wresgure to the abdominal chamber as to the round chambers.
Antigravity suits are generally made of capron or nylon fabric
und are produced in 6 sizes. For individual fit

about the diameter

-acing is passed through eyelets. The suit with flat chambers generally
-
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Fig. 211. Required excess air pressure in tensioning chambers of antigravity suit as a function of acceleration magnitude and chamber type:
1) for flat chambers; 2) for round chambers..A) Air pressure in chambers, in kg/cm2 ; B)
direction.

abdominal chamber; C) acceleration in

has 5 pneumatic chambers,
at the stomach,

i.e.,

one each at the hips,

fashioned into a single whole.

"head-pelvis"

the calves,

and

To prevent the chambers

from sticking together,

a steel spiral in a capron covering case is

included on the inside.

An antigravity suit weighs about 1.5-2 kg.

The automatic pressure unit in the event of acceleration acts in
the "head-pelvis" direction and must maintain a pressure corresponding
to the curves shown in Fig.

211 automatically and without delay.

schematic diagram of the automatic pressure unit is

A

shown in Fig. 212.

The device consists of frame 1 in which slide valve 2 shifts vertically.
Weight 3 presses against the top of the slide valve;
acceleration the weight is
case,

offset by the force of spring 4.

the window of the inlet connection tube 5 is

valve 2 and no air can enter the suit chamber.
air which Is

in the absence of
In

this

closed by slide

The small quantity-of

drawn in through the clearances between the frame and the

slide valve is

discharged through special drain orifices that have

been provided for in the frame.
-
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At the instant that the acceleration appears, the inertial forces
of the weight and slide valve compress spring 4 and force the slide
valve down.

In this case, a trapezoidal passage in the slide valve

cpens to permit movement of the compressed air and the latter proceeds
into the chamber of the antigravity suit through a hose. A portion of
the air passes through an opening in the neck of the slide valve to
the lower chamber beneath the slide valve where pressure is developed
to raise the slide valve upward. As a result, the slide valve is
mounted in some equillbrium position corresponding to the magnitude of
the given acceleration and the air leakage losses from the automatic
pressure unit.

a •)bl
Fig. 212. Diagram and operation of automatic
gravity installation, a) No acceleration; b)
Frame; 2) slide valve; 3) weight; 4) spring;
6) rubber cap; 7) check valve; 8) spring; 9)

discharge into PPK (antigravity suit].

pressure unit in antiwith acceleration. 1)
5) inlet connection tube;
connection tube for air

Various characteristics for air pressures developed by the automatic unit (during the design stage of the latter) are obtained by
changing the weight and the diameter of the slide valve. There are
automatic units in whose design there are two weights, so that the

pilot can, at will, use one or both weights by turning the head of the
unit. This makes it

possible to obtain two different characteristics
-
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from a single automatic unit.
Aboard an aircraft the automatic pressure unit is mounted only in
the vertical position. For reliable and failproof operation of the
device it

is necessary for the air entering the unit to be free of

dust, moisture,

or oil. Therefore,

a special filter

is mounted in

front of the automatic unit and the upper portion of the unit is covered with a soft rubber cap 6 to prevent the entry of contamination
between the slide valve and the frame.

The cap is made elastic so that

after the engine has been started the pilot can check the operation of
the automatic unit and his antigravity suit by pressing his finger
against the weight.
§10.

THE PORTABLE EMERGENCY KIT (NAZ)
In the case of emergency abandonment of an aircraft the members

of the crew may find themselves in some uninhabited area.
may break up, burn,

The aircraft

or sink. For this eventuality the survivors must

be equipped with facilities to signal their position as well as to
have available a minimum supply of water,
This is

food, and medicines.

the purpose of the portable emergency [survival] kit.

Depending on the geographic reglon of aircraft operation,
routes, and its operating range,

its

the content of the portable emergency

survival kit may vary. Signaling facilities are of decisive importance
in ensuring success of the search operations,
difficult to detect a man in a forest,

since it

in the ocean,

is extremely

or in a desert

from an aircraft or some other form of transportation.
The food included in the survival kit is. chosen so as not to induce thirst.
chocolate.
ground meat,

In this connection,

:'Pemmican"
grease,

served product.

It

is

enriched hard candy is

(prepared by North American Indians from dried
and berry Juice)

is a valuable high-calorie pre-

expedient to package the daily rations individu-

J

better than
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ally.
Below we present an approximate enumeration of the items and

*qUipment included in a survival kit, this information having been
taken fiam various foreign sources.
1. An inflatable single-seat rubber raft with a device for rapid
inflation.
2. Signaling and detection facilities:
1) a radio transmitter and a direction finder with a power source;
2) a mirror reflector (a heliograph);

3) a pocket flashlight;
4) a smoke signal;
5) signal (firing) cartridges (flares);
6) chemical (luminous materials) to dye the surface of water or
snow;
7) a whistle (to signal at sea during fog or in a forest).

3. Nourishment (water and food):
1) flasks with water (replaced with a chemical purifier at sea);
2) cans of meat, cheese, and berries;
.3) sugar, hard candy, chocolate;
4) biscuits.
4. Medicines:
1) bandages (gauze and rubber);
2) antiseptics (iodine);
3) burn ointments and pain killers, synthomycine (to prevent
stomach upset) in tablet form;
4) injection tubes for subcutaneous injections;
5) pantocide in tablet form to disinfect water taken in lakes and
swamps.
5. Survival items:
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1) matches in watertight container (windproof or glowing);
2) a compact stove and solid chemical fuel (alcohol or gasoline
in briquettes);
3) fishing tackle;
4) a knife-file combination or a folding military dagger;
5) sea-water distiller;
6) a compass;
7) a magnifying lens for ignition;
8) a waterproof poncho;
9) needle and thread.
A Miemo0 ,

I4,cmo

r

B

Fig. 213.

Attachment of portable emergency survival kit on suspension

system of parachute.
system; 3) lacing; 4)
suspension system; 6)
ing case for release.

1) Backpack straps; 2) main strap of suspension
parachute oxygen equipment; 5) leg straps of
ripcord handle; 7) ripcord; 8) protective coverA) Position A; B) position B; C) position D; D)

In the case of flights over deserts the raft and distillation
unit Is replaced by a larger supply of bottled water in quantities up
to 6 liters (based on a calculation of 3 liters per day).

For flights

in the Arctic and during the winter over dry land provision is made
for folding-type skis.
All component parts of the survival kit are packed into a single
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backpack which is attached to the auspensian system of the parachute.
pack is
*

The back-

stored in the seat bucket or sus-

pended from the pilot's back (Fig.

199

shows a pilot wearing a portable emergency survival kit and a parachute backpack).
The emergency survival kit is packed
in a waterproof container and the kit
can float. The individual parts of the
kit are also made to float or they are
connected by means of thin cables to the
nonsinking backpack frame made of light
plastic foam.

Fig. 214. Diagram of raft
release from backpack of
portable emergency survival kit and its gas inflation in the air. 1)
Portable emergency sur-

The over-all weight of the portable
emergency survival kit intended for
deserts or oceans may reach 16 kg. As a

vival kit; 2) parachute
suspension system; 3)

rule such a kit is carried in the seat.

shroud line; 4) release
lino; 5) safety valve; 6)
raft; 7) CO2 bottle; 8)

The backpack is

release cable.

at the expense of signaling facilities).

lower in weight and has

a limited supply of materials (but not

In order to fasten the NAZ [emergency survival kit] to the suspension system of the parachute,

provision is made for a special pack

of strong fabric.
Since the NAZ [emergency survival kit] is rather heavy,

it

is re-

leased from its pack prior to landing in water or on the ground and it
is

lowered on a shroud line (approximately 12-15 m long).

For this pur-

pose there is a handle connected by means of a cable to the pack release straps. The cable passes through a flexible tube fastened to the
-
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suspension system (Fig.

213).

Before landing, a pilot pulls this handle

at a height of about 100-200 m, the straps open, and the NAZ [emergency
survival kit] falls out from the pack.
The rubber rescue raft is folded so that it

is the first

to be

released from the backpack. The raft is held by the outside flaps of
the backpack,

which are held shut by means of pegs and slats with the

two pins of the release cable.
The gas inflation of the raft is achieved from a carbon-dioxide
bottle manually after landing in water (by pulling on the release
cable) or automatically as the NAZ [emergency survival kit] is released
from the pack on the suspension system.
short shroud line from the backpack is

In the latter case,
first

a special

(during the preparation

for the flight) connected to the release cable of the backpack and
with the release line attached to the safety valve of the carbondioxide bottle and to the lever which opens the valve of the latter
(Fig.

214).
On ejection of the NAZ [emergency survival kit] all shroud lines

gre tensed and the pins and safety valves are released thus automatically freeing the raft and filling it

in the air, before it

reaches the

water surface.
For landings on dry ground the backpack is provided with shoulder
straps to carry the NAZ [kit].

During storage these straps are stuffed

into the pocket at the top of the backpack.
The simplest signaling devices (a flashlight,

flares) are best

stored In an airtight container in special pockets directly on the individual,

these pockets sewn into the water survival suit or space

pressure suit precisely for this purpose.
The problem of behavior and crew action to ensure survival in the
event of the emergency abandonment of an aircraft in desert regions is
-
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oonelered in detail in special literature.*

LRAsE or "PU3iam " ON EJCTIMN

....

_With increasing altitude and flight velocity for aircraft and as
the high-altitude equipment becomes more complex the number of required
connections has undergone considerable increase (hoses and electric
to connect the pilot with the instruments and assemblies in-

Wirli)

stalled in an aircraft cabin.
If

a pilot was formerly connected to on-board aircraft equipment

by mans of a single oxygen hose and a single four-cable electric wire
for flights to altitudes below 12,000 m, at the present time in order
to execute flights with a high-altitude supersonic pursuit aircraft
the following gas and electrical connections are required, as shown in

Figs. 188-190:
1) hoses for the on-board oxygen unit.........
2) air lines:
antigravity suit .....
ventilated suit ........

................
.........

.........

1-3
,..0

1
1

3) electrical lines:
coaimincations (telephone and microphone) 4
glass heating with temperature regulator. 2-4
All in all,

there are up to 5 gas and up to 8 electrical connec-

tions.
In order to ensure safe ejection the instantaneous separation of
all

of the above-entmerated connections must be possible with moderate

force (no more than 40-50 kg).

At the same time,

those gas connections

through which oxygen from on-board equipment was supplied to the airtight helmet and the tensioning chambers of a 0 suit or through which
the

xaygen and air supply passed to a space pressure suit must be

sealed off (by the pilot).
If this were not done, the pilot would not be able to develop the
necessary pressure at great altitude for the organism and he may suffer
fatal consequences.
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The closing off of the connections

is

carried out automatically by means of return-flow valves.
The air

hoses of antigravity and ven-

tilated suits on a land aircraft need not
be equipped with return-flow valves.
ever,

AA

if

the equipment

is

used in

How-

combina-

tion with water survival suits for flights
j

over water,

it

is

obvious that the return-

flow valves in these connections are necessary to prevent the entry
of water.
Fig. 215. Pilot wearing space pressure
suit without mask, the
hoses of this suit
connected to a consolidated release. 1)
Consolidated release;
2) hoses; 3) manual
switch for parachute
oxygen unit.
2)

The fast-release connections used
aboard aircraft

can be divided into two

types:
1) connection sleeves with calibrated
force

(known

simply as "sleeves");

mechanical releases which are opened by means of a static

line

fastened to the aircraft.
Sleeves are used expediently only for those types of equipment
whose disruption of airtiglhtness at great altitudes will not lead to
loss of pilot consciousness.

These include the antigravity and indi-,

vidually ventilated suits (if

the latter

is

used without a high-alti-

tude space pressure suit).
Maximum reliability

is

required of the oxygen-hose releases.

dom movements and pilot gestures
sult of negative acceleration)
or to disrupt airtightness.

in

the cabin (for example,

as a re-

should not cause the hoses to release

At the same time,

the release must operate

simply and rapidly under normal operating conditions
ample,

Ran-

when removing the seat.
-
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such as,

for ex-

For convenience in servicing, reducing the time required to prepare for takeoff, and simultaneous release on ejection all

connections

are pissed through a single unit known a- the so-called consolidated
connection release.

This same unit can effect the automatic actuation

of the parachute oxygen unit on ejection.
Consolidated releases are made to incorporate various numbers of
connections,

depending on the type of equipment with which they are

being employed.

We should distinguish releases intended for upward or

downward ejection seats, since the direction of ejection makes it
essary to vary the manner in which the release is
seat and where it

is

nec-

connected to the

to be positioned.

Figure 215 shcws a pilot in a space pressure suit without a mask,
equipped with hoses connected to a consolidated release,

as he climbs

into the cockpit of his aircraft (USAF).
Operating Principle and Design of Consolidated Releases
The release consists of three basic parts (Fig. 216): two sections
1 and 3 with connection tubes and a middle frame 2,

these being con-

nected to one another by means of a mechanical locking device which is
incorporated in the release unit. The middle portion of the release is
permanently attached to the seat. At the instant of ejection the strap
attached to the floor or some other element of cabin structure opens
the release and the latter separates into three parts.

With this, sec-

tion 3 (which we have agreed to designate as the lower)

together with

the on-board hoses and leads 4, 5,

6,

and 7 connected to it

remain in

the aircraft; the middle portion of release 2 remains with the seat,
while section I (the upper),

connected by means of hoses and the per-

sonal-equipment leads, remains with the pilot.
The excess pressure in the oxygen system of a a suit or in a space
pressure suit after ejection is ensured by means of return-flow valves
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installed in the connection tubes of the
section. Upon release these valves

7upper

The;

are automatically closed by springs.

of the lines

return-flow valves of all

(with the exception of the inspiration line)

-z

are provided with strong springs and rubber
The connection tube of the inspira-

pads.

tion-valve line has a mica return-flow
valve with an extremely weak spring.

m the parachute equipment

oxyge-, reserve fr
Fig. 216. Three basic
elements of a consolidated connection
release. 1) Upper section; 2) middle frame;
3) on-board section;
4 communications
leads; 5, 6, 7) air
and oxygen connections.
from the static

line,

is

through the mica valve.

The release
it

the course of a para-

the pilot can inspire at-

chute descent,

but it

upper section by himself.

consumed durini

mospheric air

If the

is

made so that it

makes

possible to achieve separation not only
also enables the pilot to separate the

This partial separation of the release is

employed by the pilot during the course of normal operations so that
he can leave the cockpit of the aircraft

tog ther with the parachute.

The automatic actuation of the parachute oxygen equipment on ejection is

carried out by means of a special hook on the lower section.

This hcok connects to the eyelet of the release cable for the parachute
oxygen equipment
lease

lever,

immediately upon the initial

deflection of the re-

even prior to the total separation of the upper and lower

parts of the release.
In

other types of designs in

which the pilot,

on the ground,

not leave the cocklpot with the parachute and oxygen equipment,
cable release
e.g.,

is

does

the

fastened directly to the lowrer section of the release,

by means of a belaying rin (a bolt with chock and hinge).
-
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ffenting the Consolidated Release on the Seat
Figure 217 shows two of the most common means of setting up consolidated releases on a seat and fastening the static lines for the
release as encountered in various foreign publications. The plane pass-

a.e))

b 1)
Fig. 217. Versions of consolidated release installation on seat and
attachment of static line as function of ejection direction. a) Upward
ejection; b) dowxirard ejection.

1) Release for upward ejection; 2)re-

lease for downward ejection; 3 and 4) static lines for actuation of
release.
ing through the axes of the release connection tubes must be vertical.
Until total separation of the release,

the release sections should not

come into contact with any of the seat elements.
For upward ejection (Fig. 217a) release 1 is mounted on the side
surface of the seat bucket, horizontally or at an angle of up to 200
to the side of the release. The static line 4 (cable) for the actuation of the release is positioned vertically or deflected from the vertlcal by no more than 150, forward or back, and by no more than 5-70
toward the outside of the cockpit. The deflection of the static line
toward the seat is not permitted.
For downward ejection release 2 is mounted vertically, the buckle
at the bottom on the side rear support of the seat, to the rear and
soimwhat above the seat bucket, as shown in Fig. 217b. The static line
3 is fastened to the rear and above the seat. This procedure is employed to prevent the lower section (in the given case,
-
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the rear sec-

tion) of the release from striking the pilot at the instant of ejection and release actuation.
The static force of release actuation may reach 40-50 kg.

required of the static line and its attachment

fold strength margin is
in the cockpit,

i.e.,

A four-

these should be designed for a destructive force

of the order of 200 kg.
When mounting a consolidated release on a new seat,
system must be checked by firing it
seat out of the cockpit,
seat is

the entire

on a ground catapult,

flight tests with a dummy.

and in

dragged out of the cockpit,

it

is

dragging the
When the

important to check to see

greater than the leng-th of the static

that the slack of the hoses is
line.

The slack of the static line is
it

made as small as possible,

i.e.,

can exceed the range of seat-bucket regulation with respect to

height by no more than 20-30 mam.
In order to prevent the upper section of the release fi~om strikiný
the pilot on ejection,

it

is

fastened by means of a strap or rubber

bands to the suspension system of the parachute or to the backpack of
the latter.
In a number of cases,

particularly when the pa.:-2rute is

manently in a container on the back of the seat,
lease is

not convenient when the pilot is

cock-pit.

Therefore,

the con~solidated re-

being seated in the aircraft

additional operational group and individual re-

leases are built in for the connection hoses.
ity suits,

kept per.

In the case of antigrav-

sleeves are used, while the oxygen hoses are collected into

manually operated group releases holding 2-3 hoses each.
The pilot uses these releases during normal operation.
case of an emergency,

however,

at the instant of ejection,

solidated release is actuated to release the pilot from all
-
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In

the

the conconnection;

linking him to the aircraft.
§12. COMPARATIVE EVALWATION AND AREA OF APPLICATION FOR VARIOUS FORMS
OF HIGH-ALTITUDE EQUIPMENT. CALCULATION OF OXYGEN RESERVE*

Comparative Operational Evaluation of High-Altitude Equipment
An aircraft designer must make proper selection of the high-alti.
tude,

survival, and protective equipment complex in accordance with

the flight-engineering and operational characteristics of an aircraft.
The flight and maintenance crew must have a clear idea as to the operating principle, the potentials, and the limits of application of any
given type of equipment or apparatus. A comparison of the basic characteristics of high-altitude equipment (permissible altitudes and
flight durations) is presented in Table 23.
These data show the time available to a pilot in the case of cabii
depressurization at great altitudes. When using a high-altitude G suit
and breathing under excess pressure the pilot has but a few minutes at
his disposal and these, however, are sufficient only to descend to a
safe altitude of the order of 12,000 m.
The permissible flight time at altitudes of 10-12 km when breathing pure oxygen is a function of the individual properties of the organism and its high-altitude resistance. Each pilot must be aware of
his own potentials, these being based on training sessions in a pressure chamber. However,
to spend

it

is recommended that no pilot be called upon

ore than 30 minutes at an altitude of 12,000 meters. At an

altitude of 11,000 meters, and even more so at 10,000 meters, man is
capable of functioning normally (when breathing pure oxygen) for many
hours, if he experiences no high-altitude pain. For a flight of unlimited duration the altitude should not be higher than 7500 m, and this
can be achieved (in addition to the use of a pressurized cabin) only
by using a high-altitude pressure suit. In addition to altitude, it
-
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is

TABLE 23
Permissible Altitude* and Duration of Flight
when Using Oxygen and High-Altitude Equipment
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*The permissible altitude for the application of high-altitude
equipment should be determined on the basis of the possible rarefaction in the cabin, and this depends on the shape of the fuselage and
canopy and may amount to 35% of the total ram pressure qmax maxFor example, let the rarefaction in the cabin be equal to 25%
qmax max,
altitude

and let

the

1000 km/hr at

the rarefaction

in

consequently,

of 10,000 meters

is

)2\

2

the cabin
ap

=izo mm water column (88 nun Hg)

the absolute pressure in

the cabin at an altitude

(pabs = 198 mm Hg)
P,619

- 8
I-S110

nMM Hg,

which corresponds to an altitude of 13,700 meters; i.e.,
in the cabin at 3700 m exceeds the flight altitude.
(Continued on next page)
-

,

an

of 10,000 meters.
For this
case (without correction for compressibility)
0,125 (1(00

and,

velocity Vi =

indicated flight

___________________--

--
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the "altitude"

should be borne in mind that such an elementary calculation
method is permissible for comparatively low altitudes, since there is
no consideration of a correction factor for the low static pressure.
A) Item No.; B) type of equipment and apparatus; C) permissible altitude, in km; D) potential flight duration; k) note; F) oxygen equipment with continuous feed, open type mask; 0) up to several hours; H)
mask with additional space; I) oxygen equipment with periodic feed
(automatic lung); J) up to 30 minutes; K) several hours; L) oxygen
equipment with excess pressure; M) several minutes; N) high-altitude 0
suit, mask with excess pressure; O) several minutes; P) time is a funcphysical stress, and intion of flight altitude, quality of suit fit,
dividual features of organism; Q) airtight helmet with excess pressure;
SIt

R) from several minutes to a single hour; S) high-altitude space pressure suit, "altitude" in space pressure suit 11 km; T) unlimited; U)
10-20 hours; V) provided there is protection against penetration of
ozone and a temperature of 10-25 0 C; W) "altitude" in space pressure
suit, 7.5 kI; X) the same; Y) unlimited.

also necessa4'Ao provide man with corresponding temperature conditions
within the aircraft cabin or to set up microclimatic conditions by
means of ventilated or thermally insulated clothing.
The protective properties of the various pieces of equipment with
respect to ram pressure were presented in Table 22. The space pressure
suit completely protects man at flight velocities (referred to standard
ground conditions) of 1200-1300 km/hr and is superior in this regard
to all other forms or individual clothing.
Problems of operational ease are of great significance for the
flight crew. It

i

for this reason that the opinions expressed by

pilots operating in various types of flight' clothing are of such great

intekest.
Navy combat pilots have provided the following comparative evaluation of the high-altitude 0 suit and a space pressure suit, i.e.,

the

high&altitude 0 suit [VKK] is more comfortable than the space pressure
suit when there is no pressure in the tensioning chambers, but on the
othek hand the space pressure suit is more comfortable and provides
greater mobility and vision when inflated. Since accidents involving
pressurized cockpits are rare occurrences, many pilots prefer to use
-
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G suits.
From the standpoint of service and operation, an individual VKK

j

[high-altitude G suit] is simpler than a space pressure suit. Only an
on-board oxygen system is required for the VKK [high-altitude G suit].
The space pressure suit, in addition to the oxygcn 3upply, requires
if

on-board and ground installations for air conditioning. However,

it

becomes necessary to use a VKK in combination with a water survival or
ventilated suit, the ground and on-board equipment well be the same as
when using a space pressure suit. Therefore,

if

it

is necessary to pro-

tect a pilot under conditions both of prolonged high-altitude flight
and in the case of an emergency over cold water,

the over-all prefer-

ence will fall to the space pressure suit.
Having compared the various types of space pressure suits,

foreign

specialists point out that in teims of minimum oxygen flow rate first
place is held by the regeneration space pressure suit; after this
piece of equipment there follows the ventilated space pressure suit
with a mask, and in last position we find the ventilation-type space
pressure suit which does not require the use of a mask. With regard to
resistance to breathing,

the space pressure suit with mask moves to

last position, but assumes first rank in terms of minimum carbondioxide content in the expired air.
Ventilation space pressure suits for altitudes above 18,000 meters
in the opinion of foreign specialists, must be provided with independent inflation above this altitude from a tank, since the entry of
ozone into the space pressure suit from the atmospheric air is possible. From the standpoint of protection against ozone and the prevention of high-altitude pains,

it

is held expedient to supply pure oxy-

gen from the ground ur to the helmet of a space pressure suit which
uses no mask. In this connection the regeneration space pressure suit
-
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exhibits an advantage,

and namely, its supply and regeneration system

IS completely autonomous and insulated from the ambient medium.

From the operational standpoint the ventilated apace pressure
suits are considered to be simpler than the regeneration suits. For
the latter it

is necessary to change the regeneration cartridges and,

consequently, to provide for regular supplies of appropriate chemicals
at airfields.
The space pressure suits which require no masks are given preferonce for prolonged flights (the mask encloses the face and proves
bothersome).

Moreover,

to fear vomiting. It

in these space pressure suits there is no cause

is recommended that these suits be used if

there

is a possibility that the pilot may be turned around during the course
of a parachute descent or if

he should experience the rocking motion

of waves in the case of ditching in water. However,

the mask space

pressure suit provides for relatively greater safety in case of helmet
damage or disruption of its airtightness.
It

is thought that apace pressure suits, as well as the airtight

helmets of high-altitude 0 suits [VKK] may, with some minor modifica-

tions, be used as protection against gas [gasmasks].
Determination of Oxygen Reserve
The over-all weight of the high-altitude equipment depends in
great measure on the oxygen flow rate required to supply the members
of the crew and this flow rate also governs the oxygen reserve carried
aboard the aircraft.
Aboard the aircraft oxygen is stored either in a compressed state
in tanks or in liquid form in special containers - gasifiers - representing a type of Dewar Jar with additional devices for evaporation of
the oxygen and the supply of the oxygen at the required pressure.
There are oxygen tanks with an operating pressure of 150 and 30
lI160

atm. Occasionally,

spherical oxygen tanks of great capacity with a

pressure of 110 atm are used.
pressure is

In

the gasifiers

the operating oxygen

kept at about 10 kg/cm 2 .

The mean relative weight of these oxygen sources (without consideration of the actual weight of the oxygen),
cubic meter of oxygen under ground conditions,

referred to a single
amounts to
8.2 kg/m3
"
5
2

for tanks at 150 and 30 atm .............
for spherical tanks at 110 atm ..........
for gaslfiers ........

This average weight increases somewhat for vessels of low capacity

and,

conversely,

diminishes as the capacity of the tanks is

in-

creased.
The specific weight of the oxygen (at a pressure
a temperature of 15°C)

is

equal to 1.354 kg/m 3 . One kilogram of liquid

oxygen occupies a volume of 0.876 liter
liters

of gas,

referred

of 760 mm Hg and

and on evaporation yields 736

to the indicated ground conditions.

countries liquid-oxygen gasifiers for 5,

15,

In various

and 30 kg are produced.

The oxygen flow rates for various types of oxygen equipment,

0

suits, and space pressure suits have been indicated above.
Figure 218 shows the oxygen flow rate as a function of flight altitude for the basic types of high-altitude equipment.

For units with

periodic feed the mean lung ventilation equal to 15 liters
has been taken.

In

the case of space pressure suits it

practice to assume that the helmet is

sealed airtight

per minute
is

the general

from the ground

up.
The curves have been constructed for altitudes below 16 kmn; however,

it

should be borne in mind that at altitudes above 12 km a con-

stant absolute pressure is
pressure suits,
stant.

maintained

in

airtight

helmets and space

and for this reason the oxygen flow rate remains con-

The data in

Fig.

218 may be used to determine the required oxy-
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gen reserve.

SJ

The oxygen reserve required for a
single crew member is

---

unit, of the duration and altitude of

.I

.

--

....

flight (considering the supply of air in

•-.-

the aircraft,

-!

-

_

in ad-

dition to the characteristics of the

10-1-

S--

a function,

flight duration may be

KiI(IIIIsubstantial).
91

The quantity of oxygen Gpotr re-

.1

quired for the flight in the general
Fig. 218. Oxygen flow
rate as a function of
"altitude" in cabin when

case consists of the sum of several

using basic types of highaltitude and oxygen equipment. A) High-altitude G)
00
suit; B) ventilation-type

terms, and namely:

space pressure suit without mask; C) ventilation-

the ground during taxiing and anticipa-

type space pressure suit
with mask (helmet airtight); D) oxygen equipmnt with continuous feed
and mask with additional

in the oxygen flow rate at
tion of takeoff (this term is taken into
consideration only in the case of
fighter aircraft);

container. 1) Oxygen flow

rate, in standard liters
per mlnute; 2) altitude,
in ka.
-C;
-B;
-A;
D,

2) Gnab is the oxygen flow rate
during climb;
3) 0gko

in the oxygen flow rate

gor
during horizontal flight in pressurized cabin;
4)

is the same, in a depressurized cabin;
goz io'
5) Gap Is the oxygen flow rate during aircraft descent.
The time of flight in a depressurized cabin may vary from 10 minutes for single-seat aircraft to 50% of the total flight duration in

the case of multiseat aircraft.
Thus
,

o, +

a +o0=,+

o., + 6.

(310)

.For high-altitude transport aircraft the required quantity of oxy-
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gen generally consists of the last two terms (this does not pertain to
the determination of the oxygen reserve for pilots,
controlling the aircraft

is

since the pilot

compelled for the sake of crew safety con-

tinuously to use the oxygen equipment).
The magnitude of each term is

computed individually as a function

of the duration of a given regime and the oxygen flow-rate norms.
For climbing and descent regimes the oxygen flow rate is

defined

by the following formulas:

ts

j

(311)

2
where qH

and qH2 represent the oxygen flow rates,

altitudes H1 and H2 ,

in

standard liters

per minute (i.e.,

a pressure of 760 mm Hg and a temperature of +15
required for the aircraft
H2 ,

in minutes;

respectively,

0

at

referred to

C); -1-2

is

the time

to climb from an altitude H1 to the altitude

r2--i is

the time required for the aircraft to descend

from altitude H2 to the altitude H 1 .
For aircraft

with a low rate of climb and limited flight duration

a more exact calculation is

achieved if

the altitude intervals are set

at 2000 meters.
It

should be borne in

mind that when using high-altitude G suits

the oxygen flow rate varies significantly between pressurized and depressurized cabins (cockpits]
airtightness of a cabin is

(see Fig.

218).

In

the event that the

disrupted at great altitudes,

the mean oxy-

gen flow rate increases suddenly from 4.5 standard liters
to 15-20 standard liters
of the lag In

per minute.

As the aircraft

per minute

descends,

the diaphragm mechanisms of the oxygen unit,

because

this flow

rate may be retained to an altitude of 8 kn.
The required water capacity Vb of the tanks is
-
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determined from

the following expression

V,

(312),

liters,

where Pb max is the maximum oxygen pressure in the tank, in kg/cm2 ;
is the minimum pressure which determines the oxygen reserve in

Smn

the tank which waa not included in the consideration (for the case of
a drop in pressure with a change in temperature,

to check the unit be-

fore takeoff, etc.); PO = I is the pressure at sea level, to which we
have referred the oxygen flow rate 0potr.
The quantity pO min is assumed to be equal to 15-20% of the max-

imum pressure in the tanks.
When liquid oxygen is used aboard an aircraft, the required capacity of the gasifier in determined from the following formula:
S+,(313)

Here 736 refers to the quantity of liters of gaseous oxygen which
at a pressure of 760 =u Hg and 150 is produced on the evaporation of
1 ka of liquid oxygen; Oneuch is the remainder,

not considered, at

which the pressure in the gasifier begins to drop. This quantity is
taken from the specifications for the gasifier. On the average,
amounts to 7-10% of the liquid-oxygen reserve; qot is

it

the evaporation

loss in kg/hr (these losses for various gasifiers range from 0.05-0.15
k&/•);

-r is the time from the instant of gasifier charging to aircraft

taimoff (this time is assumed to range from 24 to 48 hours); K is

safety factor, e.g.,

the

in case a portion of the gasifiers break down; n

is the number of members in the crew; z is the number of gasifiers.
.In the case of multleeat aircraft, the quantity K is assumed to
be equal to 2; in the case of single-seat aircraft the gasifiers are
not duplicated,

since It is felt that an emergency oxygen reserve is

available from the parachute oxygen equipment.
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Example 1. Determine the required oxygen reserve for a singleduration of 45 minutes for two

for an over-all flight

seat aircraft

types of high-altitude equipment,

i.e.,

a space pressure suit with a

mask and a G sui*.
The duration of the individual flight regimes is

indicated in

Table 24.
TABLE 24
Determination of Required Oxygen Reserve for
Single-Seat Aircraft
A I
M'

C

B

no }

DPacxox ,wciopols

npo.2O-

Pew*, no3eta

,

Pacxof
e.

Ppeiim
Mn
mm"
-

I

Py.1eixA I
Ha&6op

3

4

P8C1ma
flA
IIMUI4

CPe

i

sPaczo,

Cpep
pac1oa *e

4

o HAI 3a:

H___
____

-HNA

6

15

90

1.6

9,6

5

10

50

3,5

17,5

ropP30oTA.IbHWA nozet
a 3arepmeTl3HpoaU..
,oA Ka6IH
(H.x--

20

5.5

110

4.5

90

ropM3oHTaAbMUA noseT

10

4

40

19

190

4,75

9,5

19

38

7.5

11,3

3.5

5,3

*mcoTm

- 8 ixi)

*
L

a

-

2

I F BKK

E Cxa a. p

J

K

pa3repxeiN3Xpo.
ZaHHoA
xa6nme na

5

m61coTaz 6Oee 12 00 .a
CH.Wewme C noToa

6

CHxHC

e cC0
N
-

2
1.5

o 3 xAt

_

__

0 Scero:

_

__

45

1

-

_

I_

410.8

1

_

_

-

1 410.4

A) Item No.; B) flight regime; C) duration of regime, in minutes; D)
oxygen flow rate; E) space pressure suit; F) VKK (high-altitude G
suit]; G) average flow rate, in standard liters
per minute; H) flow
rate during the regime, in standard liters;
I) taxiing; J) climbing;
K) horizontal flight in pressurized cabin (H kb
= 8 kn); L) horizontal
flight in depressurized cabin at altitudes in excess of 12,000 m; M)
descent from ceiling to 8000 meters; N) descent from 8 to 3 kin; 0)
total.
Solution.

The norms for the oxygen flow rate are taken from the

curves presented in

Fig.

218.

The average oxygen flow rate for the

climbing and descent regimes are determined on the basis of Formiulas
(311).

The derived results are noted in

Table 24.

the corresponding

columns of

Multiplying the average flow rate by the time of the corres-
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pondin6 regime, we obtain the oxygen flow rate during the course of
the given flight regime.

These results are also recorded in the

aor-

.esponding columns.
Summing the flow rates, we define the total quantity of oxygen
,equired for the execution of the flight. For our example this quan;ity proved to be identical for a space pressure suit and a high-altiude G suit, and was equal to -11

ressure of 760 mm Hg and t

-

standard liters per minute (at a

15 0 C).*

The required tank capacity is determined from Formula (312)
V6 V#
- 411
i--'ms$.5 liters.

Since tanks with a capacity of 3.5 liters (or 1.5 liters) are not
Ain& produced,

it

becomes necessary to take a tank with a capacity of

liters having an operating pressure of 150 atm.
BEMIS 2. Determine the required oxygen reserve for a three-seat

rcraft and a flight duration of 10 hours for two types of space
essure suits, i.e.,

ventilation-type space pressure suite with and

thout masks.

Given: the "eltitude" in the pressurized cabin for the horizontal
ight regime is equal to 6000 meters. The flight time in the depres'

ized cabin may amount to 50% of the total flight duration. The oxy-

i reserve is

taken in liquid form in the gasifiers.

Solution. The oxygen flow-rate norms are taken from the curves in
;. 218. For a multiseat aircraft we can limit ourselves to the basic
oratical case,

i.e.,

the horizontal flight regime.

For a space pressure suit with a mask the theoretical case corresIs to a flight in a pressurized cabin (7 standard liters per minute
in altitude of 6000 meters):
Op,,-7.eo.-o1042Wo liters per 1 man.

-
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For the case of a spaco pressure suit without a mask in which the
oxygen flow rate increases with increasing flight altitude G.
potr is
defined as the sum of the oxygen flow rates during flight in a pressurized (9 standard liters per minute) and a depressurized cabin (12
standard liters per minute):
Gen#'996O.5+ 12.-60.35-6"

liters per I man.

The required liquid-oxygen gasifier capacity is
to Formula (313)

defined according

for Gpotr = 6300 standard liters per minute.

Let us

assume that the losses in a gasifier due to spontaneous evaporation
amount to 0.08 kg/hr; the charging of the tanks is
prior to takeoff;

carried out 48 hours

the liquid-oxygen remainder that has not been taken

into consideration is equal to 1.5 kg and the containers are duplicated
(the coefficient K= 2).

The required capacity of a single gasifier

for a total number of gasifiers z = 2:
Or u- 3.-,+M 2.S6

1,5
+

o08.48=31 kg.

When the number of gasifiers is increased to 4, the required
capacity of a single gasifier amounts to 18.7 kg of liquid oxygen.

-
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Rmnuscript
Page
No.

(Footnotes]

29

Compiled on the basis of the following materials:
0. Armstrong, Aviatsionnaya meditsina, IL [Aviation Medicine,
Foreign Literature Press], 1947.
Geratevol', Psikhologiya cheloveka v polete [The Psychology
of Man in Flight], IL, 1956.
Fiziologiya i gigiyena vysotnogo poleta, Biomedgiz [The
Physiology and Hygiene of High-Altitude Flight, Biomedical
Press], 1938.
Voprosy aviatsionnoy meditsiny (Problems of Aviation Medicine], IL, 1954.

33

In the specialized literature this form of anoxia [oxygen
starvation] is known as hypoxia.

34

The reserve time is determined experimentally, i.e., from
the instant at which the oxygen supply is cut off (or from
the instant of a rapid ascent to a given altitude) to the
initial manifestation of an inability to function properly,
this being expressed by distortion of handwriting.

36

The term decompression tissue emphysema is also used.

40

After the data of Regener - S.K. Mitra, Verkhnyaya atmosfera
[The Upper Atmosphere], IL, 1955. The thickness of the ozone
layer, at this altitude contained in an air layer 1 kIn thick,
has been referred to normal conditions.
A.H. Schwichtenberg, Is it Working? Flying Safety, Vol. 11,
1955, No. 3, pages 12-13.

53
58

Flying, Vol. 61, 1957, No. 1, pages 31, 84-89.

74

On the basis of information in the "Aviation Week" issue of
24 December 1955, the record ascent in a pressure chamber to
an altitude of 6OOOO m by Major A. Bek of the Aerospace
Medical Laboratory was carried out in the USA, the Major
wearing an MS-4 G-suit. The limiting flight altitude in a 0
suit depends on a variety of factors including flight duration, the operational refinement of the suit, the physical
and emotional state of the pilot, the amount of rest and the
level of food intake prior to the ascent, etc.

82

Aviation Magazine, I February 1960, No. 292.
Flight 1956, June 22.
Flight 1957, September 6.
Flying Safety, March 1957.

90

Interavia, Vol. 12, 1957, No. 7, page 688.

93'

Aviation Medicine, Vol. 30, April 1959, No.
Naval Aviation News, August 1958.
Aviation Week, June 22, 1959.
-
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4.

Manu -

script
Page
No.

[Footnotes (Continued)]

4.

93**

"Aviation Medicine," Vol.

94

See the first footnote on page 93 and [29],

95

In a number of cases (for example,

30,

1959, No.

[30].

in the American X-15 air-

craft) body ventilation is carried out with nitrogen which
is available on-board the aircraft in liquid form and is

used to cool the electronic equipment,
the fuselage,
101*

the nose portion of

etc.

Missiles and Rockets,

November 16,

1959.

Proceedings of the American Astronautical Society, 1958.

101**
106

Aviation Week, June 22, 1959.
Missiles and Rockets, November 16, 1959.
Development History of the Aviator's Full Pressure Suit in'
the U.S. Navy, "Aviation Medicine," Vol. 30, 1959, No. 4.

109

Naval Aviation News,

110

For the derivation of Formula (307) see L.T. Bykov, M.S.
Yegorov, P.V. Tarasov, Vysotnoye oborudovaniye samoletov,
Oborongiz [High-Altitude Aircraft Equipment, State Defense
Industry Press], 1958.

114*

August,

A. Barton and 0. Edkholm
under Conditions of Coldi,

114**

120

1958.

Chelovek v usloviyakh kholoda [Man
IL,

1957.

N.K. Vitte, Teplovoy obmen cheloveka i yego gigiyenicheskoye
znacheniye. Medgiz USSR [Heat Transfer in Man and its Hygienic Significance. Medical Press of the UkrSSR], Kiev, 1956.
USA Full Pressure Space Suit is Light; Permits Free Movement,
Aviation Week, Vol. 67, 1957, No. 23, page 29, Ill.
1.

121

"Aviation Medicine," Vol. 26,

125

Naval Avtation News, March, 1960.
Aerospace Medicine, April, 1960.

130

Aboard American aircraft carriers the pilot ready rooms are
equipped with similar devices.

132*

In addition it should be pointed out that on 19-20 August
1957, in the USA, David Simons [sic], a major in the Medical
Corp., completed a 32-hour flight in an airtight gondola of
a balloon to an altitude of 21-30 kin. No information as to
harmful biological effects of radiation has been published.
T. Charles Helvey, Radiation Protective Suiting, Air Force,

132**

Vol. 41, 1958,

No.

12.
-
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1955, No. 1, page 5660.

.$azscript

Paso

[Footnotes (Continued)]

NO.

136

See the footnote on page'120.

141

"Vopros aviatsionnoy meditsiny," Collection of translations,
In.
19N•.

150

N.K. Pyneyev,fDeystviya ekipazha samoleta, vynuzhdenno popavshego v bezlyudnuyu mestnost', Voyenizdat (Actions of Aircraft Crew Forced to Abandon Their Aircraft in an Uninhabited Area, Military Press ], 1957.

156

Naval Aviation News,

166

If the space pressure suit is not sealed airtight at the
ground but, for example, at an altitude of 4 Io, the required
oxygen reserve for the space pressure suit would be smaller
by a factor of 25% than in the case of a G suit.

1958, August.
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Manuscript
Page
No.

(Transliterated Symbols]

42

K =

k = kabina = cockpft

50

B

v = vozdukh = air

50

=

65

nKr

=

73

BEK

= VKK = vysotnyye kompensiruyushchiye

1 = legochnaya

[ventilyatsiya] = lung [ventilation]

PKP = parashyutnyye kislorodnyye pribory = parachute
oxygen equipment
kostyumy = high-

altitude G suits

76

K

= k = kamera = chamber

110

B = v = ventilyatsiya = ventilation

110

Zon = dop = dopustimoye = permissible

110

n = p = podavayemyy [gaz] = supplied [gas]

110

v = I = [original not identified] = human exhalation of
carbon dioxide

ill

a = a = absolyutnaya = absolute

157

Ka=

162

nOTp

162

Ha6 = nab = nabor = climb

162

rop

162

rK = gk = germetizirovannaya

162

H

162

cn = sp = spusk = descent

163

6

b = ballon = tank

164

ra

= gaz = gaz = gas

164

Heyq

164

nOT

=

kab = kabina = cockpit

potr = potrebnoye = required

gor = gorizontal'nyy = horizontal

kabina = pressurized cabin

n = normal'noye = normal

=
=

neuch = neuchityvayemyy
pot = poteri = losses

-
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not considered

Chapter 10
TESTING OF SURVIVAL AND RESCUE EQhIPMENT*
SL. SEER AL REM
The determining and most convincing type of integrated test of
rensa

and survival facilities is the flight test. It is only in ac-

tual flight that it

becomes possible to reproduce completely all

ditibns of emergency evacuation of an aircraft. However,
are telatively expensive measures, particularly if

fl

con-

ht tests

we take into con-

sideshtion the expenses associated with the construction of flying
testbeds.
Seats in multiseat aircraft can to some extent be tested in the
actuAl aircraft for which they are intended,

or in some similar air-

craft. The testing of seats for single-seat aircraft calls for the
consatuction of a special aircraft,

i.e.,

a "flying laboratory."

To ensure the operational reliability of rescue equipment,

as

well as to provide for the safety of the flight personnel ini a "flying

laboratory" it

is necessary for a thorough study of the test subject

to b4 undertaken prior to the flight test. Therefore,
turnd over for flight tests it

before a seat is

must be subjected to a large and com-

plex sries of ground studies. The general sequence of these tests is

the rellowing :
"1. "Functlonal" tests.

It

is

the purpose of these tests to check

the tunctioning of all assemblies or, in other words,
eration of all

to check the op-

seat units and of the high-altitude equipment which

must be operational in an aircraft cabin [cockpit] during flight and
-
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in the event of an emergency to the instant of firing-mechanism actuation. Similar tests are carried out under conventional conditions,

and

in the presence of vibration and a range of temperatures and pressures
corresponding to the, operating conditions for the seat.
2.

Strength tests. Static tests in no way differ from static tests

for any assembly, but in the case of a seat and high-altitude equipment there is

also the action of dynamic load (with the extension of

stabilizing panels and parachutes,
of parachutes,

on firing of cannons,

the ejection

upon entry of the seat into the airstream, etc.).

reproduce these stresses in the laboratory,

To

special installations are

required.
3.

Checking of seat efficiency during the process of seat ejection

from the cabin [cockpit].

These tests are conducted on the so-called

vertical catapult (see Fig.

11 and Fig. 225).

The vertical catapult is

a slightly inclined girder 25 and more meters long along which guide
rails have been lai-

down; these guide rails are a continuation of the

rails found in the cabin (cockpit].

After the actuation of the firing

mechanism the seat slides along these guide rails, and the braking is
achieved through the force of gravity and by means of a special braking mechanism.

On this catapult it

is possible to reproduce all proc-

esses taking place prior to the instant that the seat enters the airstream.
4.
tests is

Checking the effect of the airstream. The purpose of these
to check the efficiency of all assemblies protecting the in-

dividual against ram pressure (protective clothing, arm and leg restrainers,

rigid protection, etc.).

Simultaneously with these tests,

the strength of the seat is also tested (in
of the minor units for which it
to which they are subjected),

is

first

place,

the strength

impossible to calculate the stresses

and the operation of the releases under
-
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iiomUitlons of aerodAmic load. These tests are carried out in wind
tLiw ls. If
soetlonf,

these tests are carried out in tunnels with a closed test

a fast-acting valve is installed in front of the seat to sim-

ulate the aerodynamic shock which is experienced as the seat enters
the airstream. During the conduct of such tests in wind tunnels with
an open test section, the seat is

inserted into the airstream by means

of a special mechanism.

5. Checking the effect of deceleration drag on a seat. The purpose of these tests is primsaily to determine the ability of a man to
withstand inertial stresses in the seat being tested,

i.e.,

to deter-

mine the strength and comfort of the harness system. Simultaneously,
the strength of the seat is tested for this type of stress and for the
absence of false actuation of the releases and control mechanisms as a
result of inertial forces.

These tests are carried out on a rocket

sled to which the required acceleration is
tion-thrust booster, a pyromechaniam,

imparted by means of a reac-

or by means of some pneumatic

device.
.6.
test is

Tests on high-speed reaction-thrust sleds. The purpose of this
to determine the concurrent effect of ram pressure and decel-

eratifon drag on the seat. The sleds set into motion by means of a reaction-thrust booster move on runners along guide rails, attaining veloc-

tiles of up to 2000 ka/hr. Tests with such sleds make it possible more
exactly to reproduce flight conditions. When the guide rails are posi-

tiorad along a deep cliff it becomes possible on ejection from such a
sled to test a parachute system as well. If,
available,

only the first

however, no cliff is

segment of the seat trajectory after ejec-

tion can be reproduced. *
At all

stages, tests are initially conducted with a duany,

and

then with human beings. Only after the completion of all these tests
-
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is the ejection installation passed on for flight tests.
It

should be borne in mind that the ground tests are carried out

not only to facilitate and reduce the length of time required for the
flight tests, but also in order to determine strength safety margins
and the limits of seat application. The cited stands may be used to
determine the operation of the seat for accelerations and ram pressures virtually inaccessible under flight test conditions.
The above-enumerated types of tests naturally do not exhaust all
of the work which must be carried out in the finishing stages of a
seat and in the research being done in this area.
When ejection through the canopy is

the theoretical case or the

design of the firing-mechanism attachment leaves room for doubt,
seat is fired from the aircraft cabin [cockpit] at the ground.

the

Special

nets are required in this case to prevent damage to the seat through
impact with the ground.
To test the effect of accelerations,

particularly those of pro-

longed action, tests are conducted on large centrifuges.
The operation of parachute systems on descent from great altitudes
is tested by ejecting seats from balloons or rockets,

similar to the

familiar method of tests involving the sending of dogs aloft in rockets.
The wide use of high-speed motion-picture photography is an outstanding feature of the measurements carried out during the course of
these tests. The brief duration of the processes taking place during
the course of the tests and the presence of a man or dummy whose position cannot be defined by a single or several coordinates make highspeed motion-picture photography the most inportant tool of the tests.
Generally no less than 2 or 3 cameras are set up,

and the rate of

frame exposure is no less than 100 frames per second.
In addition to the motion-picture photography method, measure-
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mte are carried out with conventional instruments, i.e., sutomatic
wdoz4

units or oscillographs. The extraordinary brief duration of

the =Jority of processes demands the use of electronic (high-frequency)
apparatus.
$2.

MT-PROPELLED STIZ

AND TESTS CARRIED OUT WIM THESE

Figure 219 shows a schematic diagram of such an installation. A
sled set into motion by one or several Jet engines moves along a track
somItimes as much as 10 km long on runners.
l"'Ivia

In order to avoid the sled

the tracks, the runners are generally fastened to enclose the

rails on three sides.

/I
A

II WO

",~.

I- ,
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-
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I)g. 219. Schematic diagram of reaction-thrust guide-rail installation.
1) Track; 2) rocket sled; 3) seat being tested. A) [Rocket] alec' velocity; B) acceleration section; C) steady-state velocity section; D) deceleration section.
Let us consider the length of track that is required in this case
and let us also examine the nature 9f the tests which can be performed

with such a sled. If the tests involve a human being, the horizontal
acceleration of the sled is limited and should not exoeed a factor of
approximately 10.
'Te velocity of the sled at the end of the acceleration section
.,is expressed by the following formula

.Consequently,

in order to attain a velooity of 500 r/s8c for n - 10
-
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the track must be 1.25 km long.
Since the average deceleration drag should also not exceed 10,
the deceleration section should be of equal length, i.e.,
If

it

1.25 km.

is held that a constant-velocity interval must be maintained

for a period of 1 second,

the total length proves to be equal to 3 km.

In other words, over a relatively small path of 3 kn, developing accelerations that can be tolerated by a human being, we will obtain an
indicated speed of 1800 km/hr, a ram pressure of 15,500 kg/m2, and a
Mach number of about 1.5. An increase in track length or in permissible acceleration (for tests with a duzmny) can be achieved with such
a sled, and it

is also possible to obtain considerably greater veloci-

ties.
Generally such sleds are designed for a variety of purposes,

iLe.,

they dre employed for tests of a great variety of subjects. We will
dwell only on those tests that are directly associated with ejection
seats.
Investigation of Simultaneous Effect of Acceleration Drag and Ram
Pressure
For the purposes of these tests the seat (with the test subject
seated on the sled) is

injected into the airstream at the beginning of

the deceleration section. The injection into the airstream is most
frequently achieved by removal or jettisoning of the protective panel.
The most correct approach is

the one in which the seat is

into the airstream by means of a speCial device,

injected

since in this case

the influence of fiselage and subsequent exposure of various parts of
the pilot's body is also simulated.

Simultaneously with the onset of

exposure to the airstream the rocket sled is subJected to brief intense
deceleration in order to set up deceleration drag.

This deceleration

must produce G forces which vary according to a predetermined law from
-
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,xima (of the order of 30-35) to 10. as required to bring the

;36d to a stop on the given track.
These tests simulate the ejection of the seat from the cabin
the seat ejected into the airstream

ooobitJ into the airstream. If

-an turn about the axis passing through its center of gravity, it

.on

be-

possible to simulate the rotation of the seat upon entry into

,he airstream and, consequently, to check the deceleration drag, angu.az Volocity, and angular acceleration that can be withstood by a

,ilot. In this case, virtually all parameters of seat motion with the
.osptlon of trajectory and parachute descent are simulated.
To reproduce the trajectory the seat must be ejected (in this
ae" with a mannequin).

During these tests the problem of recovering

he seat and the mannequin is one of extreme importance. This problem
an :b resolved in a variety of ways.
Occasionally safety nets are set up along the track and the seat

a ejectsd at a small angle. Apparently, the best version is the lay.no of the track so that it runs off a cliff (Fig. 220) with the seat
lying over the cliff due to inertia after ejection, recovery being
.aiwed by a parachute system.

In this case,

nated prior to reaching the cliff or it

the sled must be decel-

must fly off over the cliff

ad make use of its own parachute system. These tests make it
rWroduce the entire ejection process,

i.e.,

possible

the trajectory and

Atation of the seat about its center of gravity and the operation of
,ieparachute system. It

is of course true that these tests represent

is identical effect of actual conditions only for low flight alti-

elsos but nevertheless their results yield virtually inexhaustible

ter is .
In addition to the primary tests, a sled of this type may be emod

to carry out a variety of auxiliary tests such as,
-
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for example,

Fig. 220. Diagram showing rescue of test subject
on installation positioned at the edge of a
cliff. 1) Rocket sled; 2) seat with mannequin;
3) rescue of mannequin; 4) rescue of seat; 5)
rescue of sled.
parachute tests,

tests to determine the effect of acceleration alone,

or to determine only the effect of ram pressure,
It

etc.

is felt that such a jet-propelled guide-rail installation pro-

vides the best reproduction [simulation] under ground conditions of
all of the phenomena occurring during the emergency evacuation of an
aircraft.
However,

rocket sleds, as noted in the foreign press,

number of shortcomings.

One of these shortcomings is

exhibit a

the complexity

involved in regulating velocity. With existing jet engines the thrust
and,

consequently,

the steady-state velocity of a sled may be main-

tained within a limited range.

If

it

becomes necessary for some reason

or other to obtain data at constant velocity (zero acceleration),

it

becomes necessary to introduce correction factors for the readings of
the accelerometer.
Another shortcoming of the guide-rail installation is the fact
that the model on the jet-propelled installation experiences vibrations.
-
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Rocket sled tests have found widespread application in recent

tlIns. In the United States for example there are at the present time
five large reaction-thrust installations and a number of s6m11 units.
Th. larg. tracks Include:
1) the SNOORT at China Lake,, 6500 meters long (Fig. 221);
"2) Boker China ILake,, track 4200 moters long;

3) Edwards Air Force Base, track 6000 meters long;

4)Holleman

Air Force Base, track being extended to 10,600 meters

(]Pig. 222);
5) SWiMi,, Hurri~cane Mesa (in Utah), track 3600 meters.

Pig. 221. Rocket a3~eds used at the
SNORT installation.
Th

greatest velocity obtained in America during such tests was

Of the order or 3500 Il,/hx at the SNORT track with a monorail siled. A
IMn Over this same track with a double-rail sled resulted in a velocity

or the order or 2740 b/hr.
'Zv 71P
WT77_77_

Fig. 222. Rocket sled used at the Rollornan
AFB installation.
An outstanding feature of the H{ollomnan track is a ravine some 2460
meters deep.

Parachute systems can be tested on this track as well as

virtually all conditions encountered during the course of the ejection
procedure.
Rocket-Sled Braking System
At the present time,

for large installations,

system is the one most frequently employed.

a hydraulic braking

This system consists of a

scoop brake mounted in the lower portion of the sled which is inmiersed
into a trougDh with water between the rails. The scoop is immersed in
the water because the rails themselves are lowered in the braking section in order gradually to lower the rocket sled to the water. The
slope is equal to approximately 150 nun over a 600-meter section of
S~-
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track. As the scoop is Immnersed it gathers up water and ejectos etreams
of water (Pig..223). This produces a tremendous decelerating force.
This braking system, despite its obvious simplicity, naturally cannot

be used at negative temperatures without replacing the water with some
nonfreezing solution.

Fig. 223. Braking device, a) Water
brake, Its third rail and concrete
support; b) water-brake scoop.
13. IJECTION-SCAT TESTS IN WIND TUNNELS

In certain respects wind-tunnel tests are regarded more convenient
ttzz2 with rolcket sleds. This pertains to teats of assemblies for which
-182-
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Fig. 224. Over-all view of wind tunnel at
the Arnold Engineering Development Center.
airstream pressure is
Ing negligible.

of primary importance,

the forces of inertia be-

These assemblies include primarily all those designed

to protect against ram pressure,

i.e.,

protective and high-altitude

clothing, arm restraints, and to a lesser degree,

leg restraints.

The

actual wind-tunnel measurements are simpler, more conventional and,
what is most important,

thoroughly tested apparatus is available for

purposes of these measurements.

In other words, wind-tunnel tests are

not carried out because rocket-sled tests are expensive and complex
but are rather a necessary stage in the development of an ejection
seat. As has already been stated, such tests are carried out in wind
tunnels with both open and closed test sections.

As an example let us

describe in detail one such installation with a closed test section.
This installation was developed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (USA, Tullahoma. Tennessee). An over-all view of this wind
tunnel is

shown in Fig. 224.

The ram pressure in this wind tunnel ranges from 1200 to 10,000
kg/m2; the test chamber has a diameter of 3.6 meters and it

is

10.6

meters long. For purposes or these tests the following were especially
fabricated:
-
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1. A funnel having dimensions of 0.6 x 1.2 meters.
2. A device to mount the ejection seat in such a manner as to
pelfmtt positioning the seat in positions corresponding to ejection:
a) at a forward angle of 270 and 450 with respect to the ejection
position;

b) at a backward angle of 450 and 65° with respect to the ejection position.
3. A fast-acting valve.
This installation was used to carry out tests of the flailing of
axms and legs for purposes of obtaining comparative results in terms

ilar tests carried out with a rocket sled.

of a

These tests demonstrated the possibility of using wind tunnels
for the solution of such problems.
is maintained that the exact ram-pressure value at which dis-

It

ruption of any given component part takes place can be determined if
the Instant of destruction and the curve of increasing ram pressure
with time are known. These data are more difficult to obtain with
rocket sleds than in wind tunnels.
J4. TESTS ON EJECTION INSTALLATIONS AND CENTRIFUGES
If the tests of the influence exerted by ram pressure on abandcnment of an aircraft are assumed to be more conveniently studied with
the above-described rocket sleds and in wind tunnels, in the case of
physiological investigations, in addition to the installations described
above, use is also made of vertical and horizontal catapulting devices
and special centrifuges.
In order to have some idea as to the appearance of a contemporary
laboratory for the study of survival facilities, let us present a brief
description of the equipment at the scientific-experimental station of
the United States Navy.
-
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Physiological Testing Laborator
It

is

the function of this laboratory to carry out general phys-

iological research associated with the conditions of survival and
emergency abandonment of aircraft.
The special testing equipment at the laboratory includes:
1. A large heat and pressure chamber.
2.

A ground catapult,

33.5 meters high.

3.-_ Specal nets used in
4.

An impulse,

the case of free ejection from the ground.

pneumatic,

horizontal sled to test

the stresses

developed by deceleration drag.
5.

A large centrifuge.

Let us describe each of the installations separately.
The Ground Catapult,
This catapult

33.5 meters High
(Fig.

225) was built in

Beyker Company for the USN.
special net.

It

is

Great Britain by the Martin-

set up on a platform equipped with a

Its height (33.5 m) makes it

possible to test

objects

weighing up to 250 kg at a positive acceleration of up to 23g.
Flight crews are trained on this catapult and the ability
to withstand the accelerations

of man

developed under specific conditions are

studied here (for a given ejection-seat design and given high-altitude
equipment).

Moreover,

by means of this catapult it

is

possible to eval-

uate new ejection-seat configurations and various combinations of seats
involving a firing mechanism.
The measuring equipment on the vertical catapult makes it

possible

to establish the acceleration with high accuracy both over the entire
trajectory of the ejection seat and with respect to time,

counting

from the instant of ejection.
Motion-picture photography with a high frame speed permits determination of position and condition of test subject with respect to time.
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Fig. 225. Vertical catapult and safety net,
USN.

The installation is provided with strain-gauge measuring equipment
that permits determination of the magnitude and time of stress development at any given point in the structure.
The safety net is employed for free ejection from a small ground
oatalult; this net is

one of the largest in the USA and can also be

used for aircraft ejection from a standstill. This net ensures safe
"retu

to the ground of objects whose weight is

in excess of 230 kg

with a flight velocity for the object in excess of 25 m/sec.

Horitontal Impulse Sled (Catapult)
The horizontal catapult shown in Fig. 226 has a pneumatic drive
and tneumatic control.

Th

piston stroke of the catapult is 2290 nmm.

The ilenth of the sled track is 70 m. The catapult makes it possible
to attain G forces of,40

for a rocket weight of 1360 kg. For purposes

of apid deceleration the catapult is equipped with a pneumatic brake.
D•nminc tests of ejection seats and harness systems beth with
-
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dunmies and live people are carried out on this catapult.
This installation,

just as the vertical catapult,

is equipped

with measuring and motion-picture photography equipment to permit adequate monitoring during the course of the experiment of the condition
of the test object.

4

Fig. 226. Horizontal catapult,
USN.
The Large Centrifuge for Physiological Investigations
The most interesting installation at this laboratory is

the cen-

trifuge (Fig. 227).
The central portion of the centrifuge work area is occupied by an
electric motor developing power of 4000 hp,
The centrifuge rotor is
steel tubes.

supplied from a DC source.

seated directly on a 15.2-meter beam made of

At the end of this beam, a spherical gondola 1.8 x 3.05 m

Is positioned on two hinged units which can be rotated by individual
electric motors as the beam moves.
The control of the hinge-unit electric motors can be programed
from the control room built into the ceiling.
-
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Fig. 227. large centrifuge for physiological
research,, USK.
The design of the cent-rifuge permits the execution of complex
Wvovents by the gondola with cyclical variations in the angles of
pitch and roll according to a preset program. The gondola is designed
for stresses of 272 kg. Rlarefaction corresponding to an altitude of
189300 a con be developed in the gondola.
the air conditioning system makes It possible to change the tern-

pwature in the gondola from 6.6 to 430C. The centrifuge can be accelerated to a circumferential gondola velocity of 290 102/hr in less than
7 seeonds. Th maximum accelerations which can be obtained with a

rotating beam and a maximumi stress in the gondola of 280 kg ranges
free 0 to 1.59 within 0.5 sec; from 1.5 to 159 within 1.35 see; from
15 to 40g within 5 sec; or from 0 to 140g within 6.85z sec. Using the
electric-motor driven hinged units it Is possible to obtain acceleratiols up to 20g and to rotate the gondola at a speed of 30 rpm with
linear acceleration within a 20 unit range.
An individual 's behavior in execuIting work is studied by means of
television camras., high-speed motion-picture equipment., high-speed

x-ray equipint,, and other sensing elements of the physiological functime o@f the humnnoras.
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An additional two centrifuges of considerably smaller dimensions
are employed at this laboratory.
Similar installations to those described above exist at the present time in most countries.
0

They differ as to design and range of ap-

plication, but in general their operational principles are identical.
§5. HIGH-ALTITUDE EQJIPMENT TESTS IN HEAT AND PRESSURE CHAMBERS

Heat and pressure chambers make it possible simultaneously to
check the influence of two primary factors, i.e.,
sure and various ambient-air temperatures.

low barometric pres-

Occasionally heat and pres-

sure chambers are fitted out with devices to produce ozone or to reproduce certain types of radiant energy.
The heat and pressure chamber designed for tests of high-altitude
equipment consists of a cylindrical or rectangular housing with a volume from 8 to 50 m3 . The strength of the chamber is calculated for an
outside excess pressure of 1 kg/cm2 (i.e., for a total vacuum inside
the chamber).

The walls of the chamber are generally welded of steel

plate (Fig. 228).

The large-volume chambers are occasionally made of

reinforced concrete. The entire chamber surface and the surfaces of
••

,

•,aung

'at. covturva w!.h a thick layer of thermal in-

sulation. The observation windows have no less than four panes separated from one another by air layers. This protects the windows against
fogging at low temperatures. The chambers are fitted out with hatches
or doors which open to the outside. The pressure chamber is provided
with a small antechamber (sluice) having two doors for purposes of entering the chamber when a vacuum exists on the inside; these two doors
consist of an outside door and an inside door leading into the main
chamber.

The experimenter entering the sluice may balance the pressure

between the chambers by means of a valve and open the inside door.
Low temperatures (-700 C) in the heat and pressure chambers can be
-
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Fig. 228. Over-all view of high-altitude laboratory (heat and pressure
chamber) at the "Wright" Science Research Center in the vicinity of
Dayton (USA). 1) Main chamber; 2) door; 3) small chamber; 4) singleposition (difference) chamber; 5) control panel; 6) animal chamber; 7)
steel plate; 8) steel frame; 9) antechamber.

achieved by means of ammonia or freon cooling units or by means of
evaporators

(radiators) which are positioned inside the chamber.

rapid cooling,
is

For

turbine-driven compressed-air refrigeration equipment

employed.
High temperatures

(100 0 C and higher) are attained by means of

screens heated oiectrically and positioned inside the chamber about
the work position of the individual conducting the test.
Ozone is
air

obtained by quiet electric discharges.

from the heat-pressure chamber is

pumps.

The evacuation of

carried out by means of vacuum

A feature of pressure chambers intended for the testing of high-

altitude apparatus and equipment is
a given "altitude" in

the fact that in

the chamber it

is

order to maintain

necessary continuously to

evacuate the oxygen supplied for human breathing.
The oil vacuum pumps are made explosion proof by diluting the
evacuated gas with air or nitrogen so that the oxygen content does not
exceed 45%.
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Heat-pressure chambers intended for the training of pilots are
generally fitted out with small VN-1 type vacuum pumps (power,

2.8 kw),

developing an "altitude" in the chamber of 12,000-13,000 meters.
type pumps (power 20 kw) make it

VN-6-

possible to achieve an "altitude" of

up to 30 km. To attain an "altitude" in the pressure chamber of the
ordcr of 50-100 km (with an oxygen supply for breathing) requires the
simultaneous operation of a great number of powerful vacuum pumps.
Communications with the subject in
carried out by means of telephone.

the heat-pressure chamber are

In addition,

gency sound and light signals at his disposal.

the subject has emerFor purposes of measur-

ing parameters through the wall of the heat-pressure

chamber,

numerous

wires and tubes uf various diameters have been led in.
Each pressure chamber is

fitted

out with an emergency valve for

rapid leveling off of the pressure between the chamber and the "ground."
The valve is

under the control of a doctor who maintains continuous

visual observation of the subject.
All machinery generators,

refrigeration compressors,

transformers -

vacuum pumps,

as a rule are housed in

electric

an adjacent insu-

lated unit with a pressure chamber so as to prevent the noise from
this equipment from interfering with the conduct of the tests.
The purpose of the tests in

a heat-pressure chamber is

the in-

tegrated examination of individual high-altitude equipment and oxygen
breathing systems under conditions affording the greatest simulation
of high-altitude flight conditions.
The heat-pressure chamber test program for high-altitude space
pressure suits or G suits with ventilated clothing is

generally as

follows.
A. Without subject (with dummy)*
1. Inflation of space pressure suit, helmet,'or tensioning devices
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of suit with test

excess pressure of 150% of the maximum operating ex-

cess pressure (this test
margin by inflating a
2.

is

preceded by a test

of the static

strength

test specimen to destruction).

Checking of the airtightness of the equipment and determining

the magnitude of gas leakage losses.
3.

Checking the operation of pressure regulators and determining

the magnitude of the excess pressure developed in

the helmet (in

the

shell) at various altitudes.
4.

Checking the hydraulic resistance of the ventilation system

and the distribution of the ventilation air
5.
air

through the suit.

Checking the oxygen and carbon-dioxide content in

and the resistance

to breathing.

This test is

the insplhed

carried out by means

of mechanical lungs with which various magnitudes of lung ventilation
are developed:
dioxide is

generally 7.5,

15,

and 30 liters

per minute

(the carbon

supplied from a tank through a pressure-reduction

a calibrated nozzle in

valve and

a quantity corresponding to that cited in

Fig.

170).
6.

Checking the emergency oxygen supply and th-c _xycn flow rates

for various magnitudes of lung ventilation (on artificial lungs) with
"nonn*rted .nd dscr-nected ai-r i-nt-1:
7.

automatic units.

Checking oxygen concentration in

helmet during rapid-ascent

regime.
8. Testing for difference (explosive decompression) by measuring
dynamics of change in

suit and helmet pressure and oxygen concentration

in

helmet after 1 minute after pressure difference

B.

With test subject

(drop].

1. Checking ease and time required for donning of equipment and
mobility of individual with excess pressure in
2.

Checking temperature regime,
-

suit.

level of heat sensation,
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Fig. 229. Diagram of space pressure suit (ventilation-type) test in
pressure chamber. 1) Entry doors: 2) valve fcr pressurC_ -,al'anc4"ng; o
valve for rapid "descent"; 4) oxygen tank; 5) stationary oxygen unit;
6) oxygen-unit monitoring instrument; 7) emergency oxygen tank; 8)
burettes for sampling of air; 9) rheostat with ammeter and voltmeter;
10M electric heater; 11) return-flow valve; 12) refrigeration unit;
13) supercharger; 14) electric motor; 15) drier; 16) freezing unit for
removal of moisture; 17, 18, 19) manometers., respectively, for measurement of flow rate, resistance, and excess pressure in space pressure
suit. A) To vacuum pump; B) antechamber; C) large pressure chamber; D)
space pressure suit.
air and oxygen flow rate for given maximum duration.
3.

Checking visibility and nonfogging of face plate.

4.

Checking pressure in helmet and shell.

5.

Checking oxygen and carbon-dioxide

concentration and resistance

to breathing.
6.

Simulation of parachute descent (i.e.,

breathing system when supply is
7.

checking work of oxygen-

taken from parachute unit).

Testing for explosive decompression.

Figure 229 shows a typical diagram of pressure and flow-rate measurements during space pressure-suit tests in a heat-pressure chamber

193.
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By means of the burettes shown in this diagram air samples are
taken from the helmet for subsequent analysis in a Holden apparatus
which yields average values for the 02 and C02 contents. To obtain the
true values for these quantities,
phase,

corresponding to the inspiration

the samples are taken during the inspiration phase in evacuated

burettes.

For this another experimenter joins the first

pressure-chamber ascent.

in making the

In recent times electron-optical gas analyzers

have appeared on the scene and these show the current value of oxygen
and carbon-dioxide concentration,

thus significantly speeding up and

simplifying the conduct of the investigations.
The measurement of resistance to inspiration and expiration is
carried out with a cup (single-knee)

water manometer or by means of

electronic manometers.
81i'"iutaneyiul_,1

w_4th

the measur-ment of the engineering character-

istics, an objective Inspection of the condition of the organism is
carried out.

For this purpose the subject is measured for pulse and

respiration rates, skin and body temperature,

as well as the oxygen

saturation of the blood (by means of a sensing element connected to
the earlobe),

th-• airer'•!

pressuv'e of the biood and the 1b!ological

currents of the brain with an electroencephalograph
of measurements are not widely performed).

(the last two types

The continuous monitoring

of the oxygen saturation of the blood with an oxymeter has significant
advantage over the analysis of the alveolar air for oxygen,

since it

shows the state of the organism at the given instant of time; however,
each helmet is not provided with a sensing element for this instrument.
Tests for explosive decompression are carried out either in a pressure
chamber in which the volume of the antechamber is

smaller than the

volume of the main chamber by a factor of at least 40-50, or these
tests are carried out in a special installation.
-
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In the first

case,

there must be a large Instant-openIng valve between the antechamber
and the main chamber.

The subject moves into the antechamber; a prede-

termined expansion occurs in the main chamber,

and the valve Is

then

opened.
In the majority of cases the Installation designed to test pressure differences
chamber.

is made as a unit separate from the heat-pressure

A strong single-position cabin [cockpit] 1-1.5 m3 in volume

is connected by means of a short large-diameter tube to a space exhibiting a volume of the order of 100 m3.

A throttle is

installed between

the cabin [cockpit] and the space and this device must be capable of
being opened instantaneously by means of pneumatic
space is
produced.

m3,

T•e

connected to a vacuum pump and the required rarafaction is
As the throttle is

opened the pressure in the cockpit cabin

becomes close to the initial pressure in the space.
If

cylinders.

Thus,

for example,

we are dealing with a cockpit 1.5 m3 in volume and a space of 1CC
the initial

pressure

In the cabin being about 267 mm Hg (80C0

and 8 mm Hg (30,000 m) in the space,

m)

after the opening of the th;'ottle

the pressure will be the following:
267.1,5

1P

-8100
-~1,8

8

Hg (-28

mm-,

km).

In order to ensure the saiety of the high-altitude tests, an additional hose is attached to the airtight helmet to provide for a supply
of oxygen from a separate tank In the case the main system fails to
function.

The oxygen valve is mounuted on the control console of the

physician in charge.
Of the remaining measures associated with safety engineering,

our

attention should be concentrated on the following:
1. Experiments with a human ueing must necessarily be preceded by
engineering

[unmanned] ascents and pressure drops.
-
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In this casel, all

electrical

systems must be connected and tested out.

2.

In

the installation of the oxygen system cleanliness must be

rigorously maintained -

remember that greases and oils are capable of

4

spon4*aneous combustion and detonation if

permitted to come into con-

tact with oxygen compressed to 6 atm and higher.
3.
in

In

the event of cold-exposure

the heat-pressure chamber in

through freezing.

tests oxygen tanks must be stored

advance in

order to remove moisture

The charging of parachute units must be carried out

by transferring from cooled tanks or through a moisture drier.

Para-

chute oxygen equipment covered with dew must be dried before being
placed into tLe heat-pressure chamber.
,4. Eliectric heaters must have heat-sensitive
automatically on overheating (for example,
supply).

upon cessation of the air

The air lines must be connected to the electric heater by

means of nuts.
§6.

switches that operate

Durite cannot be used for the connections.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
1.

The dummy.

tion seats,

Of the auxiliary equipment used for testing of eJec-

the most important is

tests must be anthropometric,
terms of reight,

size,

i.e.,

the dummy.

The dummies used in

these

as much like a man as possible in

posture, moment of inertia,

and mobility of

head and extremities.
In terms of weight and size dunmies differ with respect to "percentage."

For example,

the flight crew is
dumniy,

the term a "90% dummy"

lighter in

indicates that 90% of

weight and smaller in

and that only 10% of the crew is

greater in

size than the
size and larger in

weight.
We generally encounter two types of dummies,
orthopedic parts (artificial

arms,

achieved by positioning specia'

legs,

etc.),

weights in
-
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i.e.,

assembled from

with posture and weight

the dummies,

or rubber dum-

mies with a Jointed skeleton.

The rubber dur, nies are better,

since to

some extent they also sLmulate the elasticity of the human body.
During the course of tests, particularly in
rocket-sled tests,

the accelerations

hie case of flight or

to which the du'my is

sLtbjected

must be measured.
In testing for the effect of ram pressure it

is

necessary to r,

ure vibration, particularly the vibration of the diumyrs head.

For

this reason chambers are built into the head and chest of a d,.r'my t
hold automatic recording units or sensing elements for a telemetry
system.
2.

Installation for the reproduction of dynamic application of

load. The schematic diagram of such an installation is

shown in Fil

230.

Fig. 230. Pt;'am of installation for rej;Žroductior of dynamic loads. 1) Falling load;
2) capron cable with Initial
slack; 3) seat with dum-y being tested.
A weight falling from a given height and acquiring kinetic ene:
elongates an e, istlc cable (generally,

a capron strip) connected to

the point on the seat being investigated and thus produces a dynamli
load at the points of cable attachment.
fall of the seat,
cable,

it

Varying the course of the f:

the mass of the weight,

and the riwidity of the

becomes possible to develop a load which in terms of magn
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Fig. 232.

Installation of small

catapult over cliff.
tude and nature of change is similar to the load encountered in nature.
Since all these dynamic loads act on the seat during its free fall,
the seat itself during the course of these tests is suspended from
cables. Occasionally in checking the releases of parachute systems for
example,

it

Is necessary to apply simultancously dynamic load and

vibrations. In this case the vibrator producing the vibrations is
mounted directly on the seat.
3. Ground training installation with cable slope. The diagram of

FTD-TT-63-420o1+2
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this training installation is shown in Fig. 231. A training installation of this type makes it possible to eject people and dummies with
an explosive cartridge cf reduced size in

the firing mechanism.

After

ejection the individual separates from the seat and slides by means of
a suspension system along the cable slope, gradually reaching the
ground. The seat,

attached to the top of the training installation,

falls into a cushioned net. AltIough such a training installation Is
lntended for t.h

training of a flight crew, it

can also be used to

check the operation of a number of seat units.
4. The small catapult, which reproduces ejection from cabin [cockpit]

from a standing position. This catapult is used to check the op-

eration of firing mechanisms (the maximum 0 forces and the initial
ejection velocity is

checked).

Nets similar to those shown in Fig. 226

can be employed to recover the seat in

this case.

If

the conditions of

the terrain permit, a catapult of thts type may be installed at the
edge of a cliff

(Fig.

232).

In

this case,

the seat can be recovered by

means of a parachute system. During the course of these tests it

is

also possible to check the operation of the parachute system and its
releases, the separation of the dummy from the seat,
are not identical to flight tests because there is

etc. These tests

no horizontal ve-

locity, but nevertheless they yield valuable results.
5. Deep pool to test jettisoning of canopy when submerged.

Earlier

we spoke of the case of underwater ejection. For aircraft flying over
water rescue when submerged is
vestigations In

o

the

to some extent a theoretical case.

Jettisoning ofea canopy for this purpose are car-

ried out in a deep pool.*
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script
Page
No.
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"Popular Science," 1956, December, page 77. "Aeronaut. Eng.
Rev.," Vol. 15, 1956, December. "Aviation Week," 1955, April,
pages 35-_6; Vol. 67, 1957, No. 26, pages 83-85. "American
Aviation,' 1955, April, page 32.
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Rocket sleds are a relatively new form of test equipment
whose area of application is by no means limited to testing
of ejection seats. Further on, an entire section Is devoted
to these sleds.
A mannequin is required in a number of cases in order to reproduce the free volume on whose magnitude depends the
stresses in the case of a pressure difference, the CO2 content, etc.
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We know, for example, of tests conducted by the Douglas Company at the experimental center in El Segundo in a 7.3 m
deep pool. The jettisoning of canopies at depths of 4.5
meters was tested, i.e., at an excess pressure of about 0.5
gauge pressure (Naval Aviation News, 1956, October).
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